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Zusammenfassung

In den letzten Jahren wurde zunehmend erkannt, dass die weitere Evolution des Internets

eines neuen Kontrollparadigmas bedarf, das den Netzbetreibern ermöglicht, eigene Netze

auf der physikalischen Netzwerkschicht (L1) zu virtualisieren und virtuelle Infrastrukturen

als Netzdienste anzubieten. Der Technologie der optischen Netze wurde aufgrund ihrer

inhärenten Flexibilität eine Schlüsselrolle in diesem neuen Szenario zuteil Des Weiteren

erkannte man, dass sich das volle Potenzial der L1 Virtualisierung nur mit den dynamis-

chen und automatischen Mechanismen und Protokollen für die Netzsteuerung entfalten

kann. Die bekanntesten und gebräuchlichsten Mechanismen und Protokollen werden vom

IETF innerhalb des GMPLS Rahmenwerks vorgeschlagen.

Motiviert durch den Bedarf eines effizienten Ressourcenmanagements in virtualisierten op-

tischen Netzen wird im Rahmen dieser Dissertation ein ”Infrastructure Service Model” für

die dynamische L1 Virtualisierung entwickelt, das auf zwei in diesem Kontext innovativen

Konzepten basiert: der ”resource visibility” und dem ”GMPLS Exchange Point (GXP)”.

Mit der ”resource visibility” wird die dienstspezifische Verfügbarkeit der Ressourcen definiert,

die den gemeinsamen Zugriff vieler Dienste steuert, während der ”GMPLS Exchange

Point (GXP)” eine dynamisce Verbindung von GMPLS Domänen verschiedener Netzan-

bietern ermöglicht. Basierend auf diesen beiden Konzepten wurden in dieser Dissertation

die Methoden für ”Traffic Routing and Topology Engineering (RToE)” für Infrastruk-

turdienste entwickelt und in einer Simulationsstudie evaluiert. Die erzielten Resultate

demonstrieren signifikante Leistungsverbesserungen eines Ressourcenmanagements auf Ba-

sis der eingeführten ”resource visibility” und der neuartigen GXP-basierten Architektur

und stellen einen wesentlichen Ausblick und Input für die zukünftige Forschungsrichtung

dar.
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Abstract

Recently, it has been recognized that for the Internet to evolve, it is important that net-

work operators be able to virtualize their physical infrastructure into multiple parallel

virtual networks, which can support different protocols and services. Due to its inher-

ent flexibility, optical networking technology has been identified as a key enabler for a

new breed of efficient virtualization at the physical network layer or Layer 1 (L1). The

major role in this approach play mechanisms and protocols for the dynamic and auto-

matic network control, the most prominent of which have been proposed within the IETF

Generalized Multi-protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) framework. Motivated by the need

for efficient resource management in virtualized optical networks, this thesis develops the

GMPLS network federation architecture and the Infrastructure Service model based on

two novel concepts: (1) the dynamic interconnection of GMPLS domains is facilitated

with the introduction of the novel GMPLS Exchange Point (GXP), which is a physical

layer equivalent of the Internet Exchange Point (IXP), and (2) the resource allocation

and sharing of resources among infrastructure services are controlled by means of a new

resource visibility attribute, which represents service-specific resource usage policies within

the control plane. Based on these concepts, this thesis develops and evaluates in a sim-

ulation study dynamic traffic routing and topology engineering (RToE) methods for the

infrastructure services. The results obtained demonstrate significant performance bene-

fits of the visibility-enabled resource control and GXP-based architecture, and indicate

important directions for further standardization and research work.
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1 Introduction

As a growing number of industrial, scientific and business applications are benefiting

from the global Internet based on broadband optical transmission, several major net-

working trends emerged. First, networking communities in GRID computing [Trav06],

User-Controlled Lightpath Architecture (UCLP) [StAr06], and the newly promoted ini-

tiative towards Global Environment for Networking Innovations (GENI) [geni06] of the

National Scientific Foundation (NSF), recommend that for the Internet to evolve, it is

important that network operators be able to configure multiple parallel topologies over

the common physical (L1) infrastructure, as a means to open it for new protocols and ser-

vices. Second, large corporations as well as municipalities are buying or leasing physical

resources, including fiber links, switches and routers, in order to build and operate their

own networks, which are more flexible and of lower-cost than those offered by the carriers

today. Finally, not only the research communities, but also regulatory and industry par-

ties have realized that for the growth of economies and even societies, it is of a significant

importance to advance network technologies towards carrier-neutral, open infrastructure

[inec06].

In light of these developments, which clearly show the need for a new breed of L1 services,

the approach to unified and automatic network control is of particular interest and merit.

In fact, it has been proposed and standardized within Generalized Multiprotocol Label

Switching (GMPLS) framework of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), and the

Automatic Switched Optical Network (ASON) framework of the International Telecom-

munication Union (ITU-T). Unification of different parties’ control tools, e.g., of different

technology layers, different carriers, and different network services, is an important step
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in the evolution of global transport networks. In the ultimate vision, this evolution shall

result in an autonomic network capable to reconfigure when needed, and self-adapt to the

changing traffic or business needs of its users.

Two scenarios in a transport network evolution that we identified as the most promis-

ing to address future business needs, are network federation and network virtualization

[Tom02a]. They provide strong motivation for the architecture and service concept pro-

posed and evaluated in this thesis. In the federation scenario, multiple administrative

domains - i.e., multiple carriers - interconnect and create a control-plane federation, in

order to dynamically trade resources and offer global services by means of protocols and

mechanisms in the control plane. The points of physical federation - i.e., of traffic ex-

change - can be determined based on the physical topology of existing networks, and the

availability of collocated facilities. The challenges in this scenario are to design a feder-

ated topology for optimized network utilization, and to establish a control process that

offers benefits of the multi-domain access to the users, and, on the other hand, accounts

for operational policies - i.e., objectives and constraints - of the connected carriers. In

the network virtualization scenario, one large network domain virtually splits into smaller

operational entities - i.e., L1 Virtual Private Networks (L1 VPNs)- which use resources

of the same physical infrastructure. The major challenge here is to develop methods for

efficient dynamic allocation of resources to virtual networks, and for collaborative control

of shared resources. To address these needs, this thesis proposes architecture for federation

of heterogeneous optical transport networks, based on the GMPLS exchange point as

its central novel element, and introduces the Infrastructure Service as a special type

of L1 VPNs for dynamic virtualization of GMPLS networks.

The GMPLS Exchange Point (GXP) is conceptually similar to the Internet Exchange Point

(IXP) [Metz01]; just as how the IXP manages interconnections of autonomous systems

(AS) in the Internet by means of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [Rekh06], GXP

manages dynamic interconnections of multiple carriers, employing the GMPLS control

framework protocols. As such, it supports interconnected carriers in making their physical
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resources automatically available for dynamic allocation.

The infrastructure service is defined as an atomic operational entity dynamically ”instan-

tiable” within the common physical infrastructure, spanning multiple layers and multiple

carriers. Similarly to the IETF L1 VPN Service [Take05] the infrastructure service uses

the GMPLS-based routing, call admission, and connection management. It has a direct

control over the network resources that it dynamically allocates or releases, in order to

optimize utility of its virtual topology. Infrastructure services share resources: a virtual

link allocated within one service may appear in the virtual topology of a set of other ser-

vices enabling them to time-share unutilized configured bandwidth. In order to realize this

important feature, the infrastructure service model uses a new TE attribute, referred to

as the resource visibility attribute, which is assigned to each physical resource and defines

whether and how it can be used by different services. The infrastructure service concept

is inclusive for very diverse environments with carriers offering dark fibers, SONET/SDH-

based TDM containers, or wavelengths. Hence, the examples of resources include trans-

mission, multiplexing and switching functions of switches and routers, within the optical

and digital domains, including WDM layer and TDM layers of different granularity. In our

service model, network resources may present different visibility to different services. For

example, an optical router can be partially visible to one set of infrastructure services, and

not visible to other. Together, the concept of GMPLS Exchange Points and the concept

of resource visibility enable novel strategies for accommodation of infrastructure services

in multi-layer and multi-carrier GMPLS networks.

1.1 Thesis Contribution

The contribution of this thesis relates to two broader research topics: network federations

and infrastructure service provision. The first addresses the requirements of the multi-

domain heterogeneous optical networks, where we proposed and studied the concept of the

federated architecture with the novel GMPLS Exchange Point , [Tom02a], [Tom02b],

[Tom03b]. The second deals with the resource management for L1 VPN services by means
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of GMPLS-enabled dynamic traffic grooming, based on a single-layer or multi-layer rout-

ing. Here we proposed a model of extensible Infrastructure Services with the resource

allocation and sharing based on the novel visibility concept, and the dynamic routing and

topology engineering (RToE) methods, [Tom03a], [Tom03a], [Tomi04c], [Tomi07].

In the late 1990s and early 2000, relatively low attention was paid to the topic of multi-

carrier optical networking both within the research community and standardization groups.

Luckily, in the years in which the optical grid was emerging [StAr01], the issues of coop-

erative (federation-like) networking emerged, and we proposed in [Tom02a], [Tom02b], an

architecture for federation of all-optical wavelength switched networks, based on the opti-

cal exchange point as well as the trusted control overlay with a global path computation

function. With GMPLS rapidly entering the scene [Bane03a], [Bane03b], we extended

this concept for GMPLS-enabled grooming networks with the transport and switching hi-

erarchy including optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), and the time division

multiplexing (TDM) [Tom03b]. We proposed the control model for GMPLS-XP [Tom03b],

and analyzed the architectural and performance differences between the GMPLS-IX archi-

tecture and the architecture with multiple UNI/NNIs. The gird community was embracing

the concepts of exchange points and the GMPLS-based optical exchange points were later

demonstrated in a testbed presented in [Dijk04], [Prev06].

Basing our work on the essential capabilities of grooming networks, within the framework

of network federations we further introduced the model of an extensible L1 infrastructure

service, and within it, the resource allocation based on the visibility parameter. We studied

the methods for dynamic resource management of the service, including topology adap-

tation and traffic routing. Our approach is inspired by MPLS-based traffic engineering

concepts [Awdu99], which conceived and stimulated significant amount of research work

in the last couple of years. The problem of connection provisioning in multi-granular op-

tical networks is broadly studied with particular emphasis on graph methods for efficient

traffic grooming, e.g., [Cink00], [Zhu03e], [Zhu04]. Similarly, in our approach to modeling

network and service resources, we proposed a graph model based on the requirements of
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generic multi-layer network modeling [G805], and developed resource management strate-

gies based on graph theory. Our graph model captures resource visibility, and can rep-

resent resources at inter-domain exchange points with service-specific features in mind.

An important motivation for our research came from the results which demonstrated in

several studies that multi-layer routing outperforms the single-layer approach, e.g., as in

[Sabe03]. In our service model, we proposed two methods for routing and topology engi-

neering (RToE): one using the single-layer approach, and the other using the multi-layer

routing approach. In our performance study, we evaluate their benefits and limitations

under dynamic traffic conditions in single and multi-service scenarios.

Continuous efforts of the optical community to establish optical virtual private network

services, recently resulted in L1 VPN standardization framework [Take05]. This frame-

work is currently under study in both IETF and ITU-T. A L1 VPN classification is pro-

vided to cover a broad spectrum of different provision, control and management scenarios,

borrowing the general features of Layer 2 and Layer 3 VPN services, in particular from

BGP/MPLS VPN [Rose06]. While our notion of infrastructure services belongs to a spe-

cial class of Routing and Signaling VPN services, it features in addition a specific, dynamic

topology maintenance as well as resource sharing. Concerning the practical advances in

VPN provisioning, one of the most widely used tools today for experimentation in network

topology configurations is the UCLP Version 2 (UCLPv2) management tool. This tool

allows for the creation of arbitrarily, user-defined topologies called Articulated Private

Networks (APNs) and is defined in [StAr06]. APNs allow many dynamically created net-

works to share a common network infrastructure consisting not only of links, routers, and

switches, but also of instruments and end-user devices. Our approach to create infrastruc-

ture services aided with GMPLS TE mechanisms does not duplicate, but complements

the UCLP approach. While UCLP is a management tool enabling service configuration in

the management plane, the infrastructure service uses GMPLS control plane mechanisms

for the dynamic resource management. Thus, they could co-exist and operate at different

time scales. Recently, GENI also proposed a similar approach for virtualization with the
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focus on Layer 3 virtualization [geni06]. Our approach can also be used in combination

with GENI, as it merely controls the lower layers of an infrastructure and as such can

facilitate virtual services in upper layers.

1.2 List of Publications Supporting this Thesis

[Tomi07] S. Tomic and A. Jukan, Performance Analysis of Infrastructure Service

Provision with GMPLS-based Traffic Engineering, Special Issue on
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[Tomi07b] S. Tomic, Control Plane Support for Traffic Grooming,

Chapter II, in Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks, Editors:

R. Duta, A. Kamal, G. Rouskas, Springer, to appear in 2007.

[Tomi05] S. Tomic and A. Jukan, GMPLS-based exchange points: architecture and

functionality, Chapter VIII, in Emerging Optical Network Technologies

Architectures, Protocols and Performance, Editors Krishna M. Sivalingam,

and Suresh Subramaniam, Springer, 2005.

[Tomi04] S. Tomic, Issues of resource management in two–layer GMPLS networks

with virtual network services, IEEE Global Telecommunications

Conference, GLOBECOM’04, vol.3, Dec. 2004, pp. 1803–1807.

[Tomi04b] S. Tomic, B. Statovci-Halimi, A. Halimi, W. Mllner, J. Frhwirth,

ASON and GMPLS, Overview and Comparison, Photonic Network
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[Tomi04c] S. Tomic and A. Jukan, Extensible Service Provision in Grid Networks:

A Case For Resource Visibility and Inter-Domain Exchange, First

International Workshop on Networks for Grid Applications, San Jose,
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[Tomi03a] S. Tomic, A. Jukan, Dynamic Provisioning over Multi-provider

Interconnected GMPLS-enabled Networks, European Conference on

Optical Network Design and Modeling ONDM 2003, Feb. 2003, pp. 365-383.

[Tomi03b] S. Tomic, A. Jukan, GMPLS-based Exchange Points: Architecture

and Functionality, Workshop on High Performance Switching and Routing,

HPSR’03, 24-27 June 2003, pp. 245–249.

[Tomi03c] S. Tomic, Issues of Two-Layers Routing in GMPLS Networks with Virtual

Network Services, 8th European Conference on Networks & Optical

Communications 2003 (NOC’2003), Vienna, Austria, July 2003, pp. 114-121.

[Tomi02b] S. Tomic and A. Jukan, MPFI: The multi-provider network federation

interface for interconnected optical networks, IEEE Global

Telecommunications Conference (GLOBECOM’02), vol. 3, 17-21 Nov. 2002,

pp. 2365–2369.

[Tomi02a] S. Tomic, A. Jukan, Policy-based lightpath provisioning over federated
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1.3 Thesis Organization

The thesis is structured in six Chapters. Following the Introduction, Chapter 2 provides

an overview of the standards for automatic control of resources in multi-layer networks

developed under ITU-T ASON and IETF GMPLS frameworks. Chapter 3 describes the

proposed network federation architecture with GMPLS Exchange Points (GXP), high-

lighting the differences between the traditional architecture with static interconnections

and the novel GXP-based architecture. A control model and functionality for GMPLS

Exchange Points is presented, followed by our network graph model and the description of
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characteristic multi-domain provisioning scenarios in heterogenous architecture with both

static interconnections and GXP. We further use the network graph model to state the

GXP location problem and propose a heuristic to solve it. In Chapter 4, we present the

Infrastructure Service model, and the concept for resource allocation and sharing based

on the resource visibility attribute. We describe two graph methods for traffic Routing

and Topology Engineering (RToE), which correspond to single-layer and multi-layer TE

methods, and complementary stand-alone topology engineering (ToE) strategies for vir-

tual link release. In Chapter 5, we present our simulation study and numerical results

that quantify the impact of the proposed concepts, including the resource visibility and

the GXP architecture. The conclusions and directions for further work are summarized in

Chapter 6.



2 Control Plane for Virtualized

Optical Networks

2.1 Introduction

Today, multi-wavelength optical networks build the foundation for the overall telecommu-

nications landscape. Indeed, the advent of the wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)

and optical switching have changed the way we think about bandwidth. With WDM,

a large number of concurrent wavelengths, each capable of transporting a high-capacity

traffic flow, can be established within the same optical fiber, immensely increasing the

bandwidth of transport networks [Mukh97]. At present, systems with up to several hun-

dreds of wavelengths are tested in labs; standard commercial systems offer the capacity

of 40 wavelengths, with a single wavelength bandwidth as high as 40 Gbit/s [Rama06].

The innovations in optical signal switching that followed the advances in point-to-point

WDM transmission essentially redefined the role of the optical technology from a point-

to-point physical layer to a networking stratum with capability to provide low-cost high-

capacity switched wavelength services - i.e., lightpaths - [Chla92]. Particularly the fully

transparent all-optical network without wavelength conversion, which represents the most

cost-effective wavelength service platform, but in turn imposes a challenging wavelength

continuity constraint on the wavelength assignment and routing, was in a focus of extensive

studies. The problem of the wavelength assignment and routing in all-optical networks

without wavelength conversion capabilities has been shown to be NP-complete [Chla93],

which stimulated work on numerous practical approaches [Rama95], [Mukh96], [Subr97],

[Baro01], [Juka00], [Zang00], [Rous01]. Extensive attention was also given to the prob-
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lem of extending the general model for blocking probability in circuit switched networks

[Gira90] to wavelength switched networks without or with sparse wavelength conversion

[Barr96], [Birm96], [Yate97].

On the other hand, due to the concept of the digital wrapper [G709], the opaque networks

with full wavelength conversion gained a lot of attention, as they largely simplify network

resource management, and efficiently deal with signal impairments inherent to the optical

transmission.

The demonstrated cost-benefits of optical networking, and on the other hand, specific

bandwidth and quality requirements of today’s applications such as data transport and

real-time multimedia streaming, is what further motivated the work on sub-wavelength

switching technologies. Sub-wavelength services bridge a gap between a huge bandwidth

of a wavelength (in terms of Tb), and the bandwidth that applications require, typically

∼100Mbit/s up to 1Gb/s. Only high capacity grid applications, such as those that need to

collect measurements from distributed high-resolution sensory equipment produce traffic

flows in terms of several Gbit/s [Karm05].

Within the optical layer, three major switching technologies capable of supporting sub-

wavelength services compete for primacy: the connectionless optical packet switching

(OPS) and optical burst switching (OBS), and the connection oriented(CO) switching of

time division multiplexed (TDM) signals [Mukh97]. With OPS, the IP packets are mapped

into optical packets which are statistically multiplexed and switched by optical routers

[OMah01]. Presently however, a number of issues, such as processing of packets at the line

speed and implementation of optical buffers for replacing currently used optical delay lines,

used to store the payload information during processing of the packet header, are still to be

resolved in order to make the deployment of optical packet switching networks technically

and economically viable and deployed beyond the demonstrators and test beds [Rama06].

The burst switching paradigm is another promising approach for IP-optical integration

[JJue05]. In OBS networks, the payload data, e.g. IP packets, are mapped within optical

bursts and the control data related to each burst is sent on the optical channel preceding
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the burst. The payload burst is delayed relative to the control information at the edge

of the network so that each OBS switch along the path can process the control data and

configure the optical switching fabric for the appropriate next-hop connection before the

payload burst arrives. With the optical burst switching the connection is set up link-

by-link as a control packet progresses towards destination. The traffic burst follows the

control packet using configured fabric connections; upon the successful burst transmission,

each connection can be immediately released. OBS technology promises lower cost as the

signal is kept in the optical domain, and a new QoS-enabled paradigm [Yoo01]. However,

it seems that to make OBS a carrier-grade technology, some practical aspects will need

more attention and better understanding [Rama06].

Both OPS and OBS technology have been shown to have significant potential [Klon05],

[DeLe06], [Qiao06], particularly OBS in the context of the optical GRID [Sime05]. At

present, however, the sub-wavelength services of the strongest practical interest in carrier

and grid applications, e.g., [Veer06], are those offered with the optical transport net-

work architecture (OTN) [G872] that combines WDM transmission and optical wavelength

switching with the digital grooming and switching. OTN merges the traditional digital

transport network technology, such as Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) [G803] and

Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) [T1.105], with the reconfigurable optical layer,

and offers flexible mapping, transport and switching of different bandwidth granularities

in a new opto-digital hierarchy. The optical transport network technology also includes

innovative concepts for service end-to-end monitoring and control based on the dedicated

digital overhead.

The cost benefits of hybrid connection-oriented multi-layer networks, which combine WDM

switching with traffic grooming technology, e.g., the IP or TDM layer, provide strong mo-

tivation for broad research work on optimal traffic grooming [Dutt05]. Two classes of

traffic grooming problems have been addressed: the static grooming and the dynamic

grooming. Static grooming is an optimal network design problem, where for known traffic

requirements the cost of the physical topology, the deployed grooming capacity and phys-
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ical links, are minimized. The dynamic grooming aims at optimal routing of generally

unknown and dynamic traffic in a network of known physical topology and capacity. The

dynamic grooming problem can be stated as follows [Zhu02a]: For a network characterized

with the physical topology of transmission links and nodes with specific multiplexing and

switching capability at the wavelength and sub-wavelength layer, including, the number of

transceivers at each node, number of wavelengths on each fiber, and the capacity of each

wavelength, map a given set of connection requests with different bandwidth granulations,

such as OC-12, OC-48, etc., into a minimal set of lightpaths terminated at the transceivers

of the grooming nodes.

Central to the grooming architecture are hybrid nodes that can terminate or switch either

lightpaths or SONET/SDH traffic, or both, over single or multi-hop paths. Hence they are

classified into four classes: single hop grooming OXC, which can multiplex TDM signals

into a wavelength but can switch only at WDM layer, multi-hop partial grooming OXC,

with WDM and TDM switching fabrics, de-multiplexing and dropping only a limited

number of wavelengths into a grooming fabric for further signal switching or dropping

at the TDM layer, and multihop full grooming OXC with opaque technique which drops

all wavelengths and switches only at the TDM layer [Zhu03c]. Static grooming problem

has been shown to be an NP-hard problem, as it includes three correlated problems,

including NP-hard virtual topology design ( [Mukh97]), NP-hard lightpath routing and

wavelength assignment (RAW) ([Chla93]), and the multi-commodity-flow-based routing

of traffic on the virtual topology. It was first formulated and studied in the context

of reducing the cost of ring networks [Gers99], [Gers00], [Berr00], [Zhan00], [Chiu00].

[Wang01], [Wang02], [Dutt02]. With the transition of the core networks from the ring

topologies to mesh topologies, the mathematical approach devised for the problem of

grooming in ring networks has been extended for general topologies [Zhu02a], [HuJQ04],

[Yao05c], [Huan06].

The emerging of the control plane for optical networks, first under the term Multi-protocol-

λ-Switching [Awdu01], and than under the term Generalized MPLS [Mann04], was an
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important milestone towards new optical network services. Generalizing the MPLS model

of a label and a Label Switched Path (LSP) for different technologies, and introducing the

LSP hierarchy within which multiplexing of signals of different types and granularity can

be represented, has opened a new field of application for standard MPLS signaling and

routing protocols extended for new requirements. Facilitating this synergic effect of unifi-

cation and reuse, the proponents of the unified control plane concept have demonstrated

that the traditional transport network management can be significantly simplified and im-

proved with the real-time resource control, which also enables a new breed of dynamic and

automatically switched connection services. The control plane approach to service provi-

sioning opened the scene for dynamic traffic grooming and multi-layer traffic engineering

methods, which aim at solving the grooming problem for one connection request at a time.

With these methods, connections are dynamically routed on a resource graph that cap-

tures resources at different layers of the grooming hierarchy [Cink00], [Zhu03e], [Sabe03],

[Vigo05]. Essential to the graph-based approach is modeling of transceivers at each node,

wavelengths on each fiber-link, wavelength-conversion capabilities, and grooming capabil-

ities. Therefore, the control plane for grooming networks needs to support such resource

modeling and the creation of a resource graph for the on-line resource management.

The work on the automatically switched transport network concept is still strongly driven

by the need to reduce the network operation cost (OPEX), and the potential of the GMPLS

control plane to act in the ”optimizer” role. However, emerging of new bandwidth-greedy

applications, such as those which today transport masses of visual data on the scientific

grids, will more and more put the stress on the service-enabler role of the control plane

[Ghan03], and on services and their requirements [Alan04], [Alan06]. With the grow-

ing base of the ”prosumers” (the private content producers and consumers) on the net,

these applications are expected to grow in number and kind, and will change the land-

scape of existing communication services. Ultimately, the combination of large-capacity,

flexible granularity, and intelligent control of L1 services, which the new optical trans-

port networks will stand for, shall be a foundation for a novel cost-effective networking,
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supporting many different closed-groups or communities, with different L2 and higher

protocol preferences, transporting traditional voice, Internet data, voice-over-IP, transac-

tional traffic, and others. In other words, the automatic switched transport networks will

provide a re-configurable and ”virtualizable” physical layer for higher layer services and

applications, with novel business models including virtual providers, and carrier carriers

models.

Migration of the traditional L1 services, the most basic of which is a static leased line,

towards novel L1 virtual private network (VPN) [Take05] that establish and dynamically

adapt bandwidth and connectivity of their virtual topologies by setting-up or releasing

switched end-to-end connections over the physical infrastructure, bears many new chal-

lenges. We see these challenges related to two important requirements: first, to provide

architecture and mechanisms for establishing an automatically controlled common L1 in-

frastructure in which the resource management of each connected carrier relies on the

common set of automatic control protocols, and second, to design efficient virtualization

mechanisms operating on the common infrastructure. These two requirements were also

the motivation for the work presented in this thesis. It should be noted, however, that

the challenge of creating a common infrastructure has different complexity in a collabo-

rative environment such is a scientific GRID, and in a competing environment of telecom

providers. The collaborative environment is based on the symmetry between the total ben-

efits, and the total cost for each of the participant. As the total benefit may increase with

the integration, and the total cost may be improved with GMPLS-based network control,

there is a significant immediate interest in GRID community for advancing this technology

[Veer06]. In the competitive carrier environment, on the other hand, a requirement for

integration of infrastructures and support for global services is stated within the stan-

dardization framework on Automatic Switched Transport Networks (ASTN) of ITU-T;

however, advancing the understanding of new practical business models for the GMPLS-

based integrated network is still a long-term objective.

The remaining of this Chapter provides an overview of the transport and control plane
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enablers for virtualization that exploits the opto-digital circuit switching. Section 2.2

provides a brief overview of the traffic grooming technology. Section 2.3 reviews the major

concepts of the control-plane centric optical network control and the concepts of Layer 1

Virtual Private Network, relevant for the definition of infrastructure services are revisited.

Section 2.4 concludes the Chapter.

2.2 Traffic Grooming Technology

Optical transport network technology that combines wavelength switching with the sub-

wavelength switching based on the time division multiplexing (TDM) and the digital

electronically processed frame, offers today an efficient and quality-guarantied networking

solution for a global network in which the core, the metro, and the access areas have in-

herently different requirements regarding carried bandwidth. Because a single wavelength

can transport capacity of an order of 40Gb/s, pure wavelength switching can be seen

as a well positioned in core networks, which carry large aggregates of traffic. Metro net-

works, on the other hand, must offer services of finer granulation. Presently, two network

technologies that combine WDM with TDM are considered as candidates for the high

performance multi-service network. These two technologies primarily differ in the way in

which client signals- primarily SONET/SDH - are mapped into the optical layer. The

first technology directly transports SDH/SONET hierarchy over the wavelength switched

network; the second one, developed under the ITU-T Optical Transport Network (OTN)

[G872] framework uses the digital wrapper - i.e., a new digital layer - to map SONET/SHD

and other clients within the optical signal. The benefits of the second approach are nu-

merous. The dedicated overhead of the new digital layer supports client-independent

monitoring, which allows for the transparent transport of all clients without the need to

reuse the parts of the client signal overhead. In terms of bandwidth management, OTN

borrows from the concepts introduced with the new generation SDH, and extends them

for the optical layer. In SDH and SONET hierarchies, connections of finer granularity -

i.e., lower speed - are multiplexed together to support services of courser granularity and
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higher speed. Traditional contagious concatenation scheme supports bundling contagious

containers according to the hierarchical multiplexing schemes of SONET/SDH into the

pipes of courser granularity and higher speed. This approach, designed for voice services,

renders inefficient for the transport of data services. To support requirements of data

traffic new virtual concatenation and inverse multiplexing [G7043] have been introduced

and form foundation for next-generation SDH/SONET standards. By means of virtual

concatenation, containers of higher granularity can make a group of a flexible size. With

the inverse multiplexing a high-speed connection is split over the lower speed channels and

concurrently transported along several paths from the source to the destination. At the

destination, the differential delay between the sub-frames transported over different paths

needs to be accounted for, by buffering and by re-assembling the signal based on the enu-

meration of the sub-frames. A new Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme protocol, [G7042],

supports flexible management of a group of virtually connected containers (connections)

forming a single TDM-based call. With LCAS, the capacity of a call can be changed by

adding or deleting connections in a dynamic way. LCAS includes procedures for extension

and reduction of the call capacity and automatic state update. VCAT/LCAS provide for a

number of new network features. These are flexible concatenation of containers at the right

granularity (e.g., 100 Mb/s Ethernet is equal to VC-3-2v, or STS-1-2v), virtual grouping

of component links possibly realized over multi-hop paths taking different routes, band-

width on demand and IP traffic engineering where new capacity is added to the congested

IP links keeping the IP layer topology and routing stable. In addition, a new component

link can be routed and set up along a new path before the old component is released.

This is denoted as painless re-grooming [Bern06]. Complemented with LCAS, VCAT can

support realization of new forms of protection/restoration and graceful degradation based

on dynamic repair.

Although new generation SONET/SDH technology also uses WDM links for cost effective

transport, it does not support cost effective switching of high capacity aggregates. As

a solution to this problem, ITU-T OTN specifies a new digital layer frame (the digital
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wrapper), in which a variety of data services, including SONET/SDH, Ethernet, ATM, IP

can be mapped. OTN defines new hierarchy based on 2.5Gbit/s, 10Gbit/s and 40Gbit/s

signals, and specifies their flexible hierarchical multiplexing. The OTN digital hierarchy

includes three digital layers with distinctive functionality, the so-called optical channel

payload unit (OPU), responsible for the mapping of the client signals into the payload

containers, the optical channel data unit (ODU) which is responsible for the service mon-

itoring, and the optical transport unit (OTU) responsible for the reliable transport of 2.5

Gbit/s,10 Gbit/s and 40 Gbit/s signals. With the switching of coarse granular aggregates

OTN efficiently responds to the transport requirements in the core. On the other hand,

finer granularity offered by SONET/SDH provides answers to particular service band-

width requirements. Similarly to the next generation SDH/SONET, OTN incorporates

virtual concatenation, inverse multiplexing, and flexible bandwidth adjustments scheme

in both the digital and the optical layer. This means that the payload can be packed into

a virtually concatenated group of digital signals, which may be transported on different

wavelengths and along different paths. The OTN technology also introduces the capabil-

ity of flexible adaptation where a the node can be flexibly configured for different signal

mappings.

2.3 Control Plane for Grooming Networks

Novel transport networks with opto-electronic multiplexing and switching can use static

or dynamic traffic grooming to cost-efficiently resolve a mismatch between the high capac-

ity of wavelengths, and the low bandwidth requirements of predominantly IP or Ethernet

services: The multiplexing and switching at different granularity layers in optical or digi-

tal hierarchy can be either selectively deployed to achieve cost-efficient network design for

anticipated multi-granular traffic (static grooming), e.g., as discussed in [Ceru05], or se-

lectively used to maximize network throughput for dynamically changing traffic (dynamic

grooming) [Zhu03b]. A distinguishing feature of grooming networks is flexibility - only the

lowest layer in the hierarchy has a static topology; at each higher layer, the topology may
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be virtual, and can be changed - i.e., engineered - by setting up or releasing end-to-end

connections in the underlying layer.

In order to exploit this flexibility when the traffic is dynamically changing, topology engi-

neering requires an automatic process that combines traffic monitoring and fast network

re-configuration. Today, the tools for fast network reconfiguration are being standardized

within the Generalized Multi-protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [Mann04] framework of

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), and the Automatic Switched Optical Network

(ASON) framework of the International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication

Sector (ITU-T) [G8080].

These two standardization frameworks define a new paradigm for service provisioning

and resource management in multi-layer networks, the core of which makes a transition

from a centralized management-plane (MP) approach to a control-plane (CP) approach

to operating transport networks. CP-approach is based on automatic and distributed

control functions, and therefore it promises higher scalability and robustness, and lower

operational costs. In fact, OPEX reduction on the order of 50 % can be expected for most

telecom operator models [Pasq05]. CP-approach also requires a unified resource control

model applicable to multiple layers.

In this respect, GMPLS proposes a control plane model with a five-layer hierarchy of

switching capabilities for IP-over-WDM converged infrastructure. The model includes

packet switching (PSC), layer-2 switching (L2SC), time division multiplex switching (TDM),

lambda switching (LSC), and fiber switching (FSC) [Komh05]. At the same time, ASON

defines a model for optical transport network technologies with a “rich” TDM switching

layer (IP-over-OTN), including synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) [G803], synchronous

optical network (SONET) [T1.105] and optical transport network (OTN) [G872]. The dif-

ferent scope of these two frameworks resulted in several differences between their models.

On the one hand, the optical channel (OCh) switching capability of the OTN hierarchy

is mapped into the lambda switching capability (LSC) of GMPLS; on the other hand,

switching at different path layers of SDH/SONET, as well as at the digital path layers
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of the OTN hierarchy maps into only one interface type being TDM switching capability.

This has implications on network and service models, for example a topological repre-

sentation of a TDM layer in GMPLS - a TDM Region [Komh05] - may include different

SDH/SONET/OTN interfaces. These issues are thoroughly discussed in [Tomi04b].

GMPLS and ASON classify the core control plane functionality within three major pro-

cesses, which support dynamic and automatic provision, and eliminate “human factor”

often found responsible for misconfigurations and provision delays. These processes are:

- Connection and call control (signaling)

- Distribution of network information and path computation (routing)

- Automatic resource discovery and inventory

Within this scope, the ASON framework particularly focuses on the control plane ar-

chitecture and protocol neutral functionality, including special purpose controllers and

their relationship. GMPLS, on the other hand, defines protocols for realization of CP-

functions. GMPLS extends two MPLS routing protocols, namely the Open Shortest Path

First extended for Traffic Engineering (OSPF-TE) [Komp05a], and the Inter-System to

Inter-System extended for Traffic Engineering (ISIS-TE) [Komp05b], and two signaling pro-

tocols, the Reservation Protocol extended for Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) [Berg03a]

and the Constrained Label Distribution protocol (CR-LDP) [Ashw03].

Signaling extensions [Berg03b] support distributed configuration of circuits of different

types, refereed to as generalized label switched paths (LSP). This includes reservation of

link resources allocated to LSPs (e.g., wavelengths or a time slots), realized by means

of the link-local distribution of generalized labels, and configuration of switching fabrics

along the path.

Routing extensions [Komp05e] support distribution of TE attributes for GMPLS TE links,

e.g., by periodic advertisements, as a support for distributed path computation. Regard-

ing routing and path computation requirements, a Path Computation Element Framework
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within the IETF currently defines a new architecture [Farr06] for a routing process de-

coupled from GMPLS protocols.

Link Management Protocol (LMP) [Lang05] supports the discovery and configuration of

the transport and control plane interfaces and their mapping.

Within GMPLS the current work focuses on specific requirements of IP-over-OTN groom-

ing networks, which are superior to IP-over-WDM networks in terms of scalability, flexi-

bility, and robustness as shown in [Seng03]. The objective of this work is to fill in the gaps

between the generic functionality supported in GMPLS so far, and the required functional-

ity, often assumed in theoretic traffic grooming studies. This is an essential task, because

the applicability of the traffic grooming methods, in particular, multi-layer routing

algorithms using specific network graph models, such as those proposed in [Zhu03e],

[Zhu04], and [Cink00], largely depend on the availability of the network state information

used to construct the routing graph. The required availability can be assumed as fully

given with a centralized management system; on the other hand, the distributed CP-based

provisioning must rely on information appropriately aggregated for scalability.

2.3.1 Grooming with GMPLS

Grooming with GMPLS is based on mechanisms and protocols for resource-optimal config-

uration of flexible grooming capability, and for optimized traffic routing. Figure 2.1 depicts

the required control plane functionality within the framework of three functional blocks,

namely, the network resource control, call control and virtual network control. So far,

while GMPLS protocols provide concrete tools for resource control, and call routing and

control, the requirements for virtual network control are under study and consideration.

Figure 2.1 shows a general network scope for CP-based operation. This is a multi-layer

multi-domain network, operated by different carriers, and providing services of different

granularity. The ASON architecture makes a distinction between three types of charac-

teristic CP-interfaces: the user-to-network interface (UNI) between a service user and a
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Figure 2.1: Framework for GMPLS Grooming Support.

carrier domain, the internal network-to-network interface (I-NNI) between the network el-

ements within one carrier domain, and the external network-to-network interface (E-NNI)

between the network elements of different carrier domains. These interfaces differ in the

level of network information exchange they may support: while internal I-NNI supports

full information sharing, UNI and E-NNI often require information hiding.

Conceptually these interfaces relate to the GMPLS models for the control plane integra-

tion which are the overlay model with no routing information exchange, the peer model

with full information sharing facilitating integration of control plane instances, and the

augmented model, assuming the exchange of aggregated information [Mann04]. In Fig-

ure 2.1, we show the standard multi-domain architecture enhanced with challenging new

elements, referred to as GMPLS-based exchange points (GXP), which enable both flex-

ible inter-domain connections between different administrative domains and customers,

and their GMPLS-based control. While the GXP concept is described in Chapter 3, the

sections that follow review functionality inherent to different blocks of the framework.
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2.3.2 Resource Modeling

Due to scalability and trust issues, service provisioning by means of the control plane

has to rely on aggregated information, and the appropriate aggregated representation of

resources is essential. GMPLS and ASON developed specific network resource models by

using two different set of architecture tools.

ASON Model

The ASON resource representation is based on the generic functional model for transport

networks (G.805), [G805], and is inherently “topological”. A network is modeled with

a number of layer topologies in a client-server relationship. An example in Figure 2.2

illustrates the ASON model for network with an optical channel (OCh) switching layer

and the OC-3 switching layer. The relationship between GMPLS and ASON models shown

in the table is briefly covered in the discussion that follows.
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Figure 2.2: Example of ASON Modeling and Relationship between ASON and GMPLS.

Each layer topology provides a switched service between two client access points, which

is routed over interconnected sub-networks (SN), where the switching matrix is rep-

resented as an SN as well. The interconnection between two SNs is a link with one or
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multiple link connections. The end-points of link connections are subnetwork connection

points (SNP). Logically coupled SNPs form a pool (SNPP), e.g., all OC-3 within a OC-192

multiplex are coupled within one pool, Consequently, a transport capacity between two

SNPPs of two sub-networks, or between an SNPP on a sub-network and an access SNPP

(see the case shown in Table 2.2), is referred to as an SNPP link . An ASON service is

an SNP trail , which connects two client access points, and is routed over a number of

SNP link connections or subnetwork connections. The association between an SNP in a

server layer (optical channel - λ) and an SNPP (of OC-3 SNPs mapped within OC-192)

in the client layer represents a specific termination and adaptation between the two

layers in the multi-service switching node. With variable adaptations that can be flexibly

activated several different associations can exist at the same time.

ASON is particularly designed for discrete bandwidth networks: an atomic transport

resource is an SNP link connection. Obviously, in terms of routing requirements,

advertising SNP link connections would not scale, therefore SNPP link is to be adver-

tised as an aggregate characterized by the number of available SNP LCs. An association

SN-SNPP uniquely identifies an atomic grooming resource which must be allocated

along the multi-layer routed path, and therefore, should also be advertised to support

distributed path computation. As already mentioned, the ASON resource model is based

on SDH/SONET/OTN functional modeling and extensions to GMPLS were needed to

account for a rich TDM layer.

GMPLS Model

Several ASON subnetwork points (SNP) and/or point pools (SNPP) map to a GMPLS

interface , which constitutes the termination of a GMPLS TE link. A GMPLS interface

can be either a simple interface (SNP) or a combination of component interfaces (SNPP).

To cope with the multiple parallel interfaces between two nodes the interfaces can be un-

numbered [Komu03]. For some technologies a component interface is an atomic resource,

e.g., a wavelength, and is addressed with a generalized label which corresponds to an
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SNP link connection (LC). For SDH/SONET and OTN digital hierarchy a component

interface has a multiplex of smaller discrete resources, each of which is described with

essentially more complex generalized label. One interface can therefore represent sev-

eral SNPs or SNPPs at different ASON layers, each of which can be represented, within

a GMPLS model, with the GMPLS Interface Switching Capability Descriptors (ISCD).

ISCD includes a switching type (LSC or TDM) and maximum and minimum reservable

bandwidth available, the latter depending on the adaptation configured at the interface.

Examples of ISCD usage are given in Table 2.4. An interface of a photonic cross-connect

is fully described with LSC switching (ISCD-1). In addition to ISCD-1, an interface of

a hybrid (SDH-WDM) cross-connect is described also with ISCD-2 and ISCD-3 (TDM

switching) defining VC-4 and VC-3 as a minimum reservable bandwidth which can be

allocated at this interface. However, if VC-4 is allocated ISCD-2 will disappear from the

ISCD list.

The GMPLS interface model becomes rather complex when used to represent capabilities

of multi-service switching nodes. The concept of a GMPLS TE link is not meant to

be used to model internal multiplexing capability of nodes, although in fact, SN-SNPP

association could be modeled as TE link with one interface in a client layer and the other

in a server layer. Without such modeling, the available grooming capacity of a node

cannot be used to calculate a TE path for a service. Within GMPLS, the concept of the

Interface Adaptation Capability Descriptor (IACD) is currently under evaluation [Papm05]

and experimental verification [Veer06]. IACD is a new attribute defined for an internal

interface which could be advertised with GMPLS routing protocols, IACD describes an

interface in terms of two ISC Descriptors (for both ends of the interface or link) with the

standard bandwidth encoding depending on the ISC type.

VC-4STM-64SDHTDMISCD-3X-

VC-3STM-64SDHTDMISCD-2X-

-STM-64SDHLSCISCD-1XX

Min BWMax BWEncodingISC TypeISC DescriptorHybrid XCPhotonic XC 

VC-4STM-64SDHTDMISCD-3X-

VC-3STM-64SDHTDMISCD-2X-

-STM-64SDHLSCISCD-1XX

Min BWMax BWEncodingISC TypeISC DescriptorHybrid XCPhotonic XC 

Table 2.1: Multiple Interface Switching Capability Descriptors.
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Client-Server Resource Relationship

Both ASON and GMPLS define a client-server relationship between adjacent layers in

their hierarchies. In the ASON model, the link in the client layer is realized over a

network connection in the server layer. A client layer link is also a part of an end-to-end

network connection supporting the client layer trail. A GMPLS client-server relationship

associates a dynamic TE link in a client layer, referred to as a Forwarding Adjacency (FA),

and a label switched path (LSP) in a server layer, established between two interfaces that

implement client and server switching types. By using the dynamically established FA, a

client layer LSP can embed itself within the server layer LSP. For routing scalability, all

parallel resources with the same TE capability could be bundled into, and advertised as,

one bundled TE-link or FA [Komb05]. Each TE link or FA is also assigned to some shared

risk link group (SRLG): all links that fail together are assigned the same SRLG value.

Also, each link is assigned a protection level such as extra traffic, unprotected, shared,

and dedicated 1:1, or 1+1.

2.3.3 Resource Control

The functionality of the control plane processes within the functional block Resources

can be shortly summarized with “discover, advertise, reserve”, the issues of which are

described in the following sub-sections.

Resource Discovery

For automatic correlation of interfaces between either two neighboring nodes or neighbor-

ing technology layers within one node, an automatic discovery process is needed. This

process can therefore support building up of the network topology graphs. Within the dis-

covery process both transport connections and control channels are to be discovered and

verified. A central component in the ASON discovery process is the link resource manager

(LRM), which maintains the local inventory of links and updates a local routing database
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(RDB) with configured TE links. Although, the routing database can be configured also

through a management system, the complexity of its update procedures, best illustrated

in the MIB document [Nada07], offers strong motivation for automation of the discov-

ery process. Within the discovery process, the binding between the management plane

(MP) names of the transport resources (modeled with G.805) and the control plane (CP)

names of the same resources (SNPs) is established. The MP names and the corresponding

CP names of potential link connections (SNP-SNP) between the neighboring nodes are

logically associated together. A potential SNP-SNP link connection becomes an actual

LC when a corresponding flexible adaptation is activated. In the GMPLS framework, the

link management protocol (LMP) [Lang05] supports the resource discovery process with

four basic functions for a node pair. The control channel management establishes and

maintains connectivity between adjacent nodes. The link verification procedure verifies

the physical connectivity. The link summary messages are exchanged to correlate link

properties between adjacent nodes, first when the node is being brought up and then peri-

odically when a link is up and not in the verification procedure. Finally, LMP provides a

mechanism to isolate link and channel failures in both opaque and transparent networks,

independent of the data format.

Resource Advertisement

The advertisement of network topology data - i.e., the TE link information - that is

maintained within the routing database (RDB), is a process that enables distributed path

computation for requested services. For the purpose of scalability and topology hiding,

ASON proposes that at each node, the TE link information, acquired either through the

advertisement process (external TE links), or established by the discovery process (internal

interfaces), be organized within multiple routing areas, or views, which filter data based

on different operational constraints.

The filtering could be based on a technology layer (e.g., TDM, LSC), administrative ag-

gregation level (inter-domain, intra-domain), shared risk link group (SRLG) identifier,
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or some other type of administrative grouping. Filtering can also be subject to oper-

ational constraints related to a type of an interface (e.g., UNI, I-NNI, E-NNI) and the

CP-integration models (overlay, peer, augmented). Regarding the organization of the CP-

functions, the advertisement process at a particular hybrid node, may involve a number of

routing controllers logically associated with different routing areas and collocated at the

same node.
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Figure 2.3: Hierarchical Routing Areas in Multi-Domain TDM-LSC Network.

For example, Figure 2.4 shows the hierarchical architecture of the advertisement process in

a network of three interconnected domains that implement the LSC and TDM switching.

In domains D1 and D2 advertisement of the TE attributes of the LSC and TDM layer is

separated (overlay model) and in D3 integrated (peer model). The controllers at nodes

N1, N6 and N7, and N2, N4 and N7, take part in the inter-domain information exchange

at the TDM and LSC layers, respectively. Controllers at the same node exchange routing

information by feeding-up or feeding-down data; each of them also communicates with

its intra-domain peers located at other nodes. The vertical information flow may support

different routing paradigms, such as the hierarchical, and the source-based routing. For

hierarchical routing only feeding up is necessary because the path is calculated top-down,

starting from the highest possible level. For the source-based routing, feeding down is

needed as the routing decisions are made at the lowest level of the routing hierarchy.
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Driven by ASON routing requirements, proposals extending the OSPF-TE and ISIS-TE

protocols for hierarchical operation are currently under study [Papr07], with feed-up and

feed-down capabilities between the hierarchically organized OSPF-TE and ISIS-TE areas.

Hierarchical routing in ASON can also be supported by routing protocols that do not

belong to the GMPLS framework. For example, the extension of the PNNI protocol,

originally defined for ATM networks was proposed in [Sanc03].

An important aspect related to the TE link advertisements in the dynamic GMPLS net-

works is that the advertised changes not only should reflect the update of the TE link

attributes due to resource allocation - i.e., residual bandwidth - but they also need to

show the creation or deletion of dynamic TE links (FAs), and to alow for links with zero

bandwidth. However, as currently defined, a virtual link (FA) is always allocated a band-

width. We recognized this problem in our study and introduced the virtual link as a link

that can have no bandwidth at all. Recently, this approach, has been also proposed within

the GMPLS framework, and is currently under study [Papm05].

Link bundling and advertisement of bundled links is also a challenging task because of the

parallel links with different TE features. Therefore, taking into account the dynamics and

the nature of advertised changes, the process of advertising in grooming networks needs

new consideration. The latency and accuracy of data updates, the issue of information

hiding, the impact of distributed resource reservation and others, are related issues of

interest, as also reflected in recently published studies, e.g., [Szig04], [Szig05].

Distributed Resource Reservation

With GMPLS the resources on the TE links along a particular service path - i.e., labels

- are selected and allocated in a link-local hop-by-hop distributed resource reservation

(signaling) session. In an RSVP-TE session, Path message is sent from the LSP ingress

controller to the LSP egress controller, carrying objects, which define connection end-

to-end requirements, such as the signal type and required bandwidth, and objects that

have link-local meaning and support resource/label selection process. The explicit route
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object (ERO), which is provided by the path computation controller at the source of LSP,

is in general also a link-local attribute. In other words, it reflects only the knowledge

of the specific node that sends this message, and could be changed at each intermediate

controller. In this way, a number of controllers can be involved in a hop-by-hop distributed

path computation.

On each link, the label selection can be supported with the explicit label object, where

an upstream node provides a label preference to a downstream node, to be accepted or

rejected. The upstream node can start configuring its hardware with the proposed label

in advance, which in case of accepted label can reduce the setup latency, particularly

important when restoration LSPs need to be rapidly established. With a label set object

an upstream node can suggest several preferred/acceptable resources for connection. In the

optical domain, by means of a label set, a common available wavelength along the whole

path may be determined. An Upstream label is used in the allocation of bi-directional

links for bi-directional LSPs, with both directions following the same path and having the

same traffic engineering attributes, including the protection and restoration level. The

two directions of a link are allocated at the same time and therefore the setup latency and

the control overhead are equal to those of a unidirectional LSP setup.

The allocation of time slots within SDH/SONET and OTN hierarchies is supported by new

GMPLS extensions which encode generalized labels and describe both the multiplexing

structure and the position of the signal in the multiplex [Mann06f], [Papa06f]. With

these extensions to GMPLS, one SDH/SONET/OTN LSP can require allocation of several

labels, by specifying a number of multiplex signals and the structure of this elementary

multiplex, given with a number of elementary signals either contiguously or virtually

concatenated. With fixed adaptations a signaled request may result into a number of

LSPs set up first in the lower layers (e.g., ODU3) and then in the requested layer (e.g.,

ODU1).

However, configuration of flexible adaptations is not supported in a straightforward man-

ner since a label request alone does not specify the multiplexing structure. Even assuming
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that the internal adaptation capabilities are advertised and used to create a routing graph

for ODU1, ODU2 and ODU3 layer, transforming a request into a specific ERO and acti-

vating flexible adaptations is a challenging task, which is still not fully supported.

2.3.4 Service Control

Similarly to other connection oriented networks, the automatic switched optical network

offers a connection service, which is a logical association - i.e., a call - established between

two customers, physically realized by means of connections. A call can be associated with

zero or a number of connections that may be established, released, modified, and used for

different purposes. In particular in transport networks where restorability and bandwidth

adaptability are service properties, the control plane support for bandwidth modification,

and protection/restoration of a call are of major interest. Accordingly, the separation

between a call and a connection is identified as a major requirement, and extensions to

GMPLS that support a call with no connections are under consideration. Regarding

bandwidth modification, the aggregation of multiple connections within one call needs to

be implemented within the transport plane; on the other hand, the control plane must

be capable of discovering and controlling this capability. Figure 2.4 illustrates this issue.

A call in the topology shown can be provisioned over contiguously concatenated signals

Figure 2.4: Path-dependent vs. Path-independent Routing of Call Components.

over a path N1 - N2 - N3 - N4, or as a virtually concatenated signal split over different
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paths between N5 and N6. If the availability of source and sink VCAT functions can be

discovered, the path-independent routing of call components could be supported. Here,

path-independent routing refers to routing of different connections along different paths.

In the context of path-independent component routing, there is no single path associated

with a call. In general, any call components, can traverse two UNI interfaces, and one

or several different administrative domains, i.e., E-NNI interfaces. In grooming networks,

work on enhancing GMPLS/G.ASON for VCAT/LCAS has recently been undertaken

[Bern05], including the discovery of VCAT and LCAS capable path termination sources

and sinks, as well as the VCAT group identification.

Distributed call signaling and connection path computation are tightly intertwined: how

and where a path is calculated depends on the organization of the routing process and the

corresponding availability of routing information. As already mentioned, ASON routing

assumes hierarchically organized routing areas (RA) which feature hierarchical advertise-

ment of information between different layers of aggregation (feeding-up and down) and

thus support hierarchical inter-domain routing.

Routing controllers within routing areas at the different levels of hierarchy build a topology

of abstracted resources - i.e., virtual links and nodes - and can provide path computation

services to call controllers at the customer side, according to a hierarchical, source-based

or hop-by-hop routing paradigm.

The setting up of a call over several domains, which includes setup of several call segments,

as well as the error recovery by means of crank-back, must be carefully orchestrated. To

this purpose the GMPLS Notify message (RSVP-TE) is used to report failures related to

LSPs to the ingress node or some other nodes responsible for error recovery. The node

resolving a failure may in the future also perform crank-back. Modification of a connection,

the flexible association of calls and connections, as well as the crank-back capability, are

advanced features, which are still not fully covered within the GMPLS standard framework

[Pap05a].
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2.3.5 L1 VPN Service Support

Automatically controlled grooming networks can efficiently support the creation of mul-

tiple virtual topologies over common physical infrastructure. Such virtualization of the

physical infrastructure is recognized as an important enabler both for distributed high-

speed applications of the GRID community [Trav06],[Veer06], and for research on novel

networking protocols and mechanisms [geni06]. This provides a strong motivation for re-

search and standardization work on the Layer 1 Virtual Private Network (L1 VPN) service

paradigm. L1 VPN should offer a new set of tools allowing clients to manage their logical

topologies directly, by means of GMPLS, without the need to owe or manage any physical

infrastructure.

The standardization framework for L1 VPN services is currently under development within

both IETF and ITU-T Study Group (SG) 13, [Take05]. L1 VPN service borrows the

concepts from widely deployed Layer 2 and Layer 3 VPNs. Reusing terminology from

Provider Provisioned Virtual Private Networks (PPVPN) [Ande05], L1 VPN model in-

cludes customer edge (CE) nodes, provider edge (PE) and provider nodes (P). CE nodes

are customer devices, e.g., Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) switches, routers, and layer

2 switches, which receive, and either switch or terminate, the layer 1 signal. One CE de-

vice connecting to at least one PE device, can be either a host, or a border node of a

customer site, connecting to other customer devices (C). A PE node, e.g., a TDM switch,

an Optical Cross-Connect (OXC), or a Photonic Cross-Connect (PXC), provides L1 VPN

service to the customer, and connect to other PE devices, or provider devices (P nodes) -

i.e., TDM switches, OXCs, or PXCs - that do not serve any customers.

In general, connectivity services offered at layer 1 may feature control capabilities of differ-

ent complexity, varying from low flexibility, where a pair of customer edge devices (CEs)

is connected through a permanent connection, i.e., a traditional leased line statically con-

figured by the provider, to high flexibility, where customers dynamically establish either

dynamic switched connections, or customer-controlled soft permanent connection between

CE devices. A soft permanent connection includes two permanently configured CE-PE
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links and a switched connection between the PE devices. Multiple permanent point-to-

point connections among a set of CEs make a static L1 service; a dynamic L1 service

consists of switched point-to-point and customer-controlled soft permanent connections.

Within general L1 connectivity services, Layer 1 VPN belongs to a class of dynamic

services with a particular CE-connectivity defined as VPN membership, and with per VPN

control and management functions, distributed among provider and customers control and

management systems. The advanced novel features of L1 VPN are the capability to use

traffic engineering tools to route service traffic and to modify VPN topology when needed.

L1 VPN can support multiple types of (client) transport technologies, such as IP, and

Ethernet, and different types of customers, in terms of the administrative relationship. The

customers may be either ”internal” and ”external”, such as service departments within one

carrier’s network which use the L1 VPN to provide different kinds of higher-layer services

with payloads at any layer (e.g., asynchronous transfer mode [ATM], IP, or TDM), or other

carriers that use another carrier’s layer 1 VPN service, respectively. Depending on the

administrative relationship, the topology information provided at the service demarcation

points may be more or less limited. For example, ”external” customers of layer 1 VPN

service would receive only a limited view of the layer 1 VPN provider network and the

limited control over the layer 1 VPN provider network resources. The level of control and

management may be seen as a part of the service requirements and accordingly service

layer agreement. At the service interface, or service demarcation point between CE and

PE, the information exchanged may include signaling messages, membership information,

TE information of the associated CE-PE TE links, customer network routing information

(reachability and TE information), and provider network routing and TE information. The

information sharing is highly dependable on the trust relationship between the customer

and the provider.

In the transport plane, L1 VPN model supports sharing of transport resources, which are

allocated and released by multiple VPNs in a time-sharing manner. Resources can also

be configured as dedicated to - i.e., for exclusive use by - a VPN. Resource availability
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information provided to customers is in general abstracted: a virtual link is a provider

network Traffic Engineering (TE) link that is a part of the routing information advertised

to the customer, and a virtual node, is a provider network logical node advertised to

customers, representing either a single physical node, or multiple physical nodes and the

links between them. By using this advertised information, customers can specify explicit

links in a request for a layer 1 connection setup, deletion, or modification between CEs,

and will be given a notification of connection rejection with a reason when the provider

cannot complete a service request.

Regarding the control and management information exchanged over the customer inter-

faces L1 VPN framework envisages four service models: the management-based model,

basic signaling, overlay signaling, and signaling and routing model. In the management-

based model the customer management systems and the provider management systems

communicate to establish the service. With the basic signaling model connection setup

is initiated by a customer over the CE-PE signaling link (GMPLS LSP signaling), how-

ever, the distribution of routing and membership information in the control plane is not

supported. The overlay signaling model provides the customer interface based on the

GMPLS UNI Overlay [Swal05]. The membership information is configured on PEs, and

distributed between PEs, so that the PE that receives a Path message from the ingress

CE can identify the remote PE connected to the egress CE. The customers can perceive

the provider network from the path attribute specified and recorded in signaling messages.

The signaling and routing model, as one of the most advanced VPN service paradigm, sup-

ports limited exchange of information between the provider control plane instance (CPI)

and the customer CPI to facilitate discovery of customer network routing information -

i.e., reachability of the TE information in remote customer sites - or parameters of the

part of the provider’s network dedicated to the customer.

The complexity of signaling and routing model depends on the service virtual topology.

L1 VPN framework envisages four signaling and routing L1 VPN models, illustrated in

Figure 2.5), defined as follows.
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Figure 2.5: Routing and Signaling L1 VPN Models.

- Extended Overlay Model makes the CE-PE links visible to customers. A list of

CE-PE TE link addresses to which a customer can request a VPN connection - i.e.,

membership information - and an additional information concerning these TE links

(e.g., switching type)is provided at the CE-PE interface.

- Virtual Node Model presents the whole provider network to the customer as a

single virtual node to which all other CEs in the VPN are connected. It is also

referred to as a Generalized Virtual Private Cross-Connect (GVPXC). The CE re-

ceives routing information about CE-PE links and customer network (i.e., remote

customer sites).

- Virtual Link Model constructs virtual links between PEs, each of which is assigned

to a VPN. The CE receives routing information about CE-PE links, customer net-

work, and virtual links assigned to each VPN. For each virtual link, the provider

network allocates resources for the exclusive use of each virtual link. The TE at-

tributes of a virtual link are determined according to resources allocated to it.

- With per-VPN Peer Service Model the provider partitions the TE links within
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the provider network into virtual links and nodes per VPN. A CE receives routing

information about CE-PE links, customer network, and partitioned portions of the

provider network. At least one virtual node corresponding to P devices (one single

P or a set of Ps) must be visible to customers.

In addition to the information exchanged, service models significantly differ in the way in

which transport resources - i.e., data plane resources - are allocated for each VPN. Virtual

link and Per-VPN models support only dedicated transport plane; all other models support

both dedicated usage of resources per VPN and sharing of resources between VPNs.

The Infrastructure Service model has many features of the per-VPN Peer service model,

however, we extended it concerning the approach to the transport plane sharing. In our

approach, the resource usage policies are defined to govern appropriate sharing of resources

between deferent infrastructure services competing for the resources of the common infras-

tructure. With our visibility concept, described in Chapter 4, multiple services established

over the shared infrastructure are selectively offered specific grooming and switching ca-

pabilities, based on which, each service’s virtual topology may adapt to specific traffic and

connectivity requirements of applications using it.

To enable customers to exploit the topology flexibility of grooming networks and dynami-

cally set up L1 virtual networks, appropriate support in both the control and management

plane is needed. As compared to statically provisioned L1 services, operational benefits

of the L1 VPN with topology adapting to traffic changes are cost saving for the customer,

and the higher network throughput - i.e., higher profit - for the provider. GMPLS/ASON

mechanisms today only partially cover functionality that advanced L1 VPN services would

need, but new protocol extensions could address new requirements. A related important

question and an issue for further research, is whether the control plane support for virtual-

ized networks needs new protocols - i.e., currently not within the GMPLS framework - to

orchestrate distributed topology engineering, or could this be done by means of signaling

protocol extensions? The control plane support for different type of services may differ,

and in fact, CP functionality available to a specific type of services could be assumed as
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part of the service model, based on which a service level specification (SLS) can be defined.

With a service level agreement (SLA), a guaranteed level of the service between the service

user (who defines requirements) and the service provider (who offers capabilities) can be

further detailed along the three components:

(1) VPN Traffic Requirements: These include the connectivity and traffic/bandwidth

requirements, and the requirements regarding availability and restorability, as subject to

monitoring and policing. For example, performance monitoring data, fault information,

e.g., failure notification (by RSVP-TE), data plane alarm notification through the man-

agement plane, notification of connection setup rejection causes, could be given to the

customers of L1 VPN service.

(2) The Transport Plane capabilities: These may include, e.g., granularity of virtual

links, use of VCAT, use of grooming at different layers, resource sharing with other VPNs,

and resilience support.

(3) The Control/Management Plane Capabilities: These specify the service in-

terfaces in the control and the management plane and the information exchanged over

the service interface. These may be classified according to a standard FCAPS model of

ITU-T. Within, the Fault management has a role in monitoring and verification of correct

operation, failure correlation and detection of customers affected by the failure. Resolving

of failures and the reporting to the customers would depend on the agreement between a

customer and provider. The Configuration management includes functions for configura-

tion and verification of virtual node and virtual link, allocation and recovery policies, extra

traffic policies, membership configuration/discovery, constraints on the call set-up time,

the rate at which the topology can change, supported control plane interconnection model,

measurement thresholds and triggers, resource sharing and visibility policies. Accounting

management functions need to record usage of VPN connections. Performance manage-

ment assists in monitoring of parameters related to the Service Level Agreement (SLA),

and performance monitoring and analysis of other parameters such as network resource

utilization.
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The capabilities of the control plane play important role in the service model. For ex-

ample, the call set-up time and service availability can be used to classify services into

a small number of classes (such as gold, silver, bronze) as proposed in [Fawa04]. Service

differentiation based on the capabilities of the control plane is also demonstrated in the

CHEETAH network [Veer06] where the SONET path is used as a backup service for In-

ternet transfer and its selection depends on the expected delay of the path setup and the

expected duration of the transfer.

2.3.6 Outlook for the Control Plane Development

The control plane support for dynamic grooming decisions must meet two basic require-

ments. Firstly, there is a need for efficient modeling of network capability beyond capacity

of links at different switching layers. This new grooming-specific TE functionality includes

fixed and flexible inter-layer adaptations and VCAT/LCAS source and sink ends. Secondly,

efficient distributed coordination of the path computation and the resource allocation is

needed in order to deal with the restricted availability of the TE information at the routing

controllers in the network. The current work on GMPLS and PCE (path computation el-

ement) addresses these requirements. Further extensions of CP support will play decisive

role in a novel and challenging scenario of application-optimized network virtualization.

Just as optimized selective deployment of grooming nodes can provide trade-off between

bandwidth efficiency and network cost for expected traffic in static grooming networks,

selective access to traffic grooming capability facilitated with the selective visibility of

network resources, can support dynamic creation of the optimized topologies for L1 VPN

services. This type of dynamic virtual topology engineering requires especially effective

orchestration of routing and signaling, as a new virtual link is first routed, then signaled,

and then made visible by the TE information update. Topology sharing between services

is another challenge for the coordination of different control functionalities. Compared to

future expectations, it could be observed that GMPLS/ASON currently provide a basic set

of functionalities enabling automatic service provisioning that still needs to be extended
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to answer some of the requirements of traffic grooming. However, proposed standards

have reached some maturity, successfully demonstrated in experimental inter-operability

and feasibility tests [Jone04], [Jone05]. Furthermore, aiming at proof of new concepts

several demonstrators and test-beds have been recently established with different network

architectures for traditional provider or grid-centric network setups [Cava05], [Pina06],

[Zhou06], [Papa06], [Veer06], [Lehm06], [Muno05], [Fois05], [Habi06]. These experimen-

tal studies shed light on a number of practical GMPLS aspects and on open gaps within

the standardization framework. They also provide platforms for further studies on differ-

ent service scenarios and new features that are essential for further improvements in the

control plane.

2.4 Conclusions

This Chapter provided an overview of the grooming technology and the control plane stan-

dards related to the contribution of this thesis. The review of the GMPLS/ASON control

plane, in particular its support for traffic grooming, highlights the approach to resource

modeling, and the most important tools and concepts of the distributed resource man-

agement. These also provide a base for the federated architecture and the infrastructure

service model presented in next two chapters.
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3 GXP-based Architecture

3.1 Introduction

Generalized Multi Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) provides a means for transition

from centralized, manual network management to automatic and distributed network con-

trol. The benefits of such a transition include improved flexibility and scalability, reduced

operational cost, and increased service adaptability. The original aim for GMPLS was to

support unified, intra-domain multi-layer traffic engineering; however, this goal is currently

evolving to include multi-area, multi-carrier aspects or routing. Learning from the case

of the Internet, the proliferation of which was possible because it can function as a net-

work of networks, the transport networks community identified the need for inter-domain

control mechanisms in multi-carrier networks with Layer 1 services. Consequently, some

aspects of multi-domain networking and traffic engineering have been addressed in the

scope of inter-domain routing in optical networks [Bern02], inter-area routing with traffic

engineering (TE) [Komp02], and BGP extensions for routing over multiple concatenated

provider-domains [XuBa02]. These efforts, however, assume that global connectivity is

achieved by means of statically configured inter-domain links. We believe that, because of

its constrained flexibility, the existing interconnection approach offers only limited support

for some challenging inter-carrier business-models, e.g., L1 bandwidth trading, which GM-

PLS could, at least in theory, support. As an alternative, we propose a novel transport

network federation architecture [Tom03b] to exploit the reconfigurability of the optical

layer, the flexibility of the dynamic grooming, and the benefits of GMPLS control.

This chapter describes the architecture for a federation of GMPLS networks, in which
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different administrative domains collaboratively integrate resources within a common in-

frastructure, making them subject to trading by dynamic allocation. The key elements

of the proposed architecture are a GMPLS-enabled interconnection facility, referred to

as the GMPLS Exchange Point (GXP), and a trusted control overlay, referred to as the

Multi-Provider Edge (MPE). We propose these two concepts for the first time in the con-

text of interconnected all-optical networks [Tom02b], [Tom02a], and then for federating

heterogenous GMPLS networks [Tom03b].

With the GMPLS Exchange Point (GXP), we put the concept of the Internet Exchange

Point (IXP), or the Internet Business Exchange (IBX) [Metz01], into the realm of the

control-plane-centric (CP-centric) optical transport networks. Considering the importance

of the role that IXPs play in supporting the global Internet, we see GXP as a significant

but still-missing link in the big picture of GMPLS-based operations. In future multi-

carrier heterogeneous transport networks, GXP could enable provider domains to change

their interconnects automatically, using its switching capability in the optical and digital

transport layers. To exploit the flexibility achieved with GXP, a trusted control overlay

(MPE) is proposed, which can act either as a routing proxy or a routing service. As a

routing proxy, MPE receives traffic engineering (TE) information from different adminis-

trative parties, from which it performs its policy-based filtering and re-distribution. As a

routing service, MPE directly responds to all path computation requests without the need

to re-distribute any TE information to other parties.

A design problem that arises in the GXP architecture is the GXP location problem. The

problem belongs to a general class of facility-location problems which have been shown

to be NP-complete, and for which a multitude of heuristics and approximation methods

have been proposed [Drez95]. Focusing on a realistic scenario in which GXP nodes are

incrementally deployed, we propose a simple, greedy heuristic for GXP location, based on

the topological characteristic of interconnected networks [Tom02a].

This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives a brief overview of existing intercon-

nection architectures and discuss the requirements for a new architecture. Section 3.3 de-
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scribes the GMPLS Exchange Point (GXP) concept, the GXP resource control model, and

the federated architecture with GXP and MPE. A network graph model that represents

resources in a multi-layer, multi-carrier network with GXPs is described in Section 3.4.

Based on this model, a classification of different service-provisioning scenarios is given in

Section 3.5. Section 3.6 states the GXP location problem and describes a heuristic which

incrementally selects a constrained number of GXP locations out of the set of potential

ones. Section 3.7 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Existing Inter-domain Architectures

Internet Exchange Points and the associated mechanisms for inter-domain inter-working

play crucial roles in supporting the growth of the global Internet. In the conventional

wireline IP network, at the Internet Exchange (IX) or Internet Business Exchange (IBX)

[Metz01], Autonomous Systems (AS) are connected either directly or through a Layer 2

switch. Inter-domain operation is enabled through a process in which network routes - i.e.,

the reachability information of the end-systems - are exchanged among the domains. In

the multi-domain Internet today, this process is governed by the Border Gateway Protocol

(BGP) [Rekh06] used by the autonomous systems to advertise their local routes, which

are then distributed and installed according to specific policies. As a support for inter-

domain traffic engineering for each of the imported routes, the end-systems learn which

autonomous systems are traversed on this route. However, the routing information internal

to each autonomous system is not propagated to other ASs. In this way, internal topology

is effectively hidden and a global routing at the higher hierarchical level - i.e., the AS level

- is achieved.

The topic of bandwidth trading with Internet Exchanges gained a great deal of atten-

tion during the late 1990s because of increasing interest in scenarios in which resource

prices - i.e., the resource cost - and, consequently, the best traffic path, can change quickly

[Semr00]. In such scenarios, resource trading can be organized by means of online auc-

tions [Laza98], [InvH02]. A bandwidth trading solution based on these concepts and
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implemented within a management-system uses Pooling Points [Chel00] as infrastructure

facilities, which connect and place bandwidth sellers and bandwidth buyers, physically

and legally, in the market. The pooling point architecture offers a management-system

interface for resource trading: When a request for the resource is processed, the system

produces the management scripts and service can follow. In this system, the pooling

point operator is responsible for the whole process, which requires special operational

agreements.

A similar management approach is proposed for optical networks [Bisw03], which in-

troduces a ”bandwidth exchange layer” that collects information from the element and

network management in order to react to new connection requests. In the architecture of

all-IP wireless (or mobile) networks, the concept of the exchange has its representation in

GPRS Roaming Exchange Points (GRX), where the providers of the GRX service are in-

terconnected according to GRX peering agreements [Blyt01]. GRX plays a crucial role in

users’ roaming, enabling not only global connectivity, but also new mobile VPN services.

In the optical domain, the ”distributed exchange” concept, based on the optical BGP,

is successfully deployed in the CA*net4 research network [StAr01], [StAr03], [WuJ04].

This concept supports establishment of dynamic IP-peering sessions over the global optical

fiber network. In the CA*net4, the institutions interested in interconnecting acquire dark

fibers from different carriers and connect to the optical cross-connects of the optical core

in the CA*net4 network. The optical BGP distributes the reachability over the optical

core. When one institution wants to establish a direct peering with another reachable

institution, an IP BGP session is initiated and, within this session, a direct lightpath con-

necting them is established by the Lightpath Route Arbiter component. After the direct

lightpath is established, the interconnected institutions can start BGP peering sessions

between them. In this way, the optical core acts as a re-configurable, distributed exchange

point.

The application of exchange points has also gained attention in the MPLS community.

The exchange architecture, based on MPLS technology called MPLS-IX, was proposed in
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[Naka02]. MPLS-IX is data-link independent and can unify two IX architectures prevail-

ing today, viz. Local Area Networks (LANs), such as Fiber Distributed Data Interface

(FDDI), Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet, and Permanent Virtual Circuits (PVC) ATM. The

management system can use MPLS mechanisms to configure virtual back-to-back links or

back-to-back LSPs, inter-connecting the domains through MPLS-IX. Over those virtual

interconnections, traditional bi-lateral peering agreements can be deployed. MPLS-IX is

an important architectural advance, and by substituting MPLS with GMPLS, a similar

control approach can be adopted for the optical IX. We refer to this kind of extension

of the MPLS-IX approach into the GMPLS realm as a static XP. The GMPLS exchange

point (GXP) proposed in this thesis is more flexible than the static XP, as it does not rely

on a management system to set up the XP-internal interconnections, but integrates their

set-up within the end-to-end automatic network control.

3.2.1 Requirements for a New Interconnection Architecture

The requirements for a new interconnection architecture based on GXP are further dis-

cussed using the example from Figure 3.1, which shows a multi-domain GMPLS network

with four different carrier domains interconnected by static bi-lateral interfaces through

a static XP. Like the VPN taxonomy, there is a distinction between the customer edge

(CE) devices and the provider edge (PE), internal (P), and border (B) devices-all of

which are generally referred to as Label Switched Routers (LSR). Each LSR can de-

ploy any of the opto-electrical-optical (OEO) cross-connects (XC), all-optical wavelength

XCs, all-optical waveband, fiber XCs, or their various combinations within hybrid nodes.

Consequently, some of the domains may be all-optical, transparent, clouds, or deploying

all-optical switching and routing without any electro-optical conversion within the optical

nodes.

Within each domain, GMPLS TE techniques may be used for the intra-domain LSP control

that is based on the available TE information about the transmission, multiplexing, and

switching resources. In this multi-carrier interconnection architecture, the CE-PE interface
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Figure 3.1: Multi-provider, multi-domain architecture thee static inter-domain links.

and the B-B interface, also denoted as the User-Network Interface (UNI) and the Network-

Network Interface (NNI) [G807], are static layer 1 (L1) connections. In the control plane,

UNI and NNI are bilateral interfaces with specific syntax and semantics for the exchange of

control information. A specific set of policies or a specific agreement governs the exchange

of the control messages and data traffic between the connected parties. This set of policies

or agreement also applies to the exchange of topology information as a prerequisite for

distributed path optimization. In this architecture, which we also refer to as the UNI/NNI

architecture or traditional architecture, a static XP may be realized as a centralized multi-

service switching node or a distributed multi-service switching network. In the example

in Figure 3.1, two interconnections are established through a switch, and one is a direct,

back-to-back link. Between two connected parties, e.g., between site c1 and domain D1,

or between D1 and D3, GMPLS can support different interconnection models, either

overlay, augmented or peer. The clients in this example can get the TE information

from their direct-access providers by means of routing protocols (i.e., BGP, or OSPF or

IS-IS extended for GMPLS) and use it for path computation and for connection-signaling

(i.e., with RSVP-TE or CR-LDP extended for GMPLS). Regarding the availability of

interconnections, such as the one between D2 and D4, this model assumes that these are

statically provisioned through a management system based on bandwidth requirements

and are often an outcome of bi-lateral negotiations [Gibb04]. Once an interconnection

exists, domains can exchange their routing information, e.g., by using extension of BGP,

as proposed in [XuBa02], or [Yang03].
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The Problem with the TE Information Inconsistency

Because interfaces and agreements are bi-lateral, the problems of scalability and infor-

mation integrity naturally arise in the traditional architecture as a N2 problem. This is

particularly the case in networks with multi-homing, where either a customer connects to

multiple providers or a second-level provider connects to multiple core providers, which

allows a choice of different routes over which to direct the traffic. The issue of making the

best choice in this situation is illustrated in the Example in Figure 3.1, where we assume

that a multi-homed user c1 initiates the set-up of a generalized label switched path (LSP)

to c2, which may involve different domains-e.g., either D1 and D4 or D2, D3 and D4.

Hence, c1 may either use the TE information to determine the end-to-end path or select

to which of the two access domains to delegate the path computation task, as discussed in

[Komp02]. In general, the availability of the TE information or of a path computation ser-

vice could be subject to a contract between connected parties, i.e., a kind of a control level

agreement within a general Service Level Agreement (SLA). Such control-level agreements

could also specify the supported level of TE information sharing, e.g., either full (peer) or

none (overlay). For example, the interconnected parties from the Figure 3.1 example may

settle for different levels of trust and interconnect their control-plane instances according

to different interconnection models, as shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Control plane interfaces between the routing controllers of control plane instances (CPI)
of carrier domains and client sites.

A control plane interconnection model on the interface between c1 and D1 is configured

as a peer model and, on the interface to D2, as an overlay. This means that D1 provides

full topology information to c1, and D2 provides none. Because of a high level of intra-

domain information-hiding, which is currently a prevalent network operation policy, the
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TE information received by c1 will strongly depend on the bi-lateral agreements between

even those domains that are not directly connected to c1. For example, the topology

information of D4 learned by D1 may either be transitive, in which case c1 can receive

it from D1, or intransitive, in which case c1 needs a direct bi-lateral agreement with

D4 to acquire it. The TE information may, in general, be inconsistent, so the traffic

engineering based on it will lead to unavailable-or at least sub-optimal-routes. Whilst

more frequent updates can provide better accuracy, they may incur a significant signaling

burden. Consider the case of Amsterdam Exchange Point (AMS-IX) alone, which processes

170 Gbits per second of data and interconnects around 250 Internet providers. A control

plane message using a TLV value of 41 bytes to update all bi-lateral agreements periodically

(a conservative assumption) would result in control plane traffic of around 1.2 Gbyte per

second.

As a way to approach this problem, we introduced a new global routing mediation func-

tionality (MPE) in the GXP-based architecture. With MPE, the overhead for topology

exchange can be reduced significantly, e.g., down to 20 kbyte on the cost of processing

time at the MPE control engine in a previous example.

3.3 From the Static XP to GXP

3.3.1 The Introduction of a Trusted Control Overlay

The first step in the transition from the static XP to GMPLS Exchange Point (GXP)

addresses the problem of bilateral CLA agreements by deploying a trusted distributed

routing service similar to the concepts of a newly started path computation element ini-

tiative (PCE) [Farr06]. Figure 3.3 illustrates how such a routing service, referred to in

our architecture as the Multi Provider Edge (MPE), can be offered in statically intercon-

nected L1 networks, including static exchange points (XP). As the control flow shows, the

MPE imports rules and agreements that each domain defines based on its resource man-

agement policies. The correlation of rules can now be a functionality of the overlay, which
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reduces the impact of modifications. Carrier domains can use MPE either as a routing

service or as a routing proxy and advertise full routing information into it, together with

the topology-masking - i.e., aggregation - policies and routing preferences. MPE, in turn,

may either compute the best path for an LSP request or export the customized topology

information to the connected parties, enabling them to compute paths locally. Each sin-

gle bilateral agreement, now migrated into the trusted control overlay, can be modified

in a more scalable way because new policies are advertised at only one interface and are

directly used and applied only within the MPE routing service.
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Figure 3.3: Control flow between the routing service overlay and the control plane interfaces (CPIs)
and of carrier domains and customer sites.

3.3.2 Introduction of GXP Facilities

Even improved with MPE, a traditional network architecture would still suffer from low

flexibility of the static CE-PE and B-B interconnections. GXP, on the other hand, can

leverage a multi-layer exchange facility to offer dynamic interconnections of different

types. In general, interconnections may be established through fiber switching, wavelength

switching or digital-level TDM switching fabrics. Figure 3.4 illustrates how different do-

mains can interconnect at a multi-layer node and use interfaces of different switching

capabilities: D1 and D4 connect at the lambda switching capable (LSC) interface, D6 and

D5 at the TDM switching capable (TDM) interface, and D2 to D3 at the fibre switching

capable (FSC) interface.

Following the basic idea of GMPLS, GXP enhances the static XP with the capability of
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fsc

lsc

tdm

XP

fsc lsc tdm

D6D5

D1 D4

D2 D3

Figure 3.4: Logical domain interconnections over the static XP. Domains D5 and D6 support
switching at the TDM layer, domains D1, and D4 support switching at the LSC (wavelength) and
TDM layers, domains D2 and D3 support dark fiber switching (FSC) and wavelength switching
(LSC).

dynamically changing domains’ interconnection as a result of a control-plane decision. Let

as assume that D1 and D4 and D2 and D3 internally include interfaces of the TDM and

LSC type, and that the traffic that they exchange is a multiplex of TDM basic signals

within one wavelength or a WDM multiplex within one fibre. Consequently, domain D1

can elect to establish parallel TDM LSP connectivity to D6 and D4 during the morning

hours and connect to D2 with the extended bandwidth during evenings. The proposed

GMPLS Exchange Point concept adds to this flexibility by leveraging re-configurability

of the multi-layer switching core, which is composed of an optical and a digital cross-

connect, and by supporting automatic control over exchange point facilities based on the

GXP control model.

3.3.3 Control Model for GXP

A GXP control model is a topological representation of its internal capabilities. Just as

a conventional Internet Exchange Point can be configured as one Autonomous System, a

GXP can be one GMPLS administrative domain composed of a number of LSP Regions

(technology layers). The multiplexing and switching capability of the domains’ access and
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internal interfaces can be logically mapped to LSP Regions as well, based on the switching

type. In fact, the domains connecting to GXP are logically connected to an appropriate

LSP region, depending on the type of access link and the configuration of ingress and egress

interfaces. Figure 3.5 shows a model of GXP that comprises TDM, LSC and FSC LPS

Regions, as modeled with vertices xtdm, xlsc, andxfsc, and interconnects several domains.

If1,tdm If1,tdm If1,tdm If2,tdm

If1,lsc

If2,lsc
If1,fsc

If1,lsc If2,lsc

If1,fsc

If1,tdm If2,tdm

If1,lscD1

If1,lsc
D3

D2

D4

D5D6

xfscxlscxtdm

fsclsctdm

GXP

If1,tdm If2,tdm If3,tdm If4,tdm

Figure 3.5: GMPLS-XP Internal Topology Model.

Domain D1 is connected to GXP over a wavelength switching capable interface (if1,lsc).

This link is represented as an edge connected to a GXP-internal vertex xlsc, representing

the LSC Region. Let us focus on one wavelength component of this link: At one point in

time, this wavelength may be switched to the interface if1,lsc of the domain D4 while, at

another point in time, D1 may require interconnections to D5 and D6 at the TDM level.

In this case, the GXP-internal interface between the GXP-internal TDM and LSC Regions

will be used, that is, the edge between xtdm and xlsc and the TDM components will be

accordingly de-multiplexed and switched at the TDM layer. Similarly, D2 can connect to

D3 at the FSC layer or to D4 and D1 at the LSC layer. An important enabler of this

kind of GXP control is the resource discovery and self-configuration process. As a part of

the GXP control plane functionality, both the resource discovery and the self-configuration

process are needed to create the topological TE representation of GXP resources according

to this internal control model.
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3.3.4 Federated Architecture

The GMPLS Exchange Point and a trusted control overlay MPE are the key elements of

the federated architecture that we propose in this thesis. GXP physically interconnects

the border equipment of different customers or carrier networks and supports connected

parts to act as a provider-a party that advertises available resources-and/or as a customer-

a party that initiates signaling of LSP requests. GXP also advertised its own available

resources-d its own topological representation-either into the control plane instances of the

connected domains or into the trusted control overlay (MPE), as illustrated in Figure 3.6.

C1 CPI

MPE MPE

C1

C3

GXPGXP

GXP CPI

D1 CPI

D2 CPI GXP CPI

D3 CPI

D4 CPI C2 CPI

C3 CPI

D2

D1

D3

D4

Figure 3.6: Control flow in the federated network with GMPLS-XP and the Multi-provider Edge
(MPE) control overlay.

As a trusted routing service, MPE acts as a routing peer for carrier domains and customers’

sites connected at GXPs and collects complete routing and policy information, including

the metric for which the least-cost is to be achieved and the preference list of domains.

Accordingly, GXP and MPE can enable functions of dynamic and carrier-neutral resource

trading, a missing functionality in today’s systems [Prev06]. Figure 3.6 shows the control

flow in the federated architecture based on GXPs with the MPE control overlay. When

connected to GXP, a client network c1 can choose between the two provider domains D1

or D2 via one physical connection established with a GXP. Which domain would be used

to establish a connection can be completely resolved by MPE. MPE and GXP are the
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binding elements in the federated architecture, whose aim is to offer a view of a common

infrastructure to services provisioned over it. Hence, we also refer to a federated network

as the infrastructure, to the resources integrated within it as the infrastructure resources,

and to the services provisioned over it as the infrastructure services.

3.4 GMPLS Federated Network Model

This section presents a graphic model that captures transmission, switching, and layer

adaptation (multiplexing) resources in a federated multi-layer GMPLS network. The

model is defined based on the requirements of ASON/GMPLS resource modeling (de-

scribed in Chapter 2) and includes the extended representation of the inter-layer adapta-

tion capabilities. Let the carrier domains in a federated network be represented with a

set D = {Dk}, k = 1, ..., |D|, the customer sites be represented with a set C = {cm},m =

1, ..., |C|, and GXP instances be denoted as X = {Xu}, u = 1, ..., |X|. Let the granularity

layers be given with a set L = {lg}, g = 1, ..., |L|, where a lower granularity layer has a

higher index, e.g., L = {l1 = FSC, l2 = LSC, l3 = TDM}. Following the concepts of GM-

PLS, the maximum capacity Tg−1 of a signal multiplex in layer lg−1 can be represented

as a group of Ug containers (labels) of capacity bg in layer lg; hence, Tg−1 = Ug × bg.

The values of Ug and Tg are encoded in the routing protocol extensions documents, e.g.,

OSPF-TE [Katz03]. We refer to Ug as a multiplexing factor between adjacent layers lg

and lg−1.

Within each layer lg ∈ L, let the switching capability1 at the customer sites be represented

with a set of vertices V c
g = {vc

g,m},m = 1, ..., |C|. At each granularity layer, let a customer

site cm ∈ C be represented with, at most, one vertex vc
g,m ∈ V c

g . A superscript c is

used to annotate customer resources. Let the switching capability of the provider domain

Dk be represented with a set of vertices V p
g,k = {vp

g,k,i}, i = 1, ..., Nk. A superscript p

indicates that this is a provider resource. The vertices representing switching fabrics at

different layers deployed within the same node share the same index; for example, vp
g,k,j

1In ASON terminology: SNP subnetworks
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and vp
g−1,k,j represent switching capability within the same node nj of D

k at layers lg and

lg−1, respectively.

Let intra-domain links in a provider domain Dk be represented as a set of unidirec-

tional edges Ep
g,k = {epg,k,i,j(v

p
g,k,i, v

p
g,k,j)}. A superscript p indicates an intra-domain

link. Let access links between customer sites and a domain Dk be represented with

a set of unidirectional edges Ec
g = Ecp

g ∪ Epc
g , where Ecp

g = {ecpg,k,m,j(v
c
g,m, v

p
g,k,j)} and

Epc
g = {epc

g,k,j,m(vp
g,k,j , v

c
g,m, )}. The superscripts cp and pc indicate that the corresponding

edges have a direction from a customer to a provider, and vice versa. Similarly, inter-

domain links between domains Dk and Dn are given as a set of unidirectional edges Epp
g

= {epp
g,n,k,i,j(v

p
g,n,i, v

p
g,k,j)}. Here, a superscript pp indicates that the corresponding edge

connects two provider domains.

Let internal multiplexing and switching capacity between layers lg and lg−1 be represented

with a set of unidirectional edges: Ecm
g = {ecmg,g−1,i(v

c
g,i, v

c
g−1,i)} ∪ {ecmg−1,g,i(v

c
g−1,i, v

c
g,i)},

for customer nodes and Epm
g,k = {epm

g,g−1,k,i(v
p
g,k,i, v

p
g−1,k,i)} ∪ {e

pm
g−1,g,k,i(v

p
g−1,k,i, v

p
g,k,i)} for

provider nodes. The total set of all edges is denoted as Eum
g = Ecm

g ∪k E
pm
g,k . Super-

scripts um, cm, and pm indicate that the corresponding edge represents an inter-layer

(multiplexing) link.

Every GXP instance Xu is represented with a graph Gx
g,u(V x

g,u, E
x
g,u) abstracting the

switching capability and connections enabled by this instance. A superscript x indicates

GXP-related edges and vertices. A set of the granularity layers supported at Xu is given

by Lx
u. Correspondingly, the switching capability at Xu is given with a set of vertices

V x
g,u = {vx

g,u,0}, lg ∈ Lx
u. Inter-layer capacity between vx

g,u,0 and vx
g−1,u,0 in Xu is modeled

with the unidirectional edges exm
g,g−1,u and exm

g−1,g,u. The nodes connected to Xu are mod-

eled with a set of vertices denoted as V x
g,u = {vx

g,u,i}, where i = 1, ..., N(Xu). Connections

at the granularity layer lg in Xu are given as edges Ex
g,u = {exg,u,i,0}∪{exg,u,0,i}. A GXP can

connect to carrier or customer nodes, so, assuming at most one vertex per carrier domain

and granularity at each GXP, V x
g,u ⊂ V c

g ∪{Dk∈D} V
p
g,k.

In each layer lg in which dynamic, virtual, links can be created, the set of graph edges
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Eg–which includes the access, inter-domain, intra-domain, and GXP edges as defined-has

to be extended with the inter-customer edges Ecc
g and inter-GXP edges Exx

g . These are the

unidirectional edges defined with Ecc
g = {eccg,i,j(v

c
g,i, v

c
g,j)} and Exx

g = {exx
g,i,j(v

x
g,i,0, v

x
g,j,0)}.

Generally, each edge in a network graph eg ∈ Eg is characterized with the total bandwidth

B(eg), and the residual bandwidth R(eg) is expressed as a discrete numbers of labels at

layer lg. Each edge is also characterized with some administrative edge cost A(eg) and the

visibility attribute ϑ(eg). The usage of these attributes is described when the infrastructure

service model is described in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.7 shows a graph of a federated two-layer network (L={l1=LSC, l2=TDM}),

introduced in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.7: Two-layer network graph model.

For simplicity, we omit layer indices (TDM, LSC) in the names of vertices and edges

at the corresponding layers and use abbreviations ”T” and ”L” only for inter-layer edge

indexing. Each edge is comprised of two directions, which are explicitly shown only for

a subset of characteristic edges. Inter-layer edges are shown for three nodes at customer
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sites vc
1, vc

2 and vc
3; provider nodes vp

2,3 and vp
4,3 in D2 and D4, respectively; and two GXPs,

vx
1 , vx

2 . Note that, in the physical topology, GXP interconnections captured in Ex (GXP)

are created on-demand (in ASON terminology SNP subnetwork connections), whereas the

edges captured in Ecp
g (customer access links, e.g., between V c

2 and vp
3,2) and Epp

g (back-to-

back domain interconnections, e.g., between vp
2,4 and vp

4,2) are static and always present.

Figure 3.7 illustrates that GXP x1 connects customer c1(vc
1) and domains D1(vp

1,1) and

D2(vp
2,1).

The network multi-layer graph captures all network resources and is a basis for a routing

graph. In the case of routing over the multi-layer graph, we assume the GMPLS/ASON

model of client-server inter-layer coordination, in which a virtual link in a client layer (e.g.,

TDM) is created by routing a server layer LSP (e.g., WDM), and a client layer LSP is

routed using the client layer (virtual) links. For example, to route a TDM LSP from c1

to c3 (dotted), the corresponding virtual links in the TDM layer must first be established.

Figure 3.7 shows one possible topology in the TDM layer and depicts resources (in blue),

both in the LSC layer and between the TDM and LSC layers, that are allocated when

three uni-directional virtual links in the TDM layer are established.

3.5 Multi-domain Service Provisioning Scenarios

The federated architecture featuring GXP and the multi-provider edge (MPE) allows for

a number of provisioning scenarios involving carrier domains, customer sites, GMPLS

Exchange Points, and the MPE routing service. With a simple, single, point-to-point con-

nectivity service, a number of characteristic provisioning scenarios can be identified, which

we describe in the example of a multi-carrier network with both static interconnections

and GXPs, depicted in Figure 3.8.

To model a service path computation performed on behalf of a customer by either a

particular access domain or by MPE, we use the following notation. For a domain Dk,

the network graph capturing the actual (accurate) resource state is denoted as Gk(V,E),
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and the state of the other part of the network, as observed by the domain Dk, is denoted

as ˜Gk(V,E). This means that ˜Gk(V,E) is created based on the TE information that Dk

receives. For MPE, we assume that the observed state of the whole network is the actual

state, i.e., G(V,E). Here, the scenarios are defined either from the viewpoint of a domain

D1 (shown in blue in Figure 3.8) or from the viewpoint of MPE. We can make a distinction

between different types of customers and domains: Customers c1 and c2 and a domain D5

are directly connected to D1; through GXP X1, the domain D1 connects to D2, D3 and

c6; and through X2 and X3, the domain D1 connects to D2 and c4 and c3, D3 and D4,

respectively. Depending on the party that computes a service path, we classify services

into intra-domain, inter-domain, domain-neutral, and bandwidth trading. These different

classes are illustrated in the example depicted in Figure 3.8.

c1 c2

c3

c6

c7

D3

x3

x2

x4

c5

x1
D4

D5D1

D3

D2

c4

Figure 3.8: Example of a federated network with five carrier domains, four GXPs and seven cus-
tomers connected either directly or through GXPs.

- Intra-domain Service: Directly connected customer c1 initiates an LSP to another

directly connected customer c2. Domain D1 computes the path to c2 on behalf of

c1. Typically, only domain-internal resources will be used for intra-domain requests.

The routing objective is to minimize the cost of the used links, i.e., to find the
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shortest path of all the paths P 1
c1,c2 in the graph G1(V,E) between vc

1, and vc
2.

- Inter-domain Service - without MPE: Directly connected customer c1 initiates

an LSP to an external customer c5 of a directly connected domain D5. Hence, the

service has two segments, one within D1 and one within D5. Either access domain

D1 will use the routing information provided by the domain D5, as integrated within

˜G1(V,E), to compute an end-to-end path P 1
c1,c5 in the graph G1(V,E) ∪ ˜G1(V,E),

or each domain autonomously will resolve the sub-path for its segment, i.e., P 1
c1,D5

and P 5
D1,c5

.

- Inter-domain Service - with MPE: Directly connected customer c2 uses MPE

service to get a route for an LSP to another customer c6. This scenario is different

from the previous scenario because MPE, not D1, is responsible for finding the route

to c2. In this case, Pc2,c6 is computed on the graph G(V,E).

- Domain-Neutral Service - with MPE: Customer c4 connecting over GXP X2

uses MPE to find the path for an LSP to another customer c7, which is directly

connected to D3. Here, the routing can reflect all the policies imported into MPE.

Again, Pc4,c7 is computed on the graph G(V,E).

- Bandwidth Trading Service: Domain D1 either obtains sufficient routing infor-

mation through MPE or uses MPE to find a route for an LSP between two of its

nodes connected over GXPs. This results in establishing intra-domain link over ex-

ternal resources. Correspondingly, MPE computes a path PX1,X3 , PX2,X3 , or PX1,X3 .

The MPE control overlay provides the interface for all connected parties through which

the resources can be offered, by injecting the related TE information and by requesting

LSP setup over them. In computing paths, MPE relies on the TE information it acquires;

however, this information does not have to reflect the carriers’ actual topologies explic-

itly, as we previously assumed, but can be an aggregated, simplified graph. Based on the

approach proposed in [Tom02a], one possible aggregated topology model with GXPs is
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illustrated in Figure 3.9. The topology model is devised for the network shown in Fig-

ure 3.8. Figure 3.9 represents a single granularity layer lg; in a multi-layer scenario, it

could be simply extended by adding additional layer graphs and interconnecting them

with inter-layer edges.

Omitting the layer indices, the switching capability at GXP Xu is represented with a

vertex vx
u,0; each connected carrier domain Di is represented with one vertex vx

u,i ∈ V x
u .

Note that, in the previously presented (non-aggregated) model, the vertex vx
u,i represents

an LSR. If a domain Dk is connected to GRXs Xi and Xj , an edge between vx
i,k and

vx
j,k is inserted in the graph to represent resources of D1 between X1 and X2. For each

domain Dz which connects to only one or no GXPs, a separate vertex vz is included in the

graph (e.g., for D5). Direct connectivity between domains is modeled as edges between

the corresponding vertices. For example, D5 connects to D1 and D4, so the edges between

v5 and vx
i,1, (i=1,2,3) and between v5 and vx

j,4 (j=3,4) are inserted in the graph. Each

customer is represented with a vertex which is connected to either a corresponding GXP

vertex (e.g., c6 to vx
g,1,0) or to all vertex representations of carrier domains (e.g., c1 to D1

and c5 to D5).

Figure 3.9: Aggregated graph for a federated network.

This graph, which can be used for computing service paths by MPE, assumes that each
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carrier domain has advertised the bandwidth and the cost of the relevant aggregated edges

in the graph.

3.6 GXP Placement Problem

The most important problem related to the federated GMPLS architecture is that of a

migration from the statically interconnected topologies towards a network with GXP facil-

ities. A provider of GXP facilities would need to determine placement of one or a number

of GXPs so the extended topology improves the network performance for the parties con-

nected over it. In a realistic networking scenario, where there is an existing multi-carrier

network with established points of collocation, several locations can be identified as poten-

tial candidates for deploying GXPs. We assume that the GXP installation incurs costs and

that the monetary budget for capital investments in GXPs is constrained (B). Without

loss of generality, we also assume that each potential location requires the same investment

for installing the GXP. Considering the fact that GXP is a multi-layer switching node,

a GXP location problem can be formulated as an optimization problem on the multiple

layers graph representing the network resources. For example, if we assume that GXP

has a WDM switching and TDM switching and grooming capability, both TDM and LSC

layer topology can be improved by introducing an GXP. The GXP placement problem

belongs to a group of facility-location problems. In the IP network, the optimal design of

peering locations between autonomous systems was considered in [Awdu98] and in a simi-

lar gateway location problem in [Lian89]. In a hybrid optical network, a problem which is

most relevant to the GXP location problem is the one in which, starting from the original

network topology of wavelength switching nodes, a set of nodes which upgrade with the

digital grooming capability can optimize the network cost or throughput, as proposed in

[Ceru03] or more recently in [Che05a], [Che05d].

In our approach to designing GXP locations, a crucial assumption is that the carriers

establish trust relationship with MPE, which acts as a routing control overlay, even with

no GXPs deployed in the field. Based on the information provided to MPE, the inter-
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connection topology of the domains could be discovered. Similarly, the TE information

which is regularly made available to the MPE can be used to discover the traffic patterns

in network. Based on this information, the MPE operator could solve the GXP location

problem, including the positions and also, potentially, the dimensioning and the routing

over the GXP network. On the other hand, the GXP provider can also consider a sim-

plified problem based on the assumption that the routing will be dynamically governed

by different policies and that the topology design and the dimensioning of GXP nodes’

grooming capability can be separated. Thus, the locating GXPs should improve the static

physical layer topology. (In a TDM/WDM network, this is the WDM layer.) We use

this approach to define the design objective as: Find locations for GXP such that the best

possible improvement of a global network utilization is achieved compared to the original

topology, while keeping the total installation cost constrained.

Let I be the set of indices of all possible GXP locations, and let Ii be one possible set of

indices of installed GXPs. Depending on the GXP nodes in the topology, let the edge-set

E of the network G(V,E) be represented with E(Ii). This means that, for the starting

UNI/NNI network, we have E(∅). By installing GXP, the MPE operator would try to

increase the network throughput for the traffic generated between the nodes that can

request an LSP in the lambda switching layer (LSC LSP). This can be achieved by using

shorter paths enabled by connections through GXPs. We can assume that the traffic is

known to the MPE provider and is characterized by the average traffic matrix T = {tod},

with tod as the average expected traffic between each pair of vo and vd) and the hop-

count matrix H = {hod}, where hod is the length of the shortest path between vo and vd.

Consequently, in the starting topology, each domain can be characterized with the average

weighted number of hops h (Equation 3.1) for the current traffic, which is one possible

representative of the network utilization [Leon00].

h =
1
ttot

∑
o

∑
d

hodtod (3.1)
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where ttot is total average (expected) traffic in the network:

ttot =
∑

o

∑
d

tod (3.2)

Let hod(Ii) be the hop count of the shortest path for a request between vo and vd in a net-

work with installed GXP instances with indices in Ii. The problem of network utilization

improvement can be stated as:

find I∗ ⊆ I so that h(I∗) = min
Ii⊆I

h(Ii) (3.3)

Based on this rationale, we present a simple greedy heuristic solving the problem Equa-

tion 3.3. Given a set of candidate placements of GXP instances (e.g. existing domain

collocations), this heuristic starts with an empty set of installed GXP instances and finds

in each iteration one GXP instance (Xi) that most improves the weighted hop count for

the topology. A GXP is included in a topology by inserting its corresponding vertex and

edges, which serve as the input for a new iteration. As depicted in Figure 3.10, we assume

that all the collocated nodes connect to a newly inserted GXP. The cost of the deployed

GXP (pm) is added to the cost of the total solution.

C1C2

collocation

D2

D1

D4

D3

C1

C2

D2

D1

D4

D3

GXP

Figure 3.10: Extending interconnections with GXP.

The algorithm runs until no further improvement is possible or the budget for GXP in-

stallation has been exhausted. The hop reduction factor, ρi, is the metric used to find the
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best GXP in each iteration. The metric is computed for each GXP instance Xi which is

a candidate for installation in a particular iteration as a sum of differences between the

weighted number of hops for each (o, d) pair computed in the current topology (µk−1
sd )

and in the i-test topology (hsd(I∗k−1 ∪ {i})), if positive; otherwise, it is set to zero (Equa-

tion 3.4). Here, the i-test topology is the topology which includes links of the candidate

ith GXP instance under test (Xi). We select the location to install an GXP instance as

the one with the maximum hop reduction factor, and the output of the iteration is the

topology where the edges related to this GXP instance are added for a new iteration.

Heuristic for GXP placement (GXPp)

Initialization: Let k = 0, I∗0 = ∅

for each co, cd ∈ C set µ0
od = hod(I∗0 )tod

Check Cycle:

k = k + 1,

for each i not in I∗k−1, set

ρi =
∑

o

∑
d

max(0, µk−1
od − hod(I∗k−1 ∪ {i})) (3.4)

find m /∈ I∗k−1, so that

ρm = max
i/∈I∗k−1

ρi (3.5)

set ρk = ρm

if (ρk ≤ 0) and (|I∗k | ≥ 1) then go to End.

if (pm + |I∗k |pi) > b then go to End.

let I∗k = I∗k−1 ∪ {m}

if |I∗k |pi ≥ b then go to End.

for each o, d, co, cd ∈ C, set µk
od = hod(I∗k)tod

go to Check Cycle.

End: Calculate
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h =
1
ttot

∑
o

∑
d

hod(I∗k)tod (3.6)

The complexity of these heuristics is |M |2(|D|2N2 + C). Here, |M | is the number of

all GXP candidate instances, |D| the number of all domains, N the number of nodes

per domain, and C = |D|2N2 the complexity of the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm

[Dijk59].

For our simulation study, we apply the simplified form of this heuristic, which does not

account for the traffic. Alternatively, the load at the LSC layer can be measured while

simulating in the UNI/NNI topology, and this observed value can be used in the proposed

heuristics. However, for the traffic patterns that we use in the study, there is basically no

difference in the results of the GXP location heuristic.

3.7 Conclusions

For the last several years, the focus of the GMPLS community has been predominantly

on mechanisms for the unified control of the multiple-layer networks, while the issues of

inter-domain control have attracted limited attention. However, inter-domain networking

issues are of critical importance for the operation of the global, automatically controlled

transport infrastructure and for dynamic provisioning of global services. This Chapter

introduced the GMPLS Exchange Point (GXP) as a functional equivalent of the Internet

Exchange Point (IXP) which, in a global Internet, has an enabling role in managing busi-

ness relationships between interconnected domains and in inter-domain IP traffic routing.

Similarly, GXP can dynamically interconnect different administrative GMPLS domains

on different hierarchy levels. We proposed a TE information model for GXP switching ca-

pability, a topological representation of LSP Regions within GXP to be advertised within

the global routing process. We also introduced a Multi-Provider Edge (MPE) as a trusted

control overlay facilitating GXP infrastructure and providing a trusted global routing

service. A federated architecture with GXP and MPE has several advantages over the ar-
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chitecture with multiple User Network Interfaces (UNI) and Network-Network Interfaces

(NNI). First, assisted by flexible access interfaces and the multiple switching capability of

GXP, the interconnection capacity among the domains can change. This has a significant

practical relevance, particularly with an increased traffic dynamic. Today, the domains’

interconnections are mostly dimensioned empirically-that is, based on measurements-and

are statically configured; hence, they cannot adapt to some transient changes. Second,

for the domains that need to engage in inter-domain traffic exchange, MPE can provide

relevant TE information that is customized according to a control agreement between

the domains. Third, with the increased number of domain interconnections which can

come to hundreds or thousands, an MPE control interface can reduce the signaling over-

head. Therefore, by giving the user GMPLS-based control over the exchange facility, the

standard multi-domain network architecture, based on the traditional bi-lateral exchange

mechanisms and agreements between domains, as is inherent to BGP and the static XPs,

can be made flexible. In the network architecture with MPE and GXPs, traditionally

off-line network engineering concepts can be newly positioned for dynamic, on-line, adop-

tion: Combined, the trusted control overlay and the flexible physical layer connectivity can

support scalable exchange of the routing information, policy-based routing and bandwidth

trading.
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4 Infrastructure Service Model

4.1 Introduction

This Chapter describes the Infrastructure Service model, which we proposed for dynamic

virtualization of heterogenous optical transport networks. Infrastructure services are vir-

tual networks, running their own instances of the GMPLS control plane, within the com-

mon physical infrastructure spanning multiple layers, multiple carriers, and, in a federated

architecture, multiple GXPs. The key property of the Infrastructure Service model is re-

source sharing: a virtual link configured by one service, may be used by other services.

This enables services to time-share un-utilized configured bandwidth. To instrument this

feature, this thesis proposes a concept of the resource visibility, which includes a new TE

attribute assigned to each physical and logical resource, defining whether, and how, it can

be offered to different services.

Regarding the technological realization of infrastructure services, we focus on two-layer hy-

brid optical networks, with the label switched routers (LSR) preforming lambda switching

and TDM switching and grooming. At the customer interface, we assume that customer

equipment can multiplex TDM containers into wavelengths and switch at both TDM and

WDM layer. Therefore, at the customer side, the setup of lambda switched LSPs (LSC

LSPs), as well as the TDM granular LSPs embedded within wavelengths, can be initiated.

The infrastructure service model is general, and makes no distinction between ”simple”,

and ”complex” customers, for example, between a home user requesting a video-on-demand

bandwidth pipe, and a campus network operator requesting a ”user-owned” network akin

to UCLP. For example, a service S1 may be used by a regional broadcaster (RB) who
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wishes to link all his regional offices via an optical network, and run an IP based network

infrastructure over it [Prev06]. Similarly, infrastructure service S2 may interconnect the

sites - i.e., the scientists - of three National Research Experimental Networks (NREN), to

support joint execution of bandwidth rich experiments in astrophysics [Karm05]. A cus-

tomer can also be another provider’s network, which uses a service to temporarily extend

its coverage, or capacity.

The extensibility is a major property of infrastructure services: each service can dynami-

cally add or release virtual links, changing the connectivity and bandwidth of its virtual

topology. This is done either in order to accommodate traffic or to optimize the utility

of resources temporarily bound within the virtual topology, or both. This functionality

is implemented within the service control plane, the core of which is the service topology

engineering (ToE) function, which either reacts upon the resource monitoring events, such

as low utilization or outage, or directly assists traffic routing as an atomic Routing and

Topology Engineering (RToE) action. The control plane instance (CPI) of each infras-

tructure service interacts with other services’ CPIs, with CPIs of the carrier domains, or

with the MPE control overlay. This interaction is based on GMPLS control protocols,

which are the basic tools for performing topology engineering (ToE) actions. For exam-

ple, setting up, or releasing a virtual link is done by means of signalling along a specific

path. Depending on the availability of the TE information, a path may be computed in a

centralized or distributed way by different CPIs involved in the virtual link setup. In this

respect the infrastructure service belongs to a class of Routing and Signalling L1 VPNs

[Take05]. Akin to L1 VPNs, the provisioning of infrastructure services includes several

phases, such as resource negotiation, membership learning and topology maintenance. We

assume that the interplay of the data plane, the management plane, and the GMPLS-

based control plane, assures capability that service are instantiated ”on-fly”, and that the

corresponding physical resources are configured as visible. With this assumption in mind,

our work focuses on dynamic topology engineering, and dynamic traffic routing during the

maintenance phase.
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This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides a brief overview of the related

work in virtual topology design and reconfiguration. The infrastructure service concepts of

resource visibility and resource sharing are presented in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents

the modeling approach, including the Service Visibility Graph (SVG), and its transfor-

mation used for traffic routing and topology engineering. Topology Engineering (ToE)

methods are described in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 presents two methods for traffic Rout-

ing and Topology Engineering (RToE), and illustrates them in a case study with 2-layers

hybrid optical networks. Section 4.7 concludes the Chapter.

4.2 Related Work in Virtual Topology Design and Reconfiguration

The past research work on virtual (logical) topology design and reconfiguration in WDM

and grooming networks was initially motivated with the benefits of topology extension in

IP-optical integrated networks [Chan98]. In this scenario IP-optical routers are capable of

setting up lightpaths accross the underlying wavelength-switching infrastructure, dynami-

cally increasing the bandwidth of the IP layer links when needed. In a data network which

traffic can be described with a traffic matrix T = {λsd}, for each pair (s, d), ideally there

would be a direct lightpath - i.e., a direct virtual link - transporting this traffic. Due to

the physical constraints, such as the number of available transceivers that can terminate

lightpaths at each network node, only a fraction of the traffic can be transported on the

single-hop virtual links; the remaining must be routed over multi-hop paths in the virtual

topology. The seminal work presented in [Rama96] stated a virtual topology design prob-

lem as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP), which input is a given traffic matrix and

the constraints of the nodes, and the output is a set of virtual links which minimizes the

highest logical link load, also refereed to as congestion. This formulation, included here

for the illustration of the problem, use the following model.

The virtual topology is described with binary variables bij ∈ {0, 1}, where bij = 1 if there

is a logical link from node i to node j in the logical topology, and bij = 0 otherwise. The

integer values of variables bij are the output of the optimization. The propagation delay
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on a logical link (i, j), is denoted with dij , and is determined by the actual routing over

the physical topology as a sum of physical link delays. The maximal propagation delay

between any s− d pairs is denoted as dmax, and the maximum permissible average delay

as αdmax. A common assumption is that the shortest propagation delay is achieved by

routing the traffic on the shortest path in terms of number of physical hops. In the model

λsd
ij denote the arrival rate of packets from customer s to d on link (i, j), λij the total

arrival rate of packets on link (i, j) from all s−d pairs. The maximum load on any logical

link, or the congestion, which is subject to minimization, is denoted as λmax.

The problem is stated as follows:

minλmax (4.1)

subject to the following.

Flow conservation at each node:

∑
j

λsd
ij −

∑
j

λsd
ji =


λsd, if s = i, for all s, d, i

−λsd, if d = i, for all s, d, i

0, otherwise for all s, d, i

(4.2)

Total flow on a logical link:

λij =
∑
s,d

λsd
ij , for all i, j (4.3)

λij ≤ λmax, for all i, j

λsd
ij ≤ bijλ

sd, for all i, j, s, d

Weighted average delay constraint for each s-d pair:

∑
ij

λsd
ij dij ≤ λsdαdmax (4.4)

Degree constraints and the logical link capacity (C) constraint:
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∑
i

bij = ∆l, for all j (4.5)∑
j

bij = ∆l, for all i

λsd
ij , λij , λmax ≥ 0, for all i, j, s, d

bij ∈ {0, 1} for all i, j

C ≥ λmax

In this formulation dij are input values which are obtained by finding the shortest path

between node i and j over the physical topology. ∆l is a logical degree of a node, i.e., a

node can terminate ∆l input and output logical links. This model does not allow multiple

links between the same nodes, which can be accounted for by a new set of variables

(bijk, k = 0, 1, ...,∆l-1). Traffic is assumed to be spread across multiple routes.

Smaller instances of this problem can be solved with some commercial optimization tool,

for example CPLEX, [Cplex]. For larger instances the numerical intractability of the

MILP formulation requires efficient heuristics. Heuristic approaches to solving the virtual

topology design problem, are based on a specific heuristic for selecting the virtual topol-

ogy combined with the optimal flow routing, the problem which can be formulated and

solved using methods for the multi-commodity flow problem. Heuristic approaches for

selecting the virtual topology can be divided in four classes: the heuristic solutions to the

MILP problem, maximization of the single-hop traffic flows, maximization of the single-hop

and multi-hop traffic flows, and embedding of the regular logical topologies. References

[Leon00] and [Dutt01], provide an extensive overview of the major approaches. Here we

include several heuristics, which inspired many further work and also provided important

guidance for our approach.

Heuristic selection of virtual links can be done following different objectives. The Single-

hop Maximization Logical Topology Design [Leon00], formulates the design problem as a
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maximum weight matching problem. The network is presented as a bipartite graph and

the uni-directional traffic requirement ti,j between each nodes i, j, is taken as a weight for

the edges on the bipartite graph. The problem can be stated as:

maxf =
∑

i

∑
j

bi,jti,j (4.6)

subject to

∑
j

bi,j ≤ ∆i
O (4.7)

∑
i

bi,j ≤ ∆i
I (4.8)

Solution to the problem can be obtained, e.g., by transforming it into a max-flow problem

[Bert98]. This solution however, includes only a single virtual link between two nodes.

To obtain a solution with parallel virtual links, which would require a model of larger

complexity, two heuristics are proposed [Leon00]. Increasing Multi-hop Logical Topology

Design (I-MLTD) heuristics, starts from the unconnected topology and proceeds in a

number of iterations. In each iteration a matching problem is solved and a corresponding

set of virtual links is inserted in the topology. Initially the edges of the bipartite graphs

weights are proportional to the traffic demands; this results in inserting direct links for the

maximal traffic requirements first. Next, traffic routing over the inserted links provides a

new weight: the traffic weighted hop count fi,j×hi,j calculated for pairs of nodes that still

have available logical terminations is used as weight on a bipartite graph. Accordingly,

if a high traffic demand between two nodes is routed over several hops the cost of the

edge will be high, and in a new iteration of solving maximum weight matching problem,

it will be assigned a direct link. Again, all new links are inserted into the topology,

and a new iteration starts. The procedure ends when there are no more available logical

interfaces. An alternative approach is taken in the Decreasing Multi-hop Logical Topology
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Design (D-MLTD), which starts from the fully connected topology and proceeds with

weighting the edges in a bipartite graph proportionally to the weighted hop count. The

solution to the minimum matching problem identifies virtual links that should be deleted

from the topology. However, only those lightpaths are deleted that do not disconnect

the topology. Several iterations of traffic routing, edge weighting, minimum matching,

and link deleting may follow. As the algorithm starts with the violation of the logical

degree constraints, i.e., all nodes are connected into a full mesh, it stops when non none

of the degree constraints is violated. One lower complexity heuristics is Heuristic Logical

Topology Design Algorithm (HLDA) [Rama96], also referred to as a greedy logical topology

design algorithm (GLTDA). HLDA is also an iterative heuristics, which in each cycle first

orders all (s, d) pairs according to their importance, and then inserts virtual links for (s, d)

pairs starting from those with the highest importance. In the first cycle the importance

is equal to the traffic requirement; for each (s, d) for which in this iteration a virtual link

is successfully inserted in the topology a new importance is calculated as the difference

to the importance of the (s, d) pair with the next lower importance. For an s, d pair for

which a link cannot be inserted because either s or d node have no more available logical

terminations (logical topology degree constraint), the importance is set to zero. This is

repeated in all further iterations. The algorithm terminates when the importance of all s, d

pairs is set to zero. The last step includes random insertion of virtual links between the

remaining available logical link terminations, until the total od N∆l edges are established.

Still another alternative approach, more concerned with the resource usage in the physical

layer, is a Minimum-Delay Logical Topology Design Algorithm (MLDA) [Rama96]. This

heuristics creates a pair of edges for each physical edge, i.e., it replicates a physical topology

in the logical layer, and the remaining edges are added as in HLDA. This approach is

possible only is the logical degree of nodes is larger than the degree of the physical topology,

a node should also be able to terminate at least one single-hop lightpath on each of its

physical (WDM) interfaces. This heuristic combines a traffic independent procedure, i.e.,

replication of the physical topology, and a traffic dependant procedure, i.e., HLDA. A
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fully traffic-independent approach is taken with the Traffic Independent Logical Topology

Design Algorithm (TILDA) [Rama96]. The idea is to create virtual topology of short

virtual links, by first replicating a physical topology, and then adding two-hop links, three

hop links, etc., until all lightpath terminations are used. In the performance studies

presented in [Leon00] and [Rama96], the performance of traffic routing over topologies

created with these heuristics are compared to the performance obtained over random

topology.

The results of the performance studies have shown that none of the topology design heuris-

tics shows consistently better performance for different traffic patterns and different nodes’

and links’ configurations. Important result is that the optimal routing plays the domi-

nant role, and is the most important part of the problem. With the optimal routing

even randomly created logical topology show performance not more than 10% lower than

more complex approaches. The multi-hop approach based on the deleting logical links was

shown to be superior in many situations. Regarding less complex heuristics the MLDA

heuristics, which replicates the physical topology, and than inserts direct links for high

traffic requirements (as HLDA), was shown to often perform better than pure HLDA.

The topic of virtual topology reconfiguration also provides an important input for our

work. The reconfiguration of the static virtual topology is a reaction to a new traffic state

in the network. General assumptions is that a new traffic can be expressed with a new

traffic matrix: considered in time at the beginning at each new interval T the input to

the reconfiguration problem is the old virtual topology and the new traffic matrix. The

reconfiguration process hence transitions the old virtual topology into a new topology

by adding new lightpaths or deleting lightpaths. The reconfiguration process may be

characterized with the cost of equipment configuration and is constrained with the need

to perform actions with the lowest impact on the traffic that is already in the network,

i.e., the number of deleted or added lightpaths should be minimal. Reconfiguration is

addressed in a number of studies, in which a specific mixed integer linear programming

problem formulation is combined with the heuristic approach for practical optimization in
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larger network topologies. In [Bana97] a MILP based approcah is proposed that combines,

in the first step the virtual topology design for a new traffic matrix, and in the second step

minimization of the number of added or released lightpaths, for the constrained maximal

congestion. In [Rama00] a similar alternative approach is presented which in the second

step constrains both the number of changes in lightpaths and in the physical layer, and

minimizes the weighted hop-count in the network. In [Genc03] a MILP formulation is given

for a one-step adaptation of the virtual topology, which solution shows a lightpath that

should be either deleted or added. By regularly solving the MILP, the virtual topology

is transitioned from one into another state, one step in time. In addition, a heuristic

approach was proposed which monitors new traffic requirements and the load on network

links. Again, in each iteration either one virtual link is added or one is deleted from

the topology. Adding a new link happens either if there is a new traffic requirement,

the highest of which is then taken and accommodated on a new virtual link, or if for a

multi-hop traffic over a highly loaded link a new direct link can be opened. Deleting a link

happens if a traffic can be rerouted from the link with the lowest utilization. Recently,

numerous further approaches are proposed in the literature, which either focus on more

elaborate monitoring, e.g., [Bhan05], or on a particular methods to solving the NP-hard

problem, e.g., as genetic programming [Saha05].

The RToE methods for infrastructure service provisioning, can most benefit from relatively

low-complexity heuristics, such as MLDA and HLDA, because of the particular service

requirements that we describe next.

4.3 Infrastructure Service Model

The Infrastructure Service is a L1 virtual network which implements mechanisms for the

dynamic virtual topology creation and maintenance. These mechanisms are inspired by

the methods for virtual topology design and reconfiguration which periodically re-configure

the virtual topology and set up the traffic routes for a known traffic matrix. However,

the infrastructure service resource management must account for different operational
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assumptions and constraints: (1) The service traffic is comprised of TDM layer LSPs,

which setup or release can be dynamically requested, (2) service bandwidth requirements,

or bandwidth matrix, cannot be fully specified, and (3) services are of shorter duration,

with rather dynamic traffic changes.

These constraints require dynamic, instead of static, approach to the service topology cre-

ation. The difference between the static approach and the dynamic infrastructure service

approach can be described as follows: With a static approach we can use some estimation

of the traffic - i.e., bandwidth - requirements between the service members of all known

VPN services, and design and configure a dedicated set of lightpahs per VPN that satisfy

these requirements, e.g., as proposed [Rama02]. With the dynamic approach infrastruc-

ture services create, use and reconfigure their topologies directly reacting on the traffic

demand between the service customers. Such dynamic services does not require a fully

dedicated virtual topology, on the contrary, because of the anticipated dynamically chang-

ing traffic we can assume that such topology would have low utilization, hence too high a

cost. On the other hand, performing too many configuration actions, i.e., configuring and

releasing lightpaths (virtual links), is not desirable in the transport network. The time

needed for the configuration of a lightpath is not negligible, and can even be longer than

a required connectivity. The infrastructure service model addresses these requirements by

introducing the concept of resource visibility, which enables time-sharing of physical and

logical resources between a customizable set of services. The goal of our approach is to

achieve high throughput, and less reconfigurations for network carriers who provide trans-

mission, multiplexing and switching resources on the one hand, while facilitating efficient

bandwidth use, i.e., high utility of purchased bandwidth for dynamic services on the other.

The visibility concept is a control plane concept: it extends the GMPLS TE information

with an attribute which describes service-specific resource usage policies, and at the same

time makes resources visible to one or more services. Within the control plane context,

we refer to it as the Resource Visibility Attribute.

In a network graph that captures the traffic engineering properties of infrastructure re-
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sources, the visibility attribute applies to each vertex and edge, and may be simply a set

of service identifiers. Accordingly, resource visibility is defined as follows.

Any arbitrary transport resource r, is visible for a service Ss, if for a resource attribute

ϑ(r) it holds that Ss ∈ ϑ(r).

The concept of visibility extends the TE paradigm as we know it today. Today, TE

attributes and link routing weights are modeled after the resource-specific TE attributes,

such as link residual bandwidth [Katz03], or topological features regarding distribution

of available paths [Bout02], [Kar00], [Bagu04]. With the visibility attribute, however,

each network interface is additionally tagged with a set of services that can use it, and

accordingly appears only in the routing graphs of these services.

4.3.1 Algorithmic Support

The visibility concept requires two types of algorithms in the control plane, which operate

on different time scales.

To the first group belong the algorithms that compute the amount and type of physical

resources which should be made visible to each service, at the time of its creation, and later

during its lifetime. In the control plane these methods can be implemented within the CPIs

of the physical resource owners, and the algorithms for the virtual topology design and

reconfiguration can be adopted for this purpose. With this approach such algorithm will

take as an input the estimation of service bandwidth requirements, but the output of the

algorithm will not be used to physically configure virtual links, i.e., lambda switched paths

(LSC LSPs), but to set the visibility attribute of physical resources along the calculated

paths. Repeating this process for different infrastructure services, as they emerge, results

in making some resources visible to several services. As an illustration, Figure 4.1 shows

a network partitioned into three physical topologies which are used by several services.

When a new service is created, e.g., service S3, the visibility of both T1 and T2 is enhanced

with service S3, hance S3 will time-share physical resources with S1,S2,S4 and S5. During
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S4 S5

topology T1

υ(T1) ={ S1,S2}
topology T2

υ(T2) ={ S2,S3,S4}
topology T3

υ(T3) ={ S5}

S3S1

D1
D1

S2

Figure 4.1: Partitioning of resources based on the visibility attribute.

a service lifetime, a set of visible physical resources can be increased or decreased, as a

result of service performance and resource monitoring.

To the second group belong the methods that dynamically maintain service virtual topol-

ogy, using the visible physical resources. We refer to these as service topology engineering

(ToE) methods. With ToE methods, logical resources - i.e., virtual links - are created,

by physically configuring lightpaths (LSC LSPs). These LSPs can be also dynamically

released reducing the bandwidth bound within the virtual topology. For the time in which

a virtual link is active - i.e., configured - it also has specific visibility. In this sense, ToE

methods dynamically create set of visible logical resources. Based on the configured vis-

ibility, the bandwidth of each virtual link, i.e., an LSC LSP, can be used by a number

of services, i.e., it can carry TDM granular LSPs of these services. In the control plane,

ToE methods involve service CPIs, MPE control overlay, and the CPIs of carrier network,

and can assume different level of control coordination, and TE information advertisement,

between different CPIs.

System featuring these two groups of methods can largely benefit from an automatic

control loop, in which traffic and resource usage are continuously monitored, and a system

changes resource visibility to adapt to new service requirements and achieve more optimal

resource usage. Such autonomic management approach is considered to be a promising,

but also a challenging task [Herr05]. In this thesis, we focus only on methods for traffic
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routing and topology engineering for infrastructure service provisioning. However, in the

simulation study we show a simple example in which changing physical resource visibility

based on monitoring improves the performance of the service. More advanced autonomic

optimization approaches for dynamic visibility adaptation are out of the scope of this

work, yet show a promising direction for future work. In future studies we may include

dynamic changes in physical resource visibility, resulting from performance monitoring,

that occur on a time scale larger than that of the dynamic service topology engineering.

4.3.2 Infrastructure Service Resource Sharing Concept

Based on our technological assumption that at the customer side, the setup of lambda

switched LSPs (LSC LSPs) as well as the TDM granular LSPs can be initiated, the

service resource model captures two-layer resources that can be jointly used - i.e., shared

- between a number of services. The two-layer resources relate to each other according to

a simple client-server principle: Between two interfaces with TDM and lambda switching

(LSC) capability, a server-layer LSP - i.e., an LSC LSP - appears in the client layer (TDM)

as a dynamic TE link, i.e., a forwarding adjacency (FA), with the bandwidth reflecting

the multiplexing capability of the interface (e.g., for OC-192, 192 × OC-1 basic signals

are multiplexed within one wavelength). A client layer LSP - i.e., a TDM LSP - is routed

over TE links in the TDM layer, if these are available. If the client layer topology is

not connected, the missing TE links will need to be established by setting up new server

layer LSPs between the unconnected interfaces. The complexity of this apparently simple

relationship between the dynamic client-layer TE link and the underlying server-layer LSP,

increases when services are multi-granular, and several grooming layers are supported.

Figure 4.2 illustrates a simple scenario in which a TDM LSP is established over two virtual

links (TDM FAs), which on their own are a representation of LSC LSPs in the TDM layer.

By using the visibility concept, an infrastructure service Ss can make a virtual link (LSC

LSP) that it configures, visible to other services, e.g., Sz. This link can therefore be used

to route traffic flows (TDM LSPs) of either service Ss or Sz, or both. In the example in
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Figure 4.2: GMPLS Client-Server Layer Relationship

Figure 4.2, assuming that there are three services, S1, S2 and S3, which share resources

among them, LSC LSP1 may be set up by S1, LSC LSP2 by S2, and TDM LSP may

transport the traffic from service S3. Sharing means that the bandwidth of an LSC LSP

which is temporarily not used by a particular service who set up this LSP may be used

by a customizable set of other services.

4.3.3 Infrastructure Service Topology Model

In a network with TDM and lambda switching capability (LSC), the visibility of TDM

grooming resources has significant impact on the flexibility of service topology, and conse-

quently on the resulting service performance. The topology model established for grooming

networks, which makes distinction between the physical and the logical (virtual) topology

is relevant for the definition of the infrastructure service, and is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

In this two-layer network, the topology in a lambda switching (LSC) layer is physical,

hence static; the TDM layer has flexible (virtual) topology, with static, semi-static, and

dynamic TE links. For example one virtual link may be established over a single hop

WDM link between one CE and one PE node, and the other one may be established by

configuring a multi-hop LSC LSP.

A virtual link can have a static bandwidth, or can be bandwidth-extensible. For example
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Figure 4.3: LSC and TDM Layer Topologies. LSC topology is static. TDM topology includes static
links, dynamic links and semi-static links.

a single hop WDM link with 8 wavelengths each carrying SONET OC-192 can be config-

ured as one virtual link with static bandwidth equal to 8×192 OC-1. An example of a

bandwidth-extensible link is shown between PE nodes v1 and v5. It has two component

links, the one established over LSC-LSP-1 and the other over LSC-LSP-2. A bandwidth-

extensible link uses GMPLS bundling methods to dynamically aggregate its component

links. Regarding different switching capability, Figure 4.3 shows nodes with switching

capability in the TDM layer as full-line drawn vertexes in a TDM layer topology, and the

others are drown with dashed lines. For example, PE nodes v2 and v6, and a P node v4,

do not support grooming at the TDM layer, and are therefore not visible (shown dashed)

at a TDM layer. By applying the visibility concept, even some existing capability, e.g.,

TDM layer grooming as some nodes, may not be visible to a set of services. Hence, nodes

shown dashed may be TDM grooming capable, but temporarily ”invisible” nodes.
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Transit Edge Model

The resources that infrastructure services use to accommodate traffic are on the one hand

visible physical resources, such as LSC layer links and switching capability, and on the

other visible logical resources, i.e., dynamically configured virtual TE links (FAs) between

interfaces with TDM switching capability. To create a joint topological representation

of physical (LSC layer) and logical (TDM layer) resources, we introduce the notion of a

transit edge and a transit path. In this joint topological representation hybrid nodes with

both LSC and TDM layer switching capability are shown as vertices drown in full line,

and the optical nodes with only LSC interfaces are shown in dashed line. A transit edge

represents an LSC layer link (WDM link) between lambda switching capable nodes, either

hybrid or optical. A connected path of transit edges between two hybrid nodes is a transit

path. A transit path can be used to set up an LSC LSP. Accordingly, a hybrid node can

terminate a transit path, i.e., be an ingress-, or an egress-node for an LSC LSP, or be an

intermediate node on the path, i.e., switch LSC LSP in the LSC layer. We denote an LSC

LSP that is switched in the optical layer of a hybrid node as a flow-through LSP for this

node, and the node itself as a flow-through node for this LSP.

Figure 4.4: Transit Edges. (a) Two different configurations of connected transit paths: (1) LSP1
and LSP3, (2) LSP2 and LSP4. (b) Configuration with shortest connected transit paths.
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This concept is further illustrated in Figure 4.4, where four hybrid OXCs can either switch

LSC LSPs in the optical domain, or terminate them in the TDM layer. Two scenarios show

LSC LSPs which may be established in order to connect OXC1 and OXC4. In the scenario

(a) two possible combinations are shown: either LSP1 and LSP3 are established, where

LSP1 is routed over a two-hop transit path with one intermediate photonic crossconnect

(PXC) - i.e., a pure transit node - and LSP3 is a two-hop path with one flow-through

node (OXC3), or LSP2 and LSP4 are established, where LSP2 is a three-hop transit path

with one transit and one flow-through node, and LSP4 is a single hop between OXC3 and

OXC4. In the scenario (b) LSPs are established over the shortest possible transit paths

- i.e., hybrid OXCs - are not used as flow-through nodes. We use the concept of transit

links and transit paths, when we define the Routing and Topology Engineering (RToE)

strategy for infrastructure services that computes the path in the combined topology view

comprising virtual and transit links (Section 4.5).

Virtual Topology Constraints

Different TDM layer visibility can result in different service layer topology. Figure 4.5

shows three examples of service layer topology, for the network domain of Figure 4.3. In

the first example, (1), the TDM grooming resources in a provider domain are not visible

to a service. A TDM topology may therefore be any subset of edges from the full mesh

between the CE nodes. In the second example, (2), TDM grooming is fully deployed

and visible, and a service topology can be constructed including CE-PE links and PE-PE

links. Additional constraint may be that only direct CE-PE links are allowed (e.g., c1-v1,

but not c1-v5) and all PE-PE dynamic links are allowed. Third example, (3), shows a

constrained virtual topology, in which only a pre-defined set of edges can be dynamically

established and extended during the service life time. Accordingly, service layer topology

may either be designed for, or, adapt to the traffic and bandwidth requirements of service

users. For example, a bandwidth matrix specifying maximum bandwidth requirements

between different service users can be used as an input to a design algorithm. A virtual
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topology design heuristics may be used to find a set of virtual links, such as the one in

the example (3). If such information is not available dynamic adaptation of topology is

needed to cope with the changing demands. The infrastructure service model belongs to

a class of extensible services which dynamically adapt its topology to the traffic needs,

without assuming any pre-established virtual topology. The only constraint for the virtual

topology in our model is therefore the visibility of grooming resources.

Figure 4.5: Service layer topologies for different grooming visibility levels.

4.3.4 Visibility and Control Plane Interconnection Models

It is important to notice that the resource visibility concept is different from the GMPLS

control plane interconnection models, i.e., peer, overlay, or augmented [Mann04]. Inter-

connection models define the relationship between two control plane instances in terms of

the advertised topology information. Resource visibility, on the other hand, is a service-

specific resource usage policy. Resources available for service accommodation, i.e., the
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visible resources, may either be advertised into the corresponding service control plane

instance (peer/augmented model), or used for service accommodation within the provider

control plane, without being advertised to a service CPI (overlay model).

This concept is illustrated in Figure 4.6, where resource r1, of a domain D1, can be used

by services S1, S2 and S5, and resource r2 is visible only to service S1. In case of a

peer/augmented interconnection model the resource visibility is used to customize the

advertised TE information. As shown in Figure 4.6 (a) the information advertised to

CPIs of S1 and S2/S5 describes only visible resources, denoted as Σ(r1, r2) and Σ(r1),

respectively. Based on this information, service CPIs can create and maintain, their own

Service Visibility Graphs (SVG). In case of an overlay model, the CPI of D1 creates and

maintains SVG of supported services (Figure 4.6 (b)). In other words, in the latter case,

the owner of the service visibility graphs is a provider domain’s CPI.

D1 CPI

S2 CPI

S1 CPI

Σ(r1 ,r2)

Σ(r1)

Σ(r1)

Service 
Visibility
Graph
(SVG)

Network
Graph

S5 CPI

SVG

SVG

D1 CPI

S1 SVG

Network
GraphS2 SVG

S3 SVG

(a) Peer Model (b) Overlay Model

Figure 4.6: Resource Visibility Example: ϑ(r1) = {S1, S2, S5}, ϑ(r2) = {S1}. (a) With the peer
model the visibility information is advertised between the D1’s CPI and the services’ CPIs. (b)
With the overlay model visibility is used internally to the D1’s CPI.

In both cases, flexible virtual topologies with virtual links terminated either in the cus-

tomer edge nodes (CE), or in the provider domain (PE or P) nodes can be supported, by

configuring the corresponding logical layer grooming and switching resources as visible for

service accommodation. Which party, i.e., which CPI will actually allocate visible phys-

ical resources during the RToE procedure, depends on the control plane interconnection

model. As depicted in Figure 4.6 (b), with the overlay model the visibility of P resources

is not advertised into the service’s CPI. Therefore, when a request to set up a new LSC
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LSP is created, the corresponding path for that LSP will be computed within the network

CPI (here D1’s CPI). With the peer mode, on the other hand, the TE information of all

visible intermediate (PE/P) grooming interfaces will be advertised into the corresponding

services’ CPIs, which will use them to compute the best path for new traffic LSPs (see

Figure 4.6 (a,b)).

4.4 Service Visibility Graph (SVG)

In the infrastructure service model, service provisioning is based on the methods for rout-

ing traffic LSPs on the service resource graph, which we refer to as Service Visibility

Graph (SVG). We proposed two Routing and Topology Engineering (RToE) methods,

which include specific SVG transformation, the single-layer or multi-layer routing on the

transformed graph, and the SVG extension, i.e., update.

As depicted in Figure 4.7, SVG is a customized view of a network graph: for each trans-

mission, multiplexing, or switching resource represented within the network graph, a vis-

ibility attribute ϑ defined as a set of service identifers, specifies a set of services which

may use the resource. Consequently, for each service Ss, an SVG, denoted as Gs(V s, Es),

is created to model resources visible to Ss. SVG is maintained during the service lifetime,

and is updated after each dynamic topology engineering (ToE) action, and after each

accommodated traffic LSP.

The infrastructure service provisioning is modeled with a set of procedures that operate

on different graph structures.

- Procedures Create-Gs and CreateLayer-Gs(V s
g , E

s
g) translate the network graph

into an SVG;

- Procedures TransfLBLg() and TransfCMBg() transform the SVG into a routing

graph Wg upon a particular traffic LSP request;

- Procedure getA() translates the cost of resources associated with each edge in the
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SVG graph into the cost of the corresponding edge in the routing graph Wg;

- Procedures RouteLBL() and RouteCMB() search for the shortest path on the rout-

ing graph Wg by running the Dijkstra algorithm [Dijk59];

- Procedures InsBundg() and Updateg(), and DeBundg() and Releaseg() update the

SVG resources to account for a new configured LSP, or for a released LSP, respec-

tively.

Figure 4.7: Provisioning model for infrastructure services

Infrastructure service provisioning combines traffic-driven RToE methods for traffic LSP

accommodation and virtual topology extension, and ToE methods for link-state depen-

dant link/bandwidth release. A requested traffic LSP can either be blocked or successfully

routed, either on the existing resources or upon a successfully performed topology exten-

sion. A request for a release of an LSP will be also followed by the corresponding update

of the service graph.

The service visibility graph and the procedures operating on it are defined using network

graph notation described in Chapter 3, extended with several service specific definitions.

We denote a set of services supported in a network as S = {Ss}, a set of granularity
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layers supported within service Ss as Ls, Ls ⊆ L, and a set of domains that make some

of their resources visible to Ss as Ds, Ds⊆ D. We further denote a set of GXPs that

are involved in provisioning Ss as Xs, Xs⊆ X. For each granularity layer lg ∈ Ls, the

network resources visible to Ss are modeled with a set of vertices V s
g representing the

visible switching capability at the customer sites, in provider domains and GXPs, and a

set of unidirectional edges Es
g representing visible intra-provider links, inter-provider links,

access link, GXP links, inter-customer links, inter-GXP links, and inter-layer links, i.e.,

the multiplexing/adaptation capabilities in the CE nodes, PE/P nodes, and GXPs.

4.4.1 Representing Aggregated Links, Component Links, and Labels in SVG

The major feature of the infrastructure service is a GMPLS-based dynamic topology adap-

tation: a service visibility graph becomes dynamically updated when either virtual links

are added/deleted, or extended/reduced in bandwidth. The infrastructure service resource

management uses GMPLS notion of link bundling that models the aggregation of parallel

component links between the same interfaces. This is a means to achieve routing scala-

bility: the parallel component links are aggregated within one bundled virtual link, and

only the TE information of the bundled link, such as the available bandwidth and the

aggregated routing cost, is distributed between the routing controllers and used for the

path computation.

Consequently, in the service visibility graph, the bundled (aggregated) links and the com-

ponent links have different representations: while bundled TE links are represented as

graph edges, the component links are represented as objects associated with these edges.

The component links comprise atomic discrete bandwidth blocks, referred to as labels.

Correspondingly, for each edge esg ∈ Es
g , the information maintained in SVG includes the

total bandwidth B(esg), given as a number of bundled labels at layer lg, the residual band-

width, given as the number of available labels R(esg), the visibility ϑ(esg) and the edge

weight (cost) A(esg). Within each aggregated link, the state of its component links and

labels is also maintained in SVG. For example, each component link ecomp has a bandwidth
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B(ecomp) given as a number of the contained labels. This number depends on the mul-

tiplexing capacity of terminating ports between two layers: a wavelength switched path

(LSC LSP) established between the ports capable of multiplexing and de-multiplexing

four TDM containers can be represented as a TDM component link with the capacity

equal to four labels. The weight of the component link may depend on the length (in

hops) of the underlying server layer LSP, and hence component links routed over different

paths and bundled together within one virtual link (one edge in SVG) may all have dif-

ferent weights. Each label can either carry traffic or not, and have state either ”used” or

”unused”, accordingly.

4.4.2 Locating SVG within the Global Control Process

In the infrastructure service model, the Service Visibility Graph is a data structure that

can be established in different instances of the control plane. Before describing the routing

and topology engineering methods on the SVG graph we briefly tackle the issues of SVG

location within the global control process, and the issues of SVG update.

As previously mentioned, an important aspect of infrastructure service provisioning is the

availability of the TE information and the dynamics of updates between the control plane

instances involved in provisioning. Figure 4.8 illustrates interworking between the control

plane instances, in a network with three domains D1, D2 and D3, one GXP, and two

customers c1 and c2 of infrastructure services S1, and S2. Here, PE and P devices may be

PXC or OXCs, and GXP is a grooming node (OXC), hence, TE information is maintained

for resources at the TDM and the LSC layer. The S1 CPI (at c1) interconnects with D1

CPI, to either get the network information for the source based routing, or to get a route

directly. The S2 CPI (at c2) uses MPE (through GXP) acting either in a role of a routing

proxy, or a routing service. CPIs of S1 and S2 can also exchange information directly, for

example if they share some common resources.

Regarding the maintenance of the service visibility graph, the location of SVG depends on

the CPI interconnection models, i.e., whether or not the TE information is advertised, and
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Figure 4.8: Architecture of the SVG update process.

the resulting routing model, i.e., a source-base routing, hop-by-hop routing, or a routing

service. If a global routing service is deployed, an SVG can be centrally maintained. With

the source based routing, an SVG will be crated at the service CE nodes, and updated

based on the advertised TE information. The location of SVG, and the scope and the

rate of its update, will affect its accuracy and the performance of service provisioning.

Different possible scenarios are described as follows:

(1) SVG at the Service Member / Source Routing: An SVG is created at each cus-

tomer edge node, and is updated periodically with a given rate. Hence, topology

information is accurate only immediately after update, and the accuracy gradually

degrades until the next update. Between updates, the path computation process at

the source CE uses the static information provided on the last update. This infor-

mation can be enhanced with the information about the dynamic links terminating

at this particular source nodes.

(2) SVG in the Access Domain / Local Routing Service: This model assumes a

routing service implemented in the access domain and the periodic TE information

update between domains. Therefore, the path segment computed within an access
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domain is always accurate, which is not the case for other path segments as they are

computed based on the static network information of the last update.

(3) SVG in the MPE / Global Routing Service: In this case SVG is a centralized,

always accurate, representation of service resources, hence the exact topology infor-

mation is always used for computing the path. This is an ideal centralized approach

which provides the upper bound of the performance, as none of the LSPs is blocked

due to the stale TE information.

The study on how stale information affects the performance of provisioning, and whether

the updating process should be periodical, or on a specific event, are out of the scope of

this thesis. However, the SVG model shown in Figure 4.7, may be extended to include

two instances of SVG, the ”actual SVG” and the ”recent update”. This is illustrated in

Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Infrastructure service provisioning model with SVG accuracy representation.

The ”actual” SVG holds information about the actual resource usage. When a new virtual

TE link is created by a service S1, it is added to the actual SVG of S1. This TE link is

also assigned a visibility attribute depending on the attributes of resources used for its
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creation, and would be therefore, in a real system, periodically advertised to other services

which are allowed to use it. A ”recent update” SVG is produced by periodically copying

the state of an actual SVG. Depending on the type of the updating process some of the

changes in the actual SVG may propagate into the ”recent update” SVG. For example

for the third model the ”recent update” is equal to the ”actual” SVG. For the first and

second model the ”recent update” may be enhanced with either only the links terminating

on the source node, or the actual topology and link state information of the access domain.

When the impact of the update process is taken into account, a blocking may occur when

resources cannot be allocated along the computed path. Therefore, before the procedure

Updateg(ps
g,M) is performed it is first checked on the ”actual” SVG, (corresponding to a

distributed signalling attempt in a real network) whether the resources are available for

this path. The output of the procedure checkg(ps
g,M) may therefore show that an LSP

request is blocked, as depicted in Figure 4.9.

In the following sections we describe the details of the infrastructure provisioning based

on the SVG creation, maintenance and transformation.

4.4.3 SVG Creation

The SVG creation is modeled with the procedure Create-Gs, described below.

Create-Gs

Step-1: for each lg ∈ Ls run CreateLayer-Gs
g(V s

g , E
s
g)

Step-2: for each vs
g,i ∈ V s

g

if (vs
g−1,i ∈ V s

g−1))

{ insert esm
g,g−1,i and esm

g−1,g,i in Gs,

initialize B(), R(), ϑ() of esm
g,g−1,i and esm

g−1,g,i with values from the network graph,

set A(esm
g,g−1,i)=1; set A(esm

g−1,g,i)=1 }

Step–1 iterates through layers and invokes procedure CreateLayer-Gs
g(V s

g , E
s
g), which pop-
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ulates the layer specific graph (Gs
g) of SVG with all visible resources within all domains.

In each layer lg, the vertices representing visible resources of customer sites and provider

domains within the network graph, are mapped into a set of vertices V s
g . Correspondingly,

a set of edges Es
g represent all edges from the network graphs, visible to Ss at layer lg.

In Step–2, for each pair of adjacent subgraphs, (Gs
g, G

s
g−1), we interconnect the cor-

responding vertices representing different switching capability at the same node, with

edges modeling multiplexing capabilities. Unidirectional edges esmg,g−1,i(v
s
g,i, v

s
g−1,i), and

esmg−1,g,i(v
s
g−1,i, v

s
g,i) are referred to as service inter-layer edges.

The total bandwidth, residual bandwidth, weight, and visibility of all edges in SVG,

including inter-layer edges, are initialized with the corresponding values from the network

graph (in CreateLayer-Gs
g(V s

g , E
s
g) and in Step–2). The edge weight of all inserted edges

is set to a default value, here 1.

The overall complexity of Create-Gs is determined by the number of visible links and edges

and number of layers. The maximum number of vertices is bounded by |Ls|(|C|+|N ||Ds|),

where N is the max number of nodes per domain, |Ds| is the number of service domains,

|C| is maximal number of service members, and |Ls| number of granularity layers visible

within a service. The number of visible links is bounded by |Ls|(|Ds||C|+ |Xs||Ds|(|Ds|−

1)/2 + |Ds|N(N − 1)/2), where |C||Ds| is a number of customer access links (CE-PE).

|Xs||Ds|(|Ds|−1)/2 is the maximum number of interconnections at GRX, where |Xs| is the

number of GRX supporting the service, and |Ds|N(N − 1)/2, is the maximum number of

inter-domain edges in all domains. Hence, the complexity is bounded by O(|Ls|(|Ds|(|C|+

N) + |Xs||Ds|2 + |Ds|N2)).

4.4.4 SVG Maintenance

The SVG maintenance is modeled with four procedures: InsBundg(vs
g,o, v

s
g,d,M,A),

Updateg(ps
g,M), and their counterparts DeBundg(), and Releaseg().

Procedure InsBundg(vs
g,o, v

s
g,d,M,A, ϑ) is invoked when a server layer LSP, i.e., a topology
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extension LSP, is set up. It inserts in SVG (i.e., the layer graph Gs
g) the object for the

corresponding dynamic component link escomp
g,o,d (vs

g,o, v
s
g,d), established between vertices vs

g,o

(origin) and vs
g,d (destination), with a component weight A, bandwidth in terms of number

of contained labels M , and visibility ϑR.

InsBundg(vs
g,o, v

s
g,d,M,A, ϑR)

Step-1: if (es
g,o,d ∈ Es

g) {goto Step-2} else {insert es
g,o,d(vs

g,o, v
s
g,d) in Es

g}

Step-2: create escomp
g,o,d (vs

g,o, v
s
g,d) and associate it with es

g,o,d

set A(escomp
g,o,d ) = A, B(escomp

g,o,d ) = M , ϑ(escomp
g,o,d ) = ϑR

Step-3: set B(es
g,o,d) = B(es

g,o,d) + M ; set R(es
g,o,d) = R(es

g,o,d) + M ;

Step-4: set R(es
g,g−1,o) = R(es

g,g−1,o) - M ; set R(es
g−1,g,d) = R(es

g−1,g,d) - M

In Step–1, a new aggregated virtual link is created between vs
g,o and vs

g,d, if such does not

already exist. In Step–2, an object representing a component link denoted as escomp
g,o,d is

created, with bandwidth M , weight A and visibility ϑR, and is associated with an aggre-

gated virtual link, i.e., and edge esg,o,d. In this way an edge in SVG is always maintained

as an aggregated dynamic link to which a number of component links may be associated,

each of which has its own weight, bandwidth in terms of discrete labels, and visibility. The

aggregated dynamic link is further assigned new total bandwidth, by adding a capacity M

to the previous value, and the residual bandwidth is also updated (Step–3). Component

link escomp
g,o,d (vs

g,o, v
s
g,d) uses multiplexing capacity between layers lg and lg−1, therefore the

bandwidth of the corresponding multiplexing edges is reduced by M at the origin and the

destination nodes of the link (Step–4).

Procedure Updateg(ps
g,M), described as next, changes the state of M labels along the

path ps
g in SVG, to reflect the allocation of resources for an extension LSP (a component

link). Path ps
g is expressed as an ordered set of edges in SVG, i.e., ps

g(esg,z1,z2 , esg,z2,z3 ,

..., es
g,zH ,zH+1), and is an output from the path computation (routing) performed within a

RToE method described later in Section 4.6.
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Updateg(ps
g(es

g,z1,z2 , es
g,z2,z3 , ..., es

g,zH ,zH+1),M):

Step-1: for each es
g,zi,zj ∈ ps

g

{select M labels of an aggregate link es
g,zi,zj mark them as used

set R(es
g,zi,zj )= R(es

g,zi,zj )−M}

Step-2: (End)

In Step-1, for each edge along the chosen path, M labels are allocated and their state

changed to used. The edge residual bandwidth attribute R is reduced by M which is the

bandwidth of the service traffic LSP. The complexity of the procedure is bounded with

O(HmUm logUm) where Hm is the maximum number of hops in the path and Um is the

maximal number of containers in one link.

4.4.5 Edge Weighting on a Routing Graph

As illustrated in Figure 4.7, when a request for a traffic LSP arrives, a transformation of

the Service Visibility Graph is created, and the request is routed on it. The transforma-

tion of SVG is a routing graph, which may represent resources of one or several layers.

Omitting the layer indexes, we denote the transformed graph its vertices and edges by

W , wi and ewi,j(wi, wj), respectively. Each edge ewi,j ∈ W is associated with an SVG edge

esi,j . Accordingly, a traffic LSP request LSP (l, vs
o, v

s
d, B) specified relatively to vertices in

SVG, maps into a request LSP (wo, wd, B) in W . The weight A(ewi,j) of an edge ewi,j ∈W ,

is computed using the SVG procedure getA(esi,j). This procedure offers a flexible interface

which may implement various dynamic edge weighting schemes, i.e., different weighting

functions operating on the edge attributes, such as the residual bandwidth, and on the

weights of the component links.

As already pointed out, an SVG represents aggregated TE links as graph edges, and

the component links as objects associated with them. To capture the two-layer client-

server relationship between a component link and an underlying LSC LSP, the weight
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of a component link shall reflect the properties of the underlying LSP, in the first place

its length, i.e., the number of physical hops. In our model we adopted the function

proposed in [Mann04] where the cost of the dynamic component TE link at lg is set to

A(ecomp) = (H−1) where H is the number of hops of a supporting lg−1 LSP. Further, the

weight of an aggregated link may be a function of the weight of all its component links.

For example, it may be equal to the cost of the least cost available component, or the

mean value of costs of the available components. The weight of an aggregate link may also

be a constant, e.g., always equal to 1, or a function of the residual bandwidth, R(e), e.g.,

A(e) = 1/R(e), which is a common approach to traffic engineering in MPLS networks. In

this way the links with higher residual capacity are preferred.

Procedure getA(esi,j) which computes the weight of the bundled link as a minimum weight

of all its components is described next.

getAg(vs
g,o, v

s
g,d, Bg)

Step 1: find all {escomp
g,o,d } associated with es

g,o,d, for which R(escomp
g,o,d ) > Bg.

Step 2: find Amin = min{A(escomp
g,o,d )}

set A = Amin

Step 2: (return A)

In this case the complexity of getAg(vs
g,o, v

s
g,d), is bounded by the complexity of a binary

sort O(Um logUm) where Um is the maximum number of component links in one FA.

It is important to note that the component link weights cannot be used for source-based

computation of the route, as they are known only locally at the nodes terminating the

component link. However, when a bundled link is selected to accommodate an LSP, i.e., as

belonging to the selected path, then one or several labels of the associated component links

become selected, and allocated for the LSP. This link-local label selection may be random

or based on the component cost. For example, in the previously described procedure

Updateg(ps
g,M), M least-cost labels are selected.
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By applying the Dijkstra algorithm in the appropriately weighted transformed graph W ,

the least-cost path P can be found expressed as an ordered set of edges Pw(ewz1,z2 , ewz2,z3 ,

...,ew
zH ,z(H+1)

) where H is the hop count of P . Thereby, for a path P in W , a corresponding

path, or a layer specific segment P s
g in SVG is denoted as P s

g (Pw). The path P s
g is

used to dynamically update SVG upon the successful routing of the LSP, in procedure

Updateg(P s
g , Bg).

Preference Extension for Visibility Attribute

In a scenario in which multiple carrier domains are involved in service provisioning, the

procedure getAg(vs
g,o, v

s
g,d) also takes into account the domain-specific weighting scheme.

For this purpose we extended the resource visibility attribute with the so called penalty,

i.e., the weight multiplying factor, defined for each service Ss for which the resource is

visible [Tom03a]. For example, for all resources from the domain Dk the penalty for service

Ss can be expressed as ps,k ∈ <, k = 1, 2, .., D and ps,k > 1. When the least-cost route is

computed for an LSP request of Ss, the original cost of a particular visible edge of Dk is

multiplied by ps,k. If a service S1 is defined as an intra-domain service of a domain Dm

the penalty p1,m is set to 1. If this service is to be accommodated only domain-locally,

then for any domain Dn other than Dm the penalty ps,n must have sufficiently large

value. If domain-neutral network-global accommodation is preferred, the resources of all

domains should be taken into account for routing, and each p1,n is set to 1 or have some

variable value. In general the penalty can be specified resource-specifically instead domain-

specifically. That means that each resource can be configured with different penalties for

different services; this extended configuration is included in the service visibility attribute.

4.5 Infrastructure Service Topology Engineering (ToE)

The infrastructure service model assumes that the topology maintenance is based on a per-

service traffic and link monitoring process, which decides whether to insert new virtual
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links, and whether to bundle or de-bundle component links to/from the existing links.

We assume that a per-service monitoring and the corresponding topology engineering

(ToE) methods are implemented either within the service CPI, or the provider CPI. We

consider two groups of ToE methods as a constituent part of the infrastructure service

model. To the first group belong the Routing and Topology Engineering (RToE) methods,

which integrate topology engineering actions for the virtual topology extension within

the traffic routing process. These are invoked if a requested new traffic LSP cannot be

accommodated on the existing virtual resources. Two complementary RToE methods

proposed for infrastructure service provisioning are described later in Section 4.6. To the

second group belong the stand-alone methods based on the periodic link state monitoring.

In general, for each dynamic virtual link in the service topology (SVG) the utilization

threshold may be defined, the violation of which can trigger either an extension or a

reduction in virtual link bandwidth. The infrastructure service model includes stand-

alone ToE actions only for releasing resources from the virtual topology. With this simple

approach, it is guaranteed that new resources are added to the virtual topology only for

the actual traffic need, within RToE action, and released as a result of link monitoring.

We define three link release policies, namely, never release, release when idle, and con-

ditional release, which apply to any dynamically established component link. As already

described a component link in a client layer is a representation of an LSP in a server layer

and can be bundled to or de-bundled from a virtual link.

Never release (NREL) ToE policy keeps all dynamically configured component links con-

figured for the whole service duration, even when their labels are not used.

Release when Idle (RELI) policy releases a component link if it is not used, either im-

mediately, or during a specific measurement interval Trel ≥ 0. This can be supported by

inspecting all component links (i.e., server layer LSPs) periodically, or after each configu-

ration action. The monitoring of the link usage can be performed at the origin, or at both

the origin and destination node of the link in order to synchronize the release particularly

in the case of the bi-directional component links (bi-directional LSPs). Further, in our
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performance study, we consider only the case of the immediate release. Study on the

impact of different measurement intervals, is out of the scope and could be the subject of

further work.

Conditional Release (CREL) policy releases an idle virtual link according to its length in

terms of the physical layer hops. When all the labels of one component link are free only

the links with the length equal and larger than some configured value L will be released.

In the performance study we set L = 3.

When designing a ToE resource release actions, it may be important to consider that the

time needed to set up or to release an LSP is not negligible, and sometimes may even be

comparable with the duration of the service. Therefore, the set-up time of an LSP in a

particular layer should be known, e.g., as a function of the link configuration times Tc,

proportional to the number of hops. When the virtual links are released when idle, it

can happen that requests for LSPs are penalized with the long waiting time for a service.

The study on how the decision to release a link can take the link configuration time into

account is out of the scope of this thesis, and is subject of further work.

4.6 Routing and Topology Engineering (RToE)

Complementary to the ToE actions which reduce service bandwidth, the infrastructure

service use Routing and Topology Engineering (RToE) methods to accommodate new

traffic requests, and to extend topology if needed.

We assume that a service user, who may also be an application agent, can detect that

a new traffic stream towards another user, e.g., another application agent, should be

established. This need will be translated into a request for a traffic LSP , denoted as

LSPg(lg, vs
g,s, v

s
g,d, Bg), where lg is the granularity layer at which the traffic should be

mapped (e.g., TDM OC-3), Bg is the requested capacity at the layer lg, and vs
g,s and vs

g,d

are LSP source and destination, respectively. From the service user perspective, a traffic

LSP can have a known duration (τ), in which case for an LSP successfully set-up in ts, the
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release LSP request will be scheduled at te = ts + τ . Alternatively, a user can also detect

the need to de-allocate an LSP, which duration was not known in advance, and issue

an LSP release request. When accommodating traffic LSP requests, the infrastructure

service has to take care of constraints and capabilities of the transport plane, the most

prominent of which are bi-directionality of links, and availability of virtual concatenation.

In general, in GMPLS a connection may be a uni-directional or a bi-directional LSP.

Unidirectional LSPs offer more flexibility as the capacity of each direction may be extended

separately. However, some LSPs may be inherently bi-directional, e.g., due to the bi-

directional transport plane. Setting uni-directional LSPs over bi-directional dynamically

created links may incur ineffective usage of resources. The virtual concatenation capability

makes traffic routing far more flexible than in the case of contiguous concatenation. With

contiguous concatenation the service traffic must use contiguous blocks routed along the

same route. With virtual concatenation a traffic LSP between two service customers

can be mapped into a number of virtually concatenated labels, routed on a number of

service layer LSPs either along the same path or along different paths, which may reduce

the probability of request blocking [Kir05a]. Due to the fact that the differential delay

between the virtually concatenated labels must be compensated, an appropriate admission

control is needed [Alic05]. In addition, virtual concatenation may be deployed only at

some interfaces in the network, which rises a need to discover them, and include this

information in the routing algorithm. The infrastructure service model includes both

virtual and contiguous concatenation options, however, we do not consider the issues of

discovering concatenation capabilities.

To accommodate a traffic LSP request, an infrastructure service model uses a graph routing

approach: first, Service Visibility Graph is transformed into a routing graph Wg, and then

the requested LSPg(lg, ws
g,o, w

s
g,d, Bg) is routed in this graph. At the granularity layer of

the traffic LSP the routing graph may be a single layer graph in which case it includes

only representation of the configured resources in this layer. Alternatively, it may be a

multi-layer graph that includes both the representation of the configured resources in the
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traffic granularity layer, and the representation of available resources in one or multiple

server layers, i.e., bandwidth extension layers. An attempt to route a traffic LSPg may

result in either (1) finding a suitable path over existing resources in lg, (2) finding no path,

which further triggers a sequence of topology engineering actions in server layers, and a

new request routing attempt, or (3) definitive blocking when extension is not possible.

If for a requested traffic LSP, a path cannot be found on the existing resources, i.e., case

(2), the topology engineering (ToE) process will decide which new virtual links should be

set up in order to accommodate the request. Generally, to accommodate an LSP in a

granularity layer lg of a multi-layer network, a topology extension actions may be taken

in a sequence of server layers, lg−1, lg−2, ..., l1. A multiplexing factor Ug defined as the

maximum number of lg labels within an lg−1 labels, is used to calculate the bandwidth

of the extension links. For example, a request for Bg labels in lg layer is translated into

a request for int(Bg/Ug) labels in lg−1 layer. If an optical channel carrying four STM64

labels is mapped into one wavelength, then UTDM,LSC = 4 and a request for an LSP with

a bandwidth equal to five STM64 maps into a request for two wavelengths.

The infrastructure service model defines two complementary RToE methods: the layer-

by-layer method (LBL) and the combined method (CMB). The layer-by-layer method

considerers each layer separately when routing a traffic LSP request, and performing a

ToE action, i.e., routing extension LSPs. It combines a single-hop traffic maximizing

approach with multi-hop routing: an LSPg(vo, vd, Bg) in layer lg is first routed across all

available single-, or multi-hop paths in this layer; if this attempt fails a new direct virtual

link will be added (if possible) between vo and vd in a next server layer lg−1. Further

important aspect of the LBL method in a two-layer network is that it uses only TDM

grooming resources visible at the CE nodes. On the other hand, the combined RToE

method uses all available (visible) grooming resources, including CE, P and PE nodes,

and establishes an integrated view of multi-layer resources, including virtual and transit

links, as previously introduced. Hence, a path for a traffic LSP computed in such combined

routing graph includes sub-paths for all necessary extension LSPs. The CMB RToE aims
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at creating short virtual links and is in this respect delay minimizing virtual topology

approach. Complemented with the ToE actions which release low utilized virtual links,

LBL and CMB RToE produce virtual topology which adapts to the traffic requirements.

4.6.1 Layer-by-Layer (LBL) RToE Algorithm

The Layer by Layer (LBL) routing and topology engineering (RToE) algorithm starts with

creating a routing transformation of SVG, i.e., a graph Wg in the traffic LSP layer lg. This

is done within the procedure TransfLBLg(Gs).

A routing graph Wg replicates the vertices and intra-layer edges of the SVG subgraph Gs
g,

together with the inter-layer edges between Gs
g and Gs

g−1. Included are only those edges

that have sufficient bandwidth to accommodate the requested LSP. The inter-layer edges

included in Wg only indicate that a ToE action in a server layer tg−1 can be started when

necessary. The procedure TransfLBLg(Gs) has the complexity equal to that of the graph

search and is comparable to the complexity of the procedure CreateLayer-Gs
g(V s

g , E
s
g).

LBL RToE proceeds with the invocation of the procedure RouteLBLg(), which searches

for the shortest path for an LSP (lg, vsc
g,o, v

sc
g,d, Bg) in Wg. The result of this search may

either be a path for LSP accommodation, or a blocking event in lg. As a reaction to the

blocking event in lg, a ToE action for topology extension in the next granularity layer

(lh, h = g − 1) is invoked.

Within the recursive procedure RouteLBL() formally described below, the layer of the

requested traffic LSP is captured in r (Step–1). If LSP routing in any layer lh fails, a

ToE request for an extension LSP in layer lh−1 is generated between the source and the

destination node of the original LSP. In general, the multiplexing factor Uh is used to

calculate the bandwidth for an extension LSP in lh−1, i.e., Bh−1 = int(Bh/Uh).
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RouteLBL(g, r, wg,o, wg,d, Bg)

Step-1: if (r = ””) {set r = g; set h = g;}

Step-2: find the shortest path Ph(e(wh,o, wh,z2), ..., e(wh,zH , wh,d))

if Ph exists {Updateh(Ph, Bh); goto Step-6} else {goto Step-3}

Step-3: set h = h− 1;

if (h = 0) {return ”blocked”};

if (ew
h+1,h,o, ew

h,h+1,d ∈Wg) {goto Step-4} else {return ”blocked”};

Step-4: TransfLBLh(Gs); set Bh=int(Bh+1/Uh+1);

Step-5: if(RouteLBLh(stat, wh,o, wh,d, Bh)=”success”) {goto Step-6} else {Step-3};

Step-6: if (h 6= r) {goto Step-7} else {return ”sucess”}

Step-7: set h = h+ 1

insert e(wh,o, wh,d) in Wh; set A(e(wh,o, wh,d)) = (H − 1);

set ϑ(e(wh,o, wh,d)) = ∩(e∈Ph)ϑ(e);

InsBundh(vs
h,o, v

s
h,d, Bh, A(e(wh,o, wh,d)), ϑ(e(wh,o, wh,d)))

Step-8: goto Step-5

The extension action starts in Step–4, where a graphWh−1 is created with TransLBLh−1().

In Step–5 RouteLBLh−1() is called, where r 6= ”” indicates routing of an extension LSP.

In the case of a route search failure, the next server layer is entered, or if such does not

exist, the request is blocked (Step–3). In the case of successful routing, the procedure

makes a distinction between the layer in which the original traffic LSP should be routed

(lr), and all other server layers in which extension LSPs are routed, lh 6= lr, (Step–6).

After successfully routing in layer lh 6= lr the transformed graph of the next client layer

Wh+1 is updated with a new edge representing a dynamically created bandwidth (Step–

7). This edge is assigned a routing weight, e.g., equal to (H − 1), where H is the number

of hops of the underlying LSP. The visibility of a new link is calculated as the common
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subset of visibility sets at all edges in P s
h . Next is an update of an SVG at the layer

Gs
h. Procedure InsBundh() either creates a new edge (FA) or bundles a new capacity to

an existing edge. Eventually, the initial request for a traffic LSP is finally routed in lr

(Step–6), which completes the RToE. The procedure can iterate through all layers visible

within the service, so the maximum number of iterations is |Ls|.

The complexity of this RToE procedure is equal to the complexity of the shortest path

search, which may be executed maximally 2|Ls| times, hence the complexity is bounded

with O(|Ds||C| + |Xs||Ds|2 + |Ds|N2)), if the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm is used

[Dijk59]. Procedures TransfLBLh(Gs), and Updateg(P s
g , Bg) are executed |Ls| times

at most. Thus the overall complexity is bounded by O(|Ls|(HmUm logUm + |Ds|(|C| +

N) + |Xs||Ds|2 + |Ds|N2)), where N is the max number of nodes in all domains, |Ds| is

the number of service domains, |C| is maximal number of service members, |Ls| number

of granularity layers visible within service, Um maximal number of component links in

one aggregated FA, Hm is the maximal number of path hops, and |Xs| number of GRXs

supporting the service.

4.6.2 Combined (CMB) RToE Algorithm

The combined routing and topology engineering procedure uses the integrated view of

resources pertaining to all the layers that exist in the network. The graph transforma-

tion procedure TransfCMBg(Gs, Bg) for CMB RToE approach is more complex than

TransfLBLg(Gs) for LBL RToE as it has to create one single graph with resources visi-

ble at all layers. This procedure is described as follows.
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TransfCMBg(Gs, Bg)

Step-1: for each vs
g,i ∈ V s

g , create wg,i(vs
g,i) in Wg

for each es
g,i,j(vs

g,i, v
s
g,j) ∈ Es

g

{ if (B(es
g,i,j) > Bg) insert ew

g,i,j(wg,i, wg,j) in Wg; set A(ew
g,i,j) = A(es

g,i,j) }

Step-2: for each lh ∈ Ls, start with lg−1 end with l1 do Step-3 - Step-4

Step-3: set Bh=int(Bh+1/Uh+1)

Step-4: for es
h,i,j(vs

h,i, v
s
h,j) ∈ Es

h for which B(es
h,i,j)× Uh × ...× Ug > Bg

{ if (wg,i ∈Wg and wg,j /∈Wg and B(es
h+1,h,i) > Bh+1) {insert wg,j(vs

h,j) in Wg}

if (wg,i /∈Wg and wg,j ∈Wg and B(es
h,h+1,j) > Bh+1) {insert wg,i(vs

h,j) in Wg}

if (wg,i /∈Wg and wg,j /∈Wg) {insert wg,i(vs
h,j), wg,j(vs

h,j) in Wg}

if (wg,i ∈Wg and wg,j ∈Wg and ew
g,i,j(wg,i, wg,j) /∈Wg)

{ insert ew
g,i,j(wg,i, wg,j) in Wg; set type(ew

g,i,j) =”transith; set A(ew
g,i,j) = 1} }

In Step–1, akin to transformation for LBL RToE, the vertices and edges from SVG Gs
r that

have sufficient bandwidth are replicated in Wg. The algorithm further iterates through

each layer lh starting with the layer lh = lg−1 and ending with lh=l1. In Step–4, for

each edge eh,i,j in lh, which has enough capacity to route the original LSP request, the

algorithm check the type of the edge. If one of the edge’s end-nodes are already in Wg, but

not both, the inter-layer edge at the already included node must be checked for sufficient

bandwidth to support inter-layer routing of the original LSP. If this is true, first the other

end-node is included in the graph and then the edge between the nodes. If none of the

end-nodes is already included this is a pure transit edge. In this case both end-nodes, and

the edge are included in the graph. In all cases the newly inserted edge eh,i,j is marked as

transith. The weight of a transit edge is set to a default value 1. Note that the sufficient

bandwidth is calculated based on the multiplexing factors at different layers.

The complexity of this procedure is bounded by the complexity of the graph search, i.e.,

O(|Ls|(|Ds|(|C| + N) + |Xs||Ds|2 + |Ds|N2)), where N is the max number of nodes in
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all domains, |Ds| is the number of service domains, |C| is maximal number of service

customers, and |Ls| number of granularity layers visible within a service.

The transformed graph Wg is next used by RouteCMB(g, wg,s, wg,d, Bg, Bg−1, ..., B1),

which is the combined routing procedure, where wg,s and wg,d are the source and destina-

tion of the request, and Bg is the LSP’s requested bandwidth. The values of Bg−1, ..., B1

are calculated in TransfCMBg(Gs, Bg).

RouteCMB(g, wg,o, wg,d, Bg, Bg−1, ..., B1)

Step-1: find the shortest path Pg(e(wg,o, wg,z2), ..., e(wg,zH , wg,d))

if (Pg not exist) { return ”blocked” }

Step-2: for each lh ∈ Ls, start with l1 end with lg−1

{ find a set of the shortest connected transit paths Qr,h, r=1,2,...,k in Pg,

for each Qr,h(wg,a, wg,b) in Pg

{ substitute Qr,h by e(wg,a, wg,b) in Pg; Updateh(Gs
h, Q

s
r,h, Bh)

set type(e(wg,a, wg,b))=”transith+1”; set ϑ(e(wg,a, wg,b)) = ∩e∈Qs
r,h
ϑ(e);

InsBandh+1(vs
h+1,a, v

s
h+1,b, Bh+1, H

r − 1, ϑ(wg,a, wg,b)) } }

Step-3: Updateg(Gs
g, Pg, Bg); return ”success”

In Step–1, if the shortest path Pg is not found, the request must be blocked, since the

available resources at all layers do not form a connected graph. If a path is found, SVG

and the transformed graph are updated in each layer lh (Step-2) starting from l1, i.e.,

the physical layer, and ending with lg−1. The path Pg is searched for concatenations

of transit paths at different layers (Step-3), and for each transit path Qr,h in Pg, which

comprises the transit edges of type ”transith”, first, this transit paths is substituted in Pg

by a single edge between the ingress and egress nodes of Qr,h, and the type of this single

edge is set to ”transith+1” edge. Also, the procedure Updateh() is called to update the

resource information in Gs
h which corresponds to resource allocation for the transit path
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Qr,h mapped into SVG Qs
r,h. After that, the procedure InsBundleh+1 is invoked to insert

a new dynamic component link in the service graph Gs
h+1. The weight of the inserted

component link is set (Hr−1), where Hr is the number of hops in Qr,h. The bandwidth is

set to Bh (as calculated within TransfCMB(). The visibility of a new link is calculated

as the common subset of visibility sets at all edges in Qs
r,h. In a loop of this process, all

concatenations of transit links at all layers are gradually substituted until the path Pg

consists only of links in lg layer. In Step-3, the procedure Updateg() updates the resource

information in Gs
g which corresponds to resource allocation for the requested traffic LSP.

The problem of finding a set of concatenated transit paths in the path Pg can have a

number of solutions. In our approach a set with the shortest transit paths is selected.

In this way the available grooming capability in the network is used until exhausted, in

which case flow-through links will be created.

The complexity of the routing procedure is determined by the complexity of the shortest

path routing, as well as by the search for concatenations of transit edges (O(Hm logHm))

and the update procedure (O(Um logUm)). Thus the overall complexity is bounded by

O(Um logUm + Hm logHm + |Ds|(|C| + N) + |Xs||Ds|2 + |Ds|N2)), where N is the max

number of nodes in all domains, |Ds| is the number of service domains, |C| is maximal

number of service members, |Ls| number of granularity layers visible within service, Hm

is the maximal number of path hops (in one layer), and |Xs| number of GRXs used.

Optimization and reduction of complexity may include the consideration of shortest path

algorithms faster than Dijkstra, and a reduction of the number considered layers and

domains.

4.6.3 Infrastructure Services in 2-layers Hybrid Optical Networks

We illustrate the infrastructure service provisioning in a two-layer network with lambda

switching capability (LSC), and TDM grooming and switching capability, both at the

customer equipment and in the provider domain, i.e., L={l1 = LSC, l2 = TDM}. This

two-layer configuration is used in our performance study as well. For simplicity and
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without loss of generality, we consider a single service S1, provisioned within one provider

domain, with LSP traffic requests of TDM granularity. In this example, we compare

two scenarios which differ in visibility of the TDM layer grooming resources: the reduced

visibility and full visibility scenario. In the reduced visibility scenario, the TDM-layer

grooming and switching resources in the nodes of the provider domain are not visible,

although existing, and cannot be used. In the full visibility scenario all provider domain

nodes support TDM layer switching and grooming, and the corresponding resources are

made visible to the service. In both cases, we assume a full availability and visibility of

LSC resources.

Figure 4.10: SVG for (a) Reduced and (b) Full Grooming Visibility

Figure 4.10 shows an SVG created for a simple network topology, for the reduced and full

grooming visibility. The network topology includes three service members (vs
LSC,1, v

s
LSC,2,

vs
LSC,3) and three LSRs in the provider domain (vs

LSC,4, v
s
LSC,5, v

s
LSC,6). SVG is composed

of two subgraphs Gs
TDM and Gs

LSC which are interconnected with unidirectional inter-

layer edges, i.e., esmTDM,LSC and esmLSC,TDM , depicted as dashed. For both visibility cases

Gs
LSC includes vertices which represent the LSC switching capability at the customer and

provider sites.

In the reduced visibility case, Gs
TDM includes only vertices representing TDM switching

capability at the customer sites Gs
TDM , connected with three dynamic links esTDM,1,2,

esTDM,3,2 and esTDM,1,3. The edge esTDM,1,2 may be for example an aggregated link com-

posed of one component link created over LSC-LSP (vs
LSC,1, v

s
LSC,4, v

s
LSC,5, v

s
LSC,2), and

the other created over LSC-LSP (vs
LSC,1, v

s
LSC,4, v

s
LSC,6, v

s
LSC,5, v

s
LSC,2).
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In the full visibility scenario, TDM switching capable provider nodes are visible in Gs
TDM

and therefore also included in Gs
TDM . The set Es

TDM may include up to 30, i.e., 6×(6-1),

dynamically created link. Figure 4.10, Es
TDM includes 10 of them.

Figure 4.11: SVG Transformation for (a) LBL RToE, and (c) CMB RToE.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the difference between the transformed graphs for layer-by-layer

(LBL) and combined (CMB) RToE approaches, under the assumption of the reduced

grooming visibility, and just after the first TDM LSP is requested. The transformed graph

WTDM created with the LBL method, includes only the inter-layer edges (dashed), which

indicate a possibility of graph connectivity extension in the LSC layer. LBL attempt to

route an LSP between ws
TDM,1 and ws

TDM,2 results in blocking in WTDM , and a topology

engineering action for topology extension starts: first WLSC is created and then an LSC

LSP is routed in this graph. A dynamic link corresponding to a successfully routed LSC

LSP is inserted between vs
TDM,1 and vs

TDM,2 in Wg, and is used to route the original TDM

LSP traffic request. On the other hand, the routing graph WTDM which is created with

CMB method, (b), includes the LSC layer edges (from Gs
LSC) as ”transit” edges, shown

as dashed. These edges connect the otherwise disconnected TDM topology. The CMB

routing finds a path over the transit links which are then used to set up the corresponding

LSC-LSP and a dynamic link, which is then used for a TDM LSP request.

We illustrate in Figure 4.12, how the resource visibility attribute controls sharing between

two infrastructure services, e.g., S1 and S2. Let us assume here that only the customer

edge resources are TDM-switching capable. All provider switching resources, including

the inter-layer resources are visible to both services S1 and S2. These services can use
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Figure 4.12: Sharing with Resource Visibility Attribute

network links in the LSC layer (Gs
LSC) according to the visibility attribute assigned to

each link. For example, a link between wLSC,4 and wLSC,5 is exclusively visible to S2.

The edges in Gs
TDM denote the dynamic links. If in S2 a dynamic link is created over

P(esLSC,1,4, e
s
LSC,4,5, e

s
LSC,5,2), then its visibility attribute includes {S2}. If in S2 a dynamic

link is created over P(esLSC,1,4, e
s
LSC,4,6, e

s
LSC,6,5, e

s
LSC,5,2) its visibility will include {S1, S2}.

This means that this dynamic link will be visible to both services and the information

about a new link may be exchanged between the control plane instances of the services. It

should be noted that this is one possible policy for configuring visible resources. Another

policies, e.g., when some logical resources are made visible to other services despite of the

physical layer visibility constraint may be desirable, an subject to further studies.

4.6.4 A Case for Dynamic Visibility

The infrastructure service model introduces the visibility attribute as a means to flexibly

associate resources with the services that can use them. For example in a case of a two-layer

optical network, physical resources that can be flexibly configured as visible to different

services are WDM interfaces, optical switching resources, and switching and multiplexing

resources at TDM layer. In SVG, these resources are represented as edges and vertices

pertaining to the TDM and LSC sub-graphs (Gs
TDM and Gs

LSC), as well as the inter-layer

edges modeling the multiplexing and layer adaptation capabilities. Virtual links, that

are dynamically added to, or deleted from SVG inherit their visibility from the physical
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resources used to create them. How the visible resources are used, depend on the RToE

and ToE methods, as well as the configuration of the control process, which, as already

discussed, may further constrain the information available in the service CPI, creating the

need for tighter coordination between service CPIs and provider CPIs.

From a perspective of a single service, the resource visibility can be static or dynamic

information. In the static case a set of visible resources from the common infrastructure

will not change during the service life-time. In the dynamic visibility case, however, it is

possible to use visibility as a means to dynamically change the access to resources. For

example, let us assume that in time T0, the grooming visibility is reduced, meaning as

previously introduced, that only LSC layer resources are visible. The service can only set

up end-to-end lightpaths - i.e., LSC LSP - between the CE nodes. These lightpaths are used

to route service traffic flows, i.e., TDM LSPs. Each lightpath is represented as a virtual

edge in SVG and its utilization can be monitored, either within the service CPI, or both

within the service CPI, and the provider CPI. Assuming appropriate level of information

exchange between different CPIs, we can assume that a monitoring process can detect

how many flow-through lightpaths are routed through each hybrid node, and in addition

the utilization of the corresponding virtual links at the TDM layer can be measured. The

node with the highest number of flow through links, or the lowest mean utilization of the

flow-through links, can be chosen to change its visibility. Low utilized virtual links will

eventually get released, and shorter lightpaths will be created using new visibility. In a

scenario with multiple services the flow-through node can be opened for one set of services,

and another for another set. This mechanism can be also seen as ”resource optimizer” of

the unused links in the carrier domain, which may be even relatively non-transparent for

the service user. In our simulation study we tackle this scenario by measuring the number

of flow-through LSPs at each transit node, and the utilization of these LSPs in a network

with the reduced visibility, to determine potential candidates for visibility adaptation. We

have also illustrated how the visibility adaptation based on this measurement can improve

service performance.
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4.7 Conclusion

In this Chapter we described the proposed Infrastructure Service model, including the

visibility concept and resource sharing approach, and presented the proposed methods for

traffic routing and topology engineering. The revisited theoretical work relevant for the

infrastructure service RToE, albeit brief, shows the complexity of the virtual topology de-

sign problem, which motivated many heuristic approaches. We described in detail virtual

topology design heuristics that inspired our Routing and Topology Engineering (RToE)

methods. The demonstrated performance of some heuristics for virtual topology creation

provide important guidance on how the dynamic topology can be created.

Central to the infrastructure service model is the resource visibility concept, which fa-

cilitates selective usage and sharing of resources. The visibility concept enables resource

providers to dynamically select physical resources that can be dynamically allocated and

time-shared by different services. The bandwidth of the dynamically configured virtual

links can also be jointly used by different services. We described how visibility is accounted

for in the infrastructure service provisioning concept based on multi-layer Service Visibil-

ity Graphs (SVG), its routing transformation and continuous updates. We show how the

proposed service model combines Routing and Topology Engineering (RToE) methods,

and the stand-alone bandwidth release ToE strategies, in an approach, in which each new

component link added to a service topology becomes directly associated with a specific

traffic LSP, which was a direct cause of its creation. Two complementary RToE methods

are proposed and discussed. We have also identified the potential benefits of the dynamic

resource visibility, in a scenario when changing visibility of grooming resources, based on

the measurements of virtual link utilization, can improve the service performance.

Some aspects related to the infrastructure service provisioning, such as restorability or

survivability of the service, are not directly addressed here. However, we assume that

the specific service restorability can be processed within the service admission control and

mapped into a set of requests for traffic LSPs. For example, in case of the 1+1 protection
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two path-diverse LSPs have to be computed and provisioned, as a working and protecting

path. In this case the notion of LSP path diversity has to be included in the traffic routing

and extension algorithms. We also assume that a virtual concatenation is a available and

can be used to include protection methods based on traffic spreading. Specific service

restorability approach is a possible topic for future work.
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5 Performance Study

5.1 Introduction

This Chapter presents the results of a simulation study conducted to quantify the im-

pact that the visibility concept and the GXP-based federation architecture have on the

performance of infrastructure service provisioning. The Chapter is organized as follows.

Section 5.2 describes general assumptions used in the simulation study, as well as the

implementation constraints and capabilities of the simulation environment. In this sec-

tion, we also define the configuration of network nodes and the traffic load model. The

performance of the proposed traffic routing and topology engineering (RToE) methods

is presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 in single- and multi-domain scenarios, respectively.

Section 5.5 summarizes and concludes this chapter.

5.2 General Assumptions

The simulation study was conducted in an object-oriented, event-based simulator devel-

oped at the Institute of Broadband Communications, which we extended with functions

relative to network resource management and infrastructure service provisioning. Input

to the simulation tool was the textual description of the physical topology of the network,

including the CE, PE, P, B, and GRX nodes and links, along with the description of in-

frastructure services, including the required service connectivity and traffic requirements.

In addition, for each service, this file defines the selected ToE link-release method and the

RToE method. Based on this description, the simulation tool creates the network graph,

the corresponding service visibility graphs, and the traffic sources that generate the uni-
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directional customers’ traffic originating from different services. During a simulation run,

each traffic source, which is associated with one service, generates the LSP requests, which

are processed by the RToE method selected for this particular service.

Regarding equipment capabilities, we simulate the infrastructure service provisioning in a

two-layer optical network of label-switched routers (LSR), with lambda switching (LSC)

and TDM switching and grooming capabilities. Customer equipment, the CE nodes, can

multiplex a variable number of TDM containers - i.e., labels - of one basic granularity

into wavelengths and also switch in both TDM and LSC layers. A customer can initiate

the setup of the TDM granular LSPs and wavelength switched paths (LSC LSPs). While

TDM granular LSPs are the traffic LSPs, LSC LSPs are set up to extend the service’s

virtual topology and are referred to as extension LSPs. Provider domain nodes (PE, P, B,

or GRX) can also switch in the LSC and TDM layer. By means of the visibility attribute,

for each hybrid LSR, a set of services can be configured that can use its TDM switching

and grooming capability. The architectures of the CE and PE nodes are illustrated in

Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Network Node Architecture for CE and PE nodes

The textual node description includes, therefore, supported switching capability, the num-

ber of transceivers and switching ports, and the visibility for different services. In a multi-

domain network, each node is also assigned to one specific domain. The link description

includes the number of wavelengths and the multiplexing factor, i.e., the number of TDM
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labels within one wavelength.

The connectivity and bandwidth requirements for each infrastructure service are given

as a set of tupples (cs, cd, Bs,d), where cs and cd are CE nodes identifiers, and Bs,d is

a requested number of TDM labels. For each (cs, cd) pair, a traffic source will generate

LSP requests with the inter-arrival rate and holding times following a negative exponential

distribution. Each service Si is associated with a specific mean inter-arrival rate λi, and a

mean holding time thi , and all traffic sources associated with the service generate requests

for LSP setup and release, according to these distributions. The mean load generated by

one source is λi × thi , and the total service load is given by
∑

(cs,cd)inSi
λit

h
i .

During a simulation run, each successfully created TDM LSP, i.e., a traffic LSP, is inserted

into a linked list and is deleted from it after the release request. Each successfully created

LSC LSP, i.e., an extension LSP, is inserted into a service SVG as a component link and is

deleted from it as a result of a ToE link release action. Active traffic and extension LSPs

are linked together such that, when a traffic LSP is released, all the resources that it was

using are released as well. Extension LSPs that should be removed when idle are checked

for idleness after each traffic LSP release request.

Each simulation run includes the transient phase of 60 Tsim periods (during which the

network is filling up) and the active phase of 30 Tsim periods. With an appropriate Tsim

value, the active periods can be considered as uncorrelated experiments, and a certain

required level of confidence for the results can be obtained [Jain91]. The traffic sources

are started within the first 15 periods of the transient phase, i.e., their starting time is

uniformly distributed within this period. Simulation time is calculated so that the service

with the lowest load can attempt some specified minimum number NLSP of LSPs during

each active simulation period. In our simulations NLSP is set to 100. At the start of the

simulation, all network capacities are free, and during the transient phase the network is

filling up. In the active phase, the values of relevant performance indicators are collected

and averaged at the end of each active period. At the end of simulation, the performance

values obtained are used to calculate the mean, the deviation, and the confidence interval.
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The results are shown with the confidence level of 95%.

5.2.1 Performance Metrics and Result Representation

During each active period in a simulation run, the incremental changes of several per-

formance counters are logged and integrated in time, and the corresponding performance

metrics are calculated at the end of each period. Based on these counters, we are able to

characterize the network with the following performance metrics:

- Average WDM Link Usage (W i,j): For each WDM link ei,j in a network graph,

where Bi,j is a total number of wavelengths, the capacity allocated within the logical

topology (in wavelengths) is a step function of time Wi,j(tk), which changes each

time new LSC LSP is added to, or released from, the virtual topology, i.e. in tk,

k = 1, 2, .... The weighted average in time (Equation 5.1) is calculated at the end of

each active period, hence
∑

k tk = Tsim.

W i,j =
∑

i tkWi,j(tk)
Bi,j

∑
k tk

, 0 ≤W i,j) ≤ 1 (5.1)

For different types of links, the results are summarized within histograms that show

the number of links with W i,j in intervals 0%, (0%-3%], (3%-5%], (5%-7%], (7%-

10%], (10%-15%], (15%-20%], ...,(90%-100%). If we denote access links CE-PE),

inter-domain links (B-B), intra-domain links (PE-PE), and GXP links, as M cp,

Mpp, M bb, and Mx, respectively, then the histograms correspond to the values of

M t
0%, ..., M t

10%, ... , and M t
100%. The superscript t shows the type of the link,

t ∈ {”cp”, ”pp”, ”bb”, x}, for access, intra-domain, inter-domain, and GXP links,

respectively. The final result is the normalized usage, i.e., the ratio M t
k%/M

t.

- Average Virtual Link Usage (Uo,d): For a virtual link eo,d, a ratio of the used

capacity Uo,d(t) (in TDM labels) to the total capacity Ko,d(t) is averaged in time

by monitoring changes in both the total and used capacity, in a series of intervals
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tk, k = 1, 2, .... The total capacity changes each time a new extension LSP, i.e., a

component link, is bundled to, or de-bundled from, a virtual link. The used capacity

changes each time a traffic LSP is routed or released. Virtual Link Usage is calculated

as:

U
s
o,d =

∑
k tkUo,d(tk)/Ko,d(tk)∑

k tk
, 0 ≤ U s

o,d ≤ 1 (5.2)

We summarize the results for the whole topology in a histogram that shows the

number of virtual edges with Uo,d for values and in intervals 0%, (0%-3%], (3%-5%],

(5%-7%], (7%-10%], (10%-15%], (15%-20%], ...,(90%-100%).

Service performance is expressed in terms of blocking probability of service traffic requests

and extension requests. We also observe per-service bandwidth allocated for virtual links

or used for traffic flow routing. The resources allocated for the creation of virtual links are

the WDM layer resources, and, for routing of traffic flows, the TDM layer resources. Due

to the shared visibility, services may establish virtual links that are then used by other

services. For example a service Ss allocates Rs resources in the WDM layer to establish

a virtual topology and out of these uses Rs,s resources to route a traffic flow. It also uses

Rs,z resources, out of Rz established by a service Sz. The ratio Rs,z/Rs, calculated for

each (s, z) pair, is an important indicator of resource sharing.

For each service Ss, we calculate the following bandwidth-related statistics:

- Traffic bandwidth blocking probability (PBs
t ): A fraction of the service traffic

LSPs blocked, weighted by their capacity requirements. PBs
t is given in Equation 5.3,

where the capacity of the ith blocked traffic flow of the service Ss is denoted as cst (i),

and the total capacity of all flows of Ss, which routing was attempted as Cs
t .

PBs
t =

∑
i c

s
t (i)

Cs
t

, 0 ≤ PBs
t ≤ 1 (5.3)

- Extension bandwidth blocking probability (PBs
e): A fraction of the extension

LSPs requested by an RToE method, which were blocked, weighted by the capacity
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requirements of LSPs. PBse is given in Equation 5.4, where the capacity of the ith

blocked LSP request of the service Ss is denoted as cse(i), and the total capacity of

all LSC LSPs requested by Ss is denoted as Cs
e .

PBs
e =

∑
i c

s
e(i)

Cs
e

, 0 ≤ PBs
e ≤ 1 (5.4)

- LSC layer resource usage (Rs
e): A time average of LSC layer resources allocated

in the topology of service Ss, normalized to a total bandwidth of the network C =∑
eB(e), e ∈ ELSC . ELSC denote a set of network edges in the physical topology

(LSC layer), and B(e) denote the number of wavelengths. Each ith unidirectional

extension LSP set up by a service Ss is characterized with the resources it uses

on the physical topology, i.e., rs
e(i) = cse(i) × hs

e(i), where cse(i) is the number of

wavelengths, and hs
e(i) is the length in physical hops. Resources used are a step

function of time Rs
e(t), t = t1, ..., tk, ...., which is increased by rs

e(i) when an LSP

is set up and decreased by the same value when it is released. The time average is

calculated as follows:

R
s
e =

∑
k R

s
e(tk)tk

C
∑

k tk
, 0 ≤ Rs

e ≤ 1 (5.5)

- TDM layer resource usage Qs, and Q
s,z, for each Sz 6= Ss A time average of the

bandwidth of all traffic flows (TDM LSPs) of service Ss, routed over virtual resources

established by Ss or by any other service Sz. Resources are expressed in terms of

TDM containers, as a function of time. Resources of an ith uni-directional traffic LSP,

characterized with the capacity cst (i) and the length (in virtual hops) hs
t (i), routed

over virtual links established by service Ss, are denoted as ps,s, and over virtual links

established by any other service Sz, ps,z, so that it holds
∑z=|S|

z=1 ps,z = cst (i)h
s
t (i).

For each service the total resource usage is a function of time P s,s(t) and P s,z(t) and

is increased or decreased by ps,s, ps,z for each activated or terminated traffic flow.

The total bandwidth used by service Ss flows is then given by P s =
∑z=|S|

z=1 P s,z.

We calculate the resource usage values averaged in time and normalized to the total
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used bandwidth as:

Q
s,z =

∑
k P

s,z(tk)/P s(tk)tk∑
k tk

, z = 1, 2, ...|S|, 0 ≤ Qs,z ≤ 1 (5.6)

- Average Number of Active Component Links (Zs
v): A time average obtained

by monitoring step-wise changes in number of active extension LSPs (component

links) in intervals tk, k = 1, 2, .... It is calculated as:

Z
s
v =

∑
k tkZ

s
v(tk)∑

k tk
(5.7)

- Average Virtual Link Capacity (V o,d): For each virtual link eso,d, which is es-

tablished by a service Ss and is represented as an edge in SVG graph (Gs
TDM ), the

total capacity of the link is a function of time Ko,d(t), as it changes each time a new

bandwidth (a new extension LSC LSP between vo, vd) is added to a link. Averaged

in time and normalized to Kmax, the capacity of a virtual link with the maximal

capacity is given by:

V
s
o,d =

∑
k tkK

s
o,d(tk)

Kmax
∑

k tk
, 0 ≤ V s

o,d ≤ 1 (5.8)

For the whole service topology, the final result summarizes within histograms the

number of virtual links with V (eso,d) for values and in intervals 0%, (0%-3%], (3%-

5%], (5%-7%], (7%-10%], (10%-15%], (15%-20%], ...,(90%-100%).

- Mean Weighted Transceiver Ports Usage (Xs
t): When a uni-directional LSC

LSP is de-multiplexed at the TDM layer at the access or intermediate nodes, 1 or

2 transceiver ports are used, respectively. Xs
t is calculated in Equation 5.9, where

Xs
t (t), t = tk, k = 1, 2, ... is the total number of grooming ports used by Ss, and Xt

is the total number of transceivers in the network.

X
s
t =

∑
k tkX

s
t (tk)

Xt
∑

k tk
, 0 ≤ Xs

t ≤ 1 (5.9)
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- Mean Weighted TDM Switching Ports Usage (Xs
s): When a uni-directional

TDM LSP with m multiplexed connections is switched at the TDM layer of an

access or intermediate node, m or 2m switching ports are used, respectively. Xs
s for

a service Ss is calculated averaged in time as the ratio of switching ports used by

service Ss , Xs
s (tk), to the total number of switching ports Xs provisioned in the

network (we assume Xs = Xt × U).

X
s
s =

∑
k tkX

s
s (tk)

Xs
∑

k tk
, 0 ≤ Xs

s ≤ 1 (5.10)

- Mean Service Load (Zs
t): A time average obtained by monitoring step-wise

changes of the total number of traffic TDM LSPs Zs
t (t), t = tk, k = 1, 2, .... Service

load is calculated as:1

Z
s
t =

∑
k tkZ

s
t (tk)∑

k tk
(5.11)

- Mean Number and Utilization of Flow-through Links (F s,z
o ): For each node

vo with a switching capability in a WDM layer, and for each service Ss, the num-

ber of flow-through LSC-LSPs of the service Ss (Ks
o(t)) is observed, together with

utilization of LSPs. For ith flow-through LSP of Ss at vo, the total bandwidth is

denoted as Bs(i, o)(t), and used bandwidth is denoted as bs(i, o)(t). For each service

Ss, the total bandwidth used by service Sz is given as bs,zo (t) =
∑Kz

o (t)
i bs(i, o)(t),

z = 1, 2, ...|S| and the total LSP bandwidth as Bs
o(t) =

∑Ks
o(t)

i Bs(i, o). Let the node

degree at the LSC layer in δl, which is equal to the number of unidirectional links

multiplied by the number of wavelengths at each link. The time average is given by:

F
s,z(o) =

∑
k tkb

s,z
o (tk)/Bz

o(tk)∑
k tk

, z = 1, 2, ..., |S|, 0 ≤ F s,z(o) ≤ 1 (5.12)

1Service load is specified as the input for each scenario, by calculating Z
s
t we assure the correctness of

the traffic sources.
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The weighted number of flow-through LSPs is given by:

K
s
o =

2
∑

k tkK
s
o(tk)

δl
∑

k tk
(5.13)

This result can be summarized for the whole topology within the histogram, which

shows for each service the ratio of the number of nodes (classified into CE, PE,

P, B, and GXP) that have value K
s
o within a specific interval, e.g., Ks

o = 0%,

0% < K
s
o ≤ 10%, ... , and K

s
o ≥ 90%, to the total number of nodes in the network.

5.3 Performance of Infrastructure Services in Single-Domain Scenarios

In this Section our attention is on the performance of traffic-driven strategies for routing

and topology engineering (RToE) combined with the link release ToE strategies, in different

resource visibility scenarios. In the first place, we are interested in blocking probability of

service traffic LSPs and on the utilization of the transceivers. To understand the difference

between the strategies, we observed also the utilization of the WDM links and virtual links.

The results presented were obtained in a single-domain topology of the NSF network,

depicted in Figure 5.2, which has 28 nodes (14 CE and 14 PE nodes), 24 intra-domain

links, and 14 access links. The access and inter-domain links have eight wavelengths. Both

customer (CE) and provider (PE) nodes have lambda and TDM switching capability. Each

wavelength has four TDM labels, e.g., four ODU3 (2.5 Gb/s) mapped within one ODU2

(10 Gb/s). The customer nodes generate TDM LSP requests.

Figure 5.2: Test Network Topology for Single-Domain Experiments.
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5.3.1 Impact of RToE strategies in a Single Service Scenario

In the first scenario, we assume that a provider domain offers visibility of both lambda

switching and TDM switching capability. All CE nodes belong to one service S, and for

each (co, cd) pair of customers, a traffic source associated with a co generates traffic requests

with the same mean inter-arrival and holding times ta, th, and the capacity of 1 label. In

this scenario, we compare the performance of the layer-by-layer (LBL) RToE method and

the combined (CMB) RToE method in the configuration with the full visibility of grooming

resources. With LBL RtoE, a traffic LSP between (co, cd) is either routed over existing

virtual links with at least one available TDM label, or if such a path does not exist, a

new LSC LSP is initiated to add bandwidth to a direct virtual link between co and cd.

Hence, for a request LSP (co, cd), LBL does not use grooming capability of the domain’s

P/PE nodes. On the other hand, CMB RToE routes traffic LSPs on a combined two-layer

graph, using all available grooming capability of CE/PE/P nodes and finding at the same

time a path for a traffic LSP and the paths for extension LSPs if such should be added to

the topology. We observed the combined impact of RToE and ToE link release strategies,

namely, the release-when-idle (RELI) strategy the never-release (NREL)strategy, and the

conditional-release (CREL) strategy. The RELI strategy releases bandwidth (in terms of

component links bundled to a virtual link) when detected as unused. With the NREL

strategy, each established component link is kept in the virtual topology for the whole

service life time. The third strategy (CREL) is the extension of RELI in which links are

released depending on their length in hops. Here, idle LSC LSPs of hop-lengths 1 and 2

are never released. The parameters of study cases are summarized in Table 5.1.

Study Case Routing Approach ToE Strategy
T1 LBL RELI
T2 LBL NREL
T3 CMB RELI
T4 CMB NREL
T5 CMB CREL

Table 5.1: Single-Domain Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Study Cases.

Figure 5.3 shows the mean blocking probability of traffic and extension LSPs in five study

cases and for a number of different loads.
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Figure 5.3: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Blocking Probability of
Traffic and Extension LSPs

The significant difference between the blocking probability experienced in T1 and T3

confirms the expected gain that is achieved by multi-hop grooming as compared to end-

to-end grooming when traffic LSPs have bandwidths which are only a fraction of the

total wavelength capacity, here 1/4. For lower loads and provisioning with LBL, we can

further observe that the blocking probability obtained in a study case in which virtual

links are not released (NREL), i.e., T2, is lower than in the one with link release (RELI),

T1. This results from the fact that without releasing links, the virtual topology gradually

grows as the component links (LSC LSP) are added to the virtual links between the

service customers in a traffic-driven way, i.e., randomly. As the topology is gradually

building up, new TDM LSPs use available single or multi-hop paths. Direct links are

added until the maximum number of virtual links is established, whereupon the virtual

topology becomes stable, and classic traffic engineering methods can be used to route the

traffic, e.g., based on the residual bandwidth. On the other hand, when the virtual links

are released when idle, the virtual topology is not stable, which affects the efficiency of

multi-hop routing. The difference between the results obtained with the RELI strategy
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(T1) and the NREL strategy (T2) indicates a need for topology stabilization, which can be

achieved by using the results of link load monitoring to release links with the load under

some variable threshold. Comparing results obtained by using all grooming capability

(CMB) in combination with link-release (RELI), T3, without-release (NREL), T4, and

with conditional release (CREL), T5, the conclusion is similar: a stable topology has a

positive impact on the blocking probability. Particularly efficient is the CREL method,

which we proposed for topology stabilization.

Concerning blocking of extension requests in scenarios T2 (LBL), T4, and T5 (CMB),

in which unused bandwidth is not released, the extension success rate is lower, however

the traffic blocking is also lower. However, it should be noted that the benefit of long-

lived links exists only when the traffic is stable. In cases of dynamically changing traffic

requirements, the release-when-idle strategy might give better performance.

Table 5.2 summarizes the normalized average number of active TDM LSPs. The values

correspond to blocking probability.

Table 5.2: Single-Domain Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Normalized Average Number
of Active Traffic LSPs.

The LSC layer resource usage is given in Figure 5.4. In study cases T2, T4, and T5,

in which a created LSC LSP is never released (NREL), the capacity allocated within

the service virtual topology is higher than in the corresponding RELI study cases, T1

and T3, respectively. It is interesting to notice that the ratio between T3 and T4/T5

is approximately 1.7 for the load range in which T3, T4, and T5 all have comparable
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Figure 5.4: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1,LSC Layer Resource Usage.

blocking probability. For the load range where blocking probabilities in T4 and T5 are

still lower than 3% but higher in T3, the resource usages in T3 and T5 are approximately

the same, which confirms the efficiency of the CREL release method.

This result is also confirmed in Table 5.3, which shows the average number of component

links (LSC LSPs) allocated within the virtual topology, normalized to the value gained in

T1. This number also corresponds to the normalized average number of transceiver ports

used in different scenarios.

Table 5.3: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Normalized Average Number
of Active Component Links.
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The utilization of WDM intra-domain and access links provides some insight into the state

of the network. Figure 5.5 shows the utilization of intra-domain WDM links for different

loads in all five study cases.

Figure 5.5: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Intra-domain WDM Link
Utilization.

In each diagram, the percentage of the total inter-domain network links, which have uti-

lization within different intervals, e.g., equal to 0%, less then 3%, and so on, is shown.

Lighter colors are used for lower loads. The effects of link release strategy (T1, T3) are

obvious. It can be seen that as load increases, the average utilization of links also increases,

particularly in T3. In the NREL ToE strategy (T2, T4, T5), some links may have zero

utilization for higher load because they cannot be used within any component link (LSC

LSP).

Figure 5.6 compares the utilization of access WDM links for the five study cases.

Due to the fact that grooming is used only at CE nodes in case studies T1 and T2, each

unidirectional, multi-hop traffic LSP uses resources of both directions at each CE-PE link
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Figure 5.6: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Access WDM Link Utiliza-
tion.

of any intermediate CE node. The access link utilization is therefore much higher when

LBL RToE is used (e.g., T1) than with CMB, e.g., T3, where grooming at PE nodes is

used as well, and only the traffic LSPs that are directed to a particular CE node are

routed over its CE-PE link. With NRELI (T4 and T5), CE-PE links are never released,

and therefore their full capacity is added to the virtual topology for higher loads. For the

higher traffic load, the TDM LSP blocking is mostly caused due to the blocking of access

links.

How the TDM layer resources are used is shown first in Figure 5.7, where the usage

ratio to the total network bandwidth at the TDM layer is presented. Test cases in which

full grooming capability is used (T3, T4 and T5) use approximately the same amount of

resources at the TDM layer, as compared to the 1.7 ratio observed in the LSC layer. In the

reduced visibility scenario, the amount of the unused resources is much higher, due to the
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blocked access links, and there is higher unused residual bandwidth within the network.

Figure 5.7: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, TDM Layer Resource Us-
age.

When the full grooming capability is used (CMB), the logical topology replicates the

physical topology. Therefore, high numbers of traffic LSPs are routed on the multi-hop

paths over the virtual topology. The mean lengths of traffic LSPs in the five scenarios are

given in Figure 5.8. It can be observed that in the case in which only CE grooming is

used, the number of virtual topology hops is up to three. With full grooming capability

used, the maximum hop distance corresponds to the hop distance between different CE

nodes which is either 3, 4, or 5 for different (CE,CE) pairs in this topology.

We further compare the bandwidth utilization of virtual links, expressed as the ratio of the

virtual link with the maximum average bandwidth to the utilization. Table 5.4 compares

the maximum virtual link bandwidth (in TDM labels) for different study cases. In our

configuration, four TDM labels are multiplexed within one wavelength, and, therefore, the

virtual links that bundle only labels along a single path can have up to 4 × 8 labels. We

see that in study case T4 some virtual links are bundled over different paths, resulting

in maximal load over 32 labels. This is also possible in other scenarios, but it cannot be
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Figure 5.8: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Mean length of TDM LSP.

deduced from the results.

Table 5.4: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Maximum Virtual Link
Bandwidth.

In grooming networks, virtual links use WDM resources more efficiently, achieving higher

maximum bandwidth. This is also demonstrated in the results shown in Figure 5.9. In case

study T1, approximately 70% of virtual links has utilization under 40% of the maximal

link bandwidth (3-4 wavelengths). A similar situation exists with T2 that has maximal

virtual link bandwidth of 4-5 wavelengths.
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Figure 5.9: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Utilization of virtual links.

In T3, with the higher load, some of the virtual links dominate the topology and have

good utilization. They bundle more capacity, and that brings some other virtual links to

”starvation.” This effect can be observed for T1 as well, because in the test cases with

RELI ToE, component links are de-bundled from virtual links when unused, and some 0-

bandwidth virtual links can emerge. Our statistics are done based on the model in which

a virtual link (edge) once included in SVG is not deleted but is monitored. Component

links (extension LSPs or LSC LSPs) provide bandwidth that is either added to, or deleted

from, a corresponding SVG edge (virtual link). Therefore, some virtual links can have

an average total bandwidth 0. The maximum number of virtual links in SVG is equal

to N2, where N is a total number of nodes that can terminate virtual links. In study

cases with the reduced grooming used (T1, T2), the number of nodes is N = 14, and, in

those with the full grooming used (T3, T4, T5), it is N = 28. In T4 with the higher load,

approximately 80% of links have utilizations of 70% to 90% of the highest bandwidth link.
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This ratio is even better in T5, which books less bandwidth than T3. -Here, 60% of links

are fully utilized maximum bandwidth links.

Figure 5.10: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.1, Number of Flow-through
LSPs.

One interesting result in the LSC layer is the distribution of ”flow-through” LSC LSPs

over the nodes in the network domain. LSC LSPs are switched (routed) in the LSC layer,

at the nodes that have no visible grooming capability (reduced visibility scenarios) or that

have exhausted the available transceiver ports (full visibility scenarios). These LSC LSPs

can be terminated at hybrid nodes. In the observed load range, and for configuration in

which each node can terminate all the wavelengths of all its WDM links (for a node with

a physical layer degree 3, this makes 24 transceivers in both directions), we measured the

number of flow-through LSPs at each node.

The diagrams showing number of flows for all loads, all nodes, and all test cases are

summarized in Figure 5.10. Fig 5.10 shows that two nodes (node 6 and node 9) have the

highest number of flows in T2 and T1 scenarios. In T3 and T4 scenarios, at the higher

loads, fewer flow-through LSPs were established, i.e., some LSPs of the length higher than

one physical hop emerged. A high number of flow-through LSPs, particularly at the lower
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loads, indicates that the node belongs to a high number of shortest paths in the physical

topology. Such nodes can be good candidates for introducing grooming capability.

This experiment has shown the differences between the two RToE strategies and the im-

pact of releasing virtual links for constant and uniform traffic. The CMB strategy shows

significantly better results. An important conclusion is that immediate release of an idle

link is not useful for some medium loads. The link-release strategy should, therefore, dis-

criminate between idle links and release only a sub-set of them. A policy for releasing idle

links in a real world situation should also consider that the configuration of a virtual link

takes some time and may be prohibitive for some short-duration services.

5.3.2 Impact of Different Bundling Strategies in a Single Service Scenario

As presented, the infrastructure service model uses GMPLS resource management that is

based on link bundling. We have discussed the relationship between the aggregated TE

link and the component links, with emphasis on the weighting of the aggregated link. In

the previous Experiment 5.3.1, we used one particular strategy to assign the weight to

an aggregated link based on the weights of its components and to select the labels of the

links assigned the routing of a traffic LSP. This was a MEAN-cost strategy. In this ex-

periment, the impacts of five different strategies were evaluated. The strategies included:

MEAN-cost bundling, in which a bundle is assigned a mean cost of all bundled labels (SVG

procedure getA()), and the labels are selected randomly (in the SVG procedure Update());

MIN-cost (and MAX-cost) bundling, where the min (max) value is assigned and the min

(max) cost labels are selected; ONE-cost bundling, where the cost is always equal to one

and the selection is random; and residual-cost bundling, where a cost is calculated propor-

tional to 1/R, where R is the residual bandwidth of the aggregated link, and the selection

is random. We compare the impact of these strategies in test cases defined in Experi-

ment 5.3.1 (Table 5.1), for the same topology and load range. The blocking probability is

compared in Figure 5.11. We see that the differences are relatively insignificant and that

component links (LSC LSPs) have greatly differing hop counts and are rarely established
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and bundled. This also shows that in all other experiments in this topology and with

the same traffic, we can use the MEAN-cost weighting strategy and assume very similar

results for other weighting strategies. This is an important result because it shows that

the link bundling approach that guarantees scalability can be adopted without substantial

performance concerns.

Figure 5.11: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.2, Blocking Probability for
Different Bundling Strategies.
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5.3.3 Impact of Grooming Visibility in a Single Service Scenario

In this experiment, we illustrate the benefit of adapting visibility. We show how the

observed number of flow-through LSPs can be used to change grooming visibility and

achieve better performance. We use results for the number of flow-through LSPs per

node, obtained in study cases T1 and T2 of the previous experiment, in which no grooming

PE/P capability is used (Figure 5.10). These results correspond to a study case in which

all PE nodes have grooming capability that is, however, not visible to a service. In this

experiment, the nodes with a peak value of flow-through LSPs are taken as candidates

for being assigned grooming visibility. We further examine the performance gain achieved

when either node 6, node 9, or both become grooming visibility. Compared test cases

are summarized in Table 5.5. All simulations are repeated with CMB RToE and RELI

and NREL ToE link release strategies. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 compare the blocking

probability obtained in the test cases with the release-when-idle (RELI) strategy and with

the no-release (NREL) strategy. It can be observed that by just changing the visibility

of a single node with RELI, we can achieve a blocking probability of 3% instead of 10%.

With NREL and two visible nodes, we can achieve a blocking probability less than 1% in

comparison to 10%.

Test Case Visibility RToE Strategy
T1 reduced LBL
T2 reduced + n9+ n6 CMB
T3 full CMB
T4 reduced + n9 CMB
T5 reduced + n6 CMB

Table 5.5: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.3, Test Cases.

The number of flow-through LSPs also decreased as shown in Figure 5.14. In a study case

in which nodes n9 and n6 both gained grooming visibility, the positive impacts on the

utilization of inter-domain, access, and virtual links, are shown in Figure 5.15.

The maximum bandwidth of virtual links also changed, approaching the results of the

study case from the previous experiment in which full grooming capability is used. They
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Figure 5.12: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.3, Blocking Probability with
Release-when-Idle (RELI).

Figure 5.13: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.3, Blocking Probability with
Never-Release (NREL).
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Figure 5.14: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.3, Number of Flow-through
LSPs.

are shown in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.3, Average Maximum Virtual
Link Bandwidth.
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Figure 5.15: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.3, Link Utilization with
Grooming at Nodes n9 and n6.
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5.3.4 Impact of Different Traffic Granularities

In this experiment, we changed the assumption about the traffic LSP bandwidth that

we used in Experiment 5.3.1, where all traffic LSPs had bandwidths equal to 1 TDM

label. In this experiment, we vary the bandwidth requirement, keeping the assumption

that all traffic sources generate traffic with the same characteristics. The arrival rate is

adjusted, so that the same load range can be studied. The test cases from Experiment 5.3.1

(Table 5.1) are repeated for traffic LSP bandwidths of 2, 3, and 4 labels. Two approaches

for traffic LSP accommodation are simulated: (1) when TDM labels of traffic LSPs are

spread over different paths, and (2) when all TDM labels are routed along the same route.

The motivation for this experiment is in understanding the

In Figure 5.16, we compare blocking probability in test case T1 (LBL, RELI) and T2(CMB,

RELI) for different traffic LSPs’ granularity. It can be seen that (LBL, RELI) and (CMB,

RELI) behave similarly for the traffic with 2 labels (T1-C2, T2-C2). In this case, traffic

spreading does not bring many benefits. For traffic with 3 labels the benefit of spreading

is more obvious. Results comparing study cases T2 (LBL, NREL) and T5 (CMB, CREL)

are similar to Figure 5.17. However, when comparing the performance of LBL with CMB

RToE strategies for the traffic with mixed granularities, i.e., a traffic LSP is randomly

assigned bandwidth requirement of 1, 2, 3, or 4 TDM labels, the CMB strategy again

shows better results.

These results show that CMB RToE always performs as well as or better than the LBL

strategy for some traffic patterns, but at the cost of using grooming resources. The positive

impact of traffic spreading shows that, if separate routing of labels multiplexed within the

traffic LSP is possible, it should be used.
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Figure 5.16: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.4, Blocking Probability.

Figure 5.17: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.4, Blocking Probability.
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5.3.5 Impact of Sharing in a Multi-Service Single-Domain Scenario

In a multi-service scenario, we look at the impact of sharing resources among services. We

defined study cases with reduced, full, and constrained visibility. The constrained visibility

case is particularly interesting here, since it is the result of a very simple virtual topology

design heuristic. Starting from the basic assumptions made in the previous experiment,

we divided the traffic into four services. Three services are shown in Figure 5.18; the

fourth service S1 is not shown, because it includes all CE nodes. In other words, on each

CE, two services are active: S1 and either S2, S3 or S4.

Figure 5.18: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.5, Multi-Service Network
Setup.

All services generate traffic with the same characteristics. Services S2, S3 and S4 only

generate traffic among their corresponding service members, e.g., the four customers in

service S2 can initiate traffic LSPs to each other, hence 4× 3 traffic sources belong to S2

service. In addition, service S1 includes all possible ”inter-service” traffic, e.g., a traffic

LSP requested between the CE node connecting at the PE node n1 (Service S3) and the

CE node connecting at the PE node n11 (S2) belong to a service S1.

Table 5.7 summarizes the configuration visibility in this example. In the first two cases,

each service can use only the grooming capability at the CE nodes and the corresponding

PE nodes. In the third and fourth cases, grooming visibility is full. For the same visibility,

the study cases differ in the level of sharing. In the first and third cases, services do not

share resources, and in the second and fourth cases, they support full sharing. The strategy

used is CMB with RELI.
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Study Case Grooming Visibility Sharing
T1 (nr) only CE nodes none
T2 (nf) CE nodes + Service PE node none
T3 (sr) CE nodes + Service PE node full
T4 (sf) all nodes full

Table 5.7: Single-Domain, Single-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.5, Test Cases.

Figure 5.19: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.5, Blocking Probability in
Study Cases with Reduced Visibility.
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Figure 5.20: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.5, Blocking Probability in
Study Cases with Full Visibility.

Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 show the blocking probability per service, in test cases T1

and T3 and in T2 and T4, respectively. In both Figures, the benefits of sharing resources

between services can be seen. Here, full sharing means that any service can use unused

labels from any component link (LSP LSCs) created by other services’ RToE actions. In

the test cases without sharing between services, we see that service S1 experiences the

lowest blocking. Service S1 has the highest spread, and its customers can share resources

service-internally. Other services depend on the smaller number of virtual links that needs

to be available. When the services share resources, this difference disappears. The gain

that can be achieved with sharing is significant in both reduced and full-visibility scenarios.
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In Figure 5.21 we compare blocking probability in the scenarios with sharing and see

that giving services full visibility (T4), as compared to the visibility of only CE and

corresponding PE nodes, provides some improvement that is, however, relatively small in

the range of blocking probability up to 3%.

Figure 5.21: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.5, Blocking Probability in
Study Cases with Sharing.

In Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23, the TDM layer resource usages for all services are shown.

The results obtained in test cases with different visibilities and sharing, i.e., T3 and T4,

show almost no significant difference. Each of the four diagrams represent one particular

service, e.g., S1, and for different loads, the percentage of service traffic LSPs that are

carried over resources of other services. For example, approximately 70% of all S1 traffic

LSPs are routed over the component links that are set up by S1 itself. Service S1 uses

resources of services S2, S3, and S4 to route the other 30% of its traffic. Services S3 and

S4 can share approximately 9% of their resources.
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Figure 5.22: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.5, Sharing Resources between
Services, Scenario T3

Figure 5.23: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.5, Sharing Resources between
Services, Scenario T4
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5.3.6 Impact of Sharing in a Multi-Service Single-Domain Scenario with Dif-

ferent Traffic Granularity

This experiment uses the same configuration of services and resource visibility as described

in Experiment 5.3.5. However, the traffic that services generate is slightly changed. The

aim is to see whether the previous conclusion about the benefits of sharing are still valid.

We defined three groups of test cases, summarized in Table 5.8. In the study cases of

the first group, while service S1 still generates traffic LSPs with required bandwidth equal

to 1 TDM label, services S2, S3, and S4 generate traffic with required bandwidth of 2

TDM labels. In the second group of scenarios, S1 can generate traffic LSPs with either

one or two TDM labels, where the probability of the lower bandwidth requirement is

2/3, and the higher bandwidth requirement is 1/3. A request with a higher bandwidth

requirement comes with a lower inter-arrival rate. In the third group of test cases services,

S1, S2, S3, and S4 behave as S1 in the second group, and service S2 generates requests

for two TDM labels. Again, we compare sharing and no-sharing options with full and

constrained visibility. The results confirm the conclusion from the previous experiment.

By sharing virtual links, extensibility of services can be improved. In this experiment,

better results are obtained with the visibility configuration that is obtained, taking the

service configuration into account. This exemplifies the need for an efficient visibility

configuration design algorithm.

Test Case S1 traffic S2 traffic S3 traffic S4 traffic Grooming Visibility Sharing
T1 (nr) 1 2 2 2 reduced (only service PE nodes) no
T2 (nf) 1 2 2 2 full no
T3 (sr) 1 2 2 2 reduced yes
T4 (sf) 1 2 2 2 full no

T1b (nr) 1 (60%) 2 (30%) 2 2 2 reduced (only service PE nodes) no
Tb2 (nf) 1 (60%) 2 (30%) 2 2 2 full no
T3b (sr) 1 (60%) 2 (30%) 2 2 2 reduced yes
T4b (sf) 1 (60%) 2 (30%) 2 2 2 full no

T1bo (nr) 1 (60%) 2 (30%) 2 as S1 as S1 reduced (only service PE nodes) no
Tb2o (nf) 1 (60%) 2 (30%) 2 as S1 as S1 full no
T3bo (sr) 1 (60%) 2 (30%) 2 as S1 as S1 reduced yes
T4bo (sf) 1 (60%) 2 (30%) 2 as S1 as S1 full no

Table 5.8: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Test Cases.

Comparing the results achieved for reduced visibility (Figure 5.24) with the corresponding
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Figure 5.24: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Blocking Probability in
Study Cases with Reduced Visibility.

results in the previous experiment (Figure 5.19), it can be observed that, without sharing,

the blocking probability of services S2, S3, and S4 becomes higher due to higher bandwidth

requirements. With sharing, results comparable to those of the previous experiment can

be obtained, in particular in the load range where blocking is over 10% without sharing.

Figure 5.25 compares results with full visibility. Again sharing of resources reduces the

blocking probability.

Comparison between results of sharing scenarios shows that controlled sharing with the

constrained, i.e., service-specifically designed, visibility is better option, as all services

including S1 show better performance. With the constrained visibility, the services share

only resources that are topologically most appropriate.

Similar results are obtained when service S1 changes (increases) its bandwidth require-

ments slightly and generates less virtual capacity available for sharing. However, again

with sharing both for constrained (Figure 5.27) and full visibility (Figure 5.28), better

results can be obtained.
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Figure 5.25: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Blocking Probability in
Study Cases with Full Visibility.

Figure 5.26: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Blocking Probability in
Study Cases with Sharing.
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Figure 5.27: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Blocking Probability in
Study Cases with Constrained Visibility.

Figure 5.28: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Blocking Probability in
Study Cases with Full Visibility.
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Figure 5.29: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Blocking Probability in
Study Cases with Sharing.

In cases in which all services, except service S2, generate traffic of variable capacity re-

quirements (either one or two TDM labels are required), no-sharing service S1 again shows

lowest blocking. Service S2 now has the highest blocking. With sharing, the performance

can be increased when both reduced (Figure 5.30) and full visibilities (Figure 5.32) are

used. Here again, the best result can be obtained with sharing in the case featuring

constrained visibility (Figure 5.35).

The results of these experiments show an important direction regarding sharing of virtual

links between services. We have seen that sharing resources between services introduces

performance gain. We also noticed that if resources are offered for sharing without con-

straints, lower performance may result than when the shared resources are constrained.

How the visibility of grooming capabilities is configured for different services has direct

impact on sharing on the logical level, hence, it can be a means to govern efficient sharing.
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Figure 5.30: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Sharing.

Figure 5.31: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Sharing.
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Figure 5.32: Single-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Experiment 5.3.6, Sharing.
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5.4 Performance of Infrastructure Services in Multi-Domain Scenario

The simulation experiments in a multi-domain scenario are designed to quantify the im-

pact that the architecture with GMPLS-enabled Exchange Points (GXP) has on service

performance. In these experiments, we use, on the one hand, a network topology repre-

senting traditional UNI/NNI architecture with the static customer-provider (CE-PE) and

carrier-carrier (B-B) connections, and, on the other hand, the architecture with GMPLS

exchange points (GXP) where the dynamic inter-connectivity between the interconnected

parties can be established on-demand over the deployed GXPs, and the MPE control

overlay performing path computation is assumed. We simulate a network, shown in Fig-

ure 5.33, composed of two domains (D1, D2) with identical topologies including 15 hybrid

nodes with lambda switching, TDM switching, and grooming capability. Each domain

node serves a customer site.

Figure 5.33: Multi-Domain, Network Topology.

In the UNI/NNI topology, domains establish inter-domain B-B links at three points of

collocation, (B-B) in Figure 5.33. For the corresponding GXP-topology, the placement of

seven GXP nodes is computed (shown as dotted circles) by using the heuristic presented in

Section 3.5, starting with 15 candidate locations. In both UNI/NNI and GXP topologies,

B-B, CE-PE, and GXP links have 32 wavelengths and each inter-domain link, either B-B

or over GXP, has 128 wavelengths. Each GXP connects both domains and both customer
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sites at this collocation. In the considered test cases, we simulated different grooming

visibilities and considered different sharing scenarios.

In the UNI/NNI topology, the visibility can either be reduced, where all LSRs offer only

LSC switching capability, including border LSRs or partial where border LSRs offer groom-

ing capability, or full, if all LSRs offer TDM switching and grooming. In the experiments

with the GXP architecture, we again vary the visibility related to GXP and other nodes

in the network. Resource sharing between services can be full or constrained.

In all study cases we evaluate and compare the performance of the D′1s and D′2s intra-

domain services S1 and S4, respectively, and D1−D2 inter-domain services, S2 and S3. In

the GXP architecture, although the customers connect directly to the node, their original

assignment to the domain is used in the service definition. In all scenarios, we use CMB

with RELI link release strategy. The scenarios studied are summarized in Table 5.9.

Study Case Topology Sharing Visibility (D1, D2) Visibility (B/GRE) Routing
U1 UNI/NNI inter-domain reduced reduced domain constrained
U2 UNI/NNI inter-domain reduced full(B) domain constrained
U3 UNI/NNI inter-domain full full domain constrained
G1 GXP full reduced reduced prefer own
G2 GXP full reduced full prefer own
G3 GXP full full full prefer own

Table 5.9: Multi-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Test Cases

Concerning the traffic load, we assume that both intra-domain and inter-domain traffic

LSPs have the same duration and that the ratio of inter-arrival times of inter-domain

traffic requests to intra-domain traffic requests are 1 : 10. In the UNI/NNI topology,

inter-domain requests are provisioned domain-internally, and only inter-domain requests

can use inter-domain links. With GXP topology, the ”prefer own” routing strategy is

used in which the original domain is favored until resources are exhausted, after which the

resources of other domains are used.
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Figure 5.34 compares blocking probability obtained in study cases U1, U2, and G2. These

are the study cases with no grooming visibility within the domains. In the U2 study

case, grooming visibility is added at the B nodes. In G3, GXP nodes have grooming

visibility. It can be observed that results obtained in U1 and U2 are not significantly

different. The GXP architecture (G2), however, introduces significant improvement in

blocking probability.

Figure 5.34: Multi-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Blocking Probability in UNI/NNI, with and
without grooming on B nodes compared to GXP architecture with GXPa with grooming visibility.
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Figure 5.35 compares blocking probability that can be obtained in GXP architecture with

different grooming visibility at GXP nodes, i.e., test case G1 - GXP: no visibility, G2 -

GXP: full visibility, and in the whole network, G3 - both GXP and domain nodes: full

visibility. The results obtained show that a significant performance improvement can be

obtained by introducing grooming visibility at GXP nodes.

Figure 5.35: Multi-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Blocking Probability.

Differences in resource sharing between study cases with UNI/NNI (U1) and GXP archi-

tectures (G2) are depicted in Figure 5.36 and Figure 5.37. While intra-domain services

S1 and S4 do not share resources in the UNI/NNI architecture, in GXP architecture this

is possible, and it has a positive impact regarding blocking probability.
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Figure 5.36: Multi-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Sharing in UNI/NNI Study Case U1.

Figure 5.37: Multi-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Sharing in GXP Study Case G2.
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Figure 5.38 compares the utilization of WDM links in scenarios U2 and G2. It can be

observed that GXP architecture is characterized with lower utilization at all types of links

(for higher throughput/lower blocking probability as previously shown).

Figure 5.38: Multi-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, WDM Link Utilization, (a) U2 access links (b)
U2 B-B links (c) U2 intra-domain links (d) G2 access links (e) G2 GXP links (f) G2 intra-domain
links.
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Per-service allocation of LSC resources is shown in Figure 5.39. It can be noticed that

due to the positive impact of sharing and GXP architecture, the intra-domain services

allocate (together) approximately 15% less bandwidth for significantly improved blocking

probability.

Figure 5.39: Multi-Domain, Multi-Service Scenario, Per-service Usage of LSC Resources.
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5.5 Conclusions

This Chapter presented the illustrative results of simulation experiments that aimed at

quantifying the performance of infrastructure service provisioning with the proposed meth-

ods for traffic routing and topology engineering (RToE) and at providing answers to fol-

lowing questions:

1. Which approach to using grooming resources gives better results under the assump-

tion of full grooming visibility: the one that prefers direct links between CE nodes

and uses only grooming at the CE nodes, or the one that uses all grooming resources,

including those at P and PE nodes?

2. What is the impact of link bundling and routing based on different approaches to

the assignment of weights to aggregated links?

3. Which ToE approach to releasing links/bandwidth from the virtual topology leads

to better performance in combination with one of the RToEs?

4. Does full visibility of grooming resources offer the best configuration for sharing of

virtual resources?

5. What is the performance gain in the GXP architecture?

To this aim, we tested the proposed RToE strategies in the single- and multi-service

scenarios and single- and multi-domain topologies. The Layer-by-layer (LBL) RToE and

the Combined (CMB) RToE were tested in combination with the proposed link release

strategies, i.e., No-release (NREL), Release-when-idle (RELI), and Conditional release

(CREL). Tests were repeated for different traffic granularities and in combination with

different approaches to weighting bundled links. Results presented here are also illustrative

of similar findings in other experiments.

Regarding the first question where the focus was on the configuration with full visibility of

grooming resources, the CMB RToE has shown significantly better performance for traffic

of very high granularity, and, for more heterogenous traffic patterns and higher bandwidth

requirements, it has shown performance comparable to LBL RToE that uses less grooming
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resources.The CMB routing strategy compared with either RELI or CREL is therefore a

strategy of choice for infrastructure service provisioning.

Regarding the impact of different approaches to assigning weights to the aggregated links,

we have observed no significant differences for the topology and traffic patterns used.

This means that link bundling, which is a resource management strategy adopted from

the GMPLS framework, can be used without substantial performance concerns.

Regarding the approach towards link release, we have observed that keeping configured

links has positive impact on the service performance. This pointed out that if the link is

to be released, the decision should take into account some parameters additional to the

link current state, e.g., link utilization. Furthermore, taking into account that in a real-

world network the reconfiguration of virtual links should be kept to minimum because of

the non-eligible setup time of virtual links, our conditional release strategy, which keeps

already configured links active as long as possible, presents a promising approach. This is

particularly true when the sharing of virtual links is supported.

Regarding sharing of logical links between services, we have observed that the benefits of

sharing may not be the highest when full visibility of physical grooming resources is offered

to all services. When services are localized within different parts of the provider domains’

topology, a customized set of physical resources should be offered. The visibility concept

that we introduced in this thesis is a means to adapt accordingly the set of available

resources, both in the physical and logical layer.

In the multi-domain topology, we have observed significant benefits of introducing GXPs,

particularly the GXP with the grooming capability.

Summarizing from the previous, the presented results illustrate the promising potential of

the proposed Combined RToE, particularly when combined with visibility as a means to

control the resources offered to the CMB RToE. These conclusions are also demonstrated

within the GXP architecture, where the introduction of GXP nodes resulted in a significant

performance gain.
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This thesis developed a network and service model for the dynamic L1 virtualization of

optical networks with traffic grooming capabilities. We have proposed two novel concepts

in support of service provisioning over heterogeneous technologies and multiple carriers.

Firstly, we defined the GMPLS Exchange Point as an enabler of the new federation ar-

chitecture in which different administrative GMPLS domains integrate their resources, in

order to provide global services. We proposed a control model for GXP nodes, and in-

troduced a trusted control overlay, referred to as the Multi-Provider Edge (MPE), which

exploits the flexibility achieved with GXP and supports global routing. Secondly, we pro-

posed the model of infrastructure services, which employ GMPLS protocols for topology

control and traffic routing and share common resources by using a new resource visibility

attribute. As a particular case study, we considered the infrastructure services provisioned

over two-layer optical networks, with the virtual topology comprised of dynamically es-

tablished lambda switched paths accommodating dynamically requested TDM granular

connections.

One of the most promising properties of the infrastructure service model is resource shar-

ing. To control sharing of physical and logical resources among services we extended

the traffic engineering information, which describes network resources within the control

plane, with the resource visibility attribute. The proposed model foresees that at a service

creation time, the visibility attribute of the physical resources is simply updated, without

the need to create any dedicated virtual topology for a service in advance. During its

lifetime, the service can dynamically use visible resources to create its virtual topology

and accommodate actual traffic.
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The separation between the control of the visibility attribute, on the one hand, and the

control over the visible resources by means of traffic routing and topology engineering

(RToE) on the other, is one essential novelty of our approach. During an attempt to

route - i.e., accommodate - a particular traffic LSP, a service can initiate a dynamic

setup of virtual links and allocate physical resources tagged as visible. Established virtual

links can be made visible to other services. So, in the proposed model both physical

resources and virtual resources can be made selectively visible to different services, and

the visibility of resources can change over time. Furthermore, sharing of the physical

and logical layer resources complement each other. In the physical layer, for a resource

visible to many services, it depends on the actual traffic requirements which service will

allocate the resource. As long as being allocated within one service’s virtual link, a physical

resource, such as a wavelength, cannot be used within virtual links of other services. After

the virtual link is released, all its physical layer resources become available for the ToE

actions of other services. At the logical layer, the labels of a virtual link configured by

one service may be visible to other services, which may concurrently use them to route

their traffic. So, the labels of one service’s virtual links may be used to route both service-

internal and service external traffic. In this respect, the visibility attribute can reflect

different objectives and different service-accommodation policies. Based on the visible

resources and actual traffic requirements, the RToE methods and link release strategies

transition a virtual topology of a service to a more efficient one.

For a dynamic allocation of visible resources, we proposed two traffic routing and topol-

ogy engineering (RToE) methods: the Layer-by-layer (LBL) and the Combined (CMB)

method. LBL maximizes the single-hop traffic by opening a new direct link each time

a requested traffic LSP cannot be accommodated on the existing topology. CMB mini-

mizes delay in the LSC layer by opening short virtual links. The main difference between

these two methods is in their approach to using grooming resources: while LBL uses only

grooming resources at the customer edge (CE) devices, the CMB method uses all visi-

ble grooming resources. The proposed RToE methods rely on GMPLS mechanisms and
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in particular on link-bundling. Therefore, the proposed service graph model makes the

distinction between the aggregated (virtual) links, and the bundled or component links.

The RToE methods are further complemented with the link release strategies, such as

no-release, release-when-idle and conditional-release.

We implemented the proposed methods in a simulation environment and conducted the

simulation-based performance studies. The results presented quantified the benefits of

using traffic grooming capability of the carrier networks, and showed a potential of the

CMB RToE approach to deliver good performance in link utilization and blocking. The

results also showed the need to customize the use of grooming resources, which can be

achieved by setting and changing the visibility attributes of the resources precisely. The

CMB RToE successfully addresses the potential problem of poorly utilized links that are

kept alive only by some service-external traffic. The CMB RToE creates the shortest

possible virtual links, which may be efficiently used by many services. This approach

complies with the requirement to reduce the amount of re-configurations in the network.

Instead of creating and releasing dedicated virtual links to route service traffic LSP, which

suffers form unused bandwidth, higher blocking, and unnecessary reconfigurations, our

approach establishes high-utility shared virtual links, and leverages their yields.

In the performance study, we further observed the benefit of traffic spreading, which indi-

cates that a flexible choice of spreading - i.e., virtual concatenation, can further improve

the performance. An important result derived from this study is that routing over bun-

dled links is insensible to the scheme for aggregating weights of component links. In our

study, almost all virtual links have the shortest length both in a low load regime and in a

medium load regime. In the former case, this is because there are several available shortest

paths between each source-destination pair in the test topology; in the latter case, due to

the uniform traffic load neither shorter nor longer paths are available. Therefore, when

computing a path the aggregation of the component link weights based on the mean-cost

scheme can be used; when routing the traffic over the aggregated links, the choice of la-

bels on each of the links can be can be random. In general, this result may depend on
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the topology and on traffic. However it can be generalized for the topologies that have

relatively short maximum diameter - here 5 - and several available alternative shortest

paths for any selected (CE − CE). Of course, for some extremely heterogeneous traffic

patterns, there would be a need to constrain the length of the LSC LSPs that are bundled

together.

In the scope of this work, which major focus was on the dynamic traffic routing and topol-

ogy engineering for infrastructure services, we did not propose any particular new method

for the initial configuration of the visibility attribute, i.e., we assumed that some of the

existing virtual topology design heuristics could be used. Furthermore, we assumed that

the dynamic adaptation of visibility could be based on measurements. We demonstrated

this approach in one of the simulation experiments in which the number of flow-through

LSPs at the hybrid nodes was used to select a node which visibility of grooming resources

should be changed. It is important to notice that changing resource visibility does not

cause any kind of re-configuration actions or traffic re-routing in a network, but only an

update of the TE information.

Finally, the results presented in this thesis illustrated that GXP architecture provides

manifold performance benefits. By introducing the GXP nodes into the topology, new

routing paths can be created. We have shown that by introducing grooming capability

in the GXP nodes a significant performance improvement can be achieved, even without

any grooming capability deployed within the domain’s nodes. On the other hand, we

are aware that policies play a significant role on how domains would use bandwidth from

other domains. For instance, we implemented a simple policy where an external capacity

is used for intra-domain traffic only, in case the request would be otherwise blocked, and

it resulted in improvements. While we are aware that in order to assess the full potential

of the proposed architecture we need to go beyond some simplifying assumptions of the

presented performance study, we are convinced of significant potential benefits of the

GXP-based architecture.

Based on the concepts proposed in this thesis further work may address several open issues
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and promising directions. First, in the context of separation between controlling visibility

and dynamically using visible resources, further research may focus on methods for config-

uring and adapting resource visibility based on service requirements and measurements.

The modeling and classification of service requirements should be accounted for when

making decisions which resources to offer to which services. Coordination between the

complementary roles that the methods for the visibility control and dynamic routing play

within the closed control loop could be a challenging further step towards autonomic man-

agement. An approach towards creating adaptable methods based on atomic functional

blocks might also be evaluated.

The control-plane issues related to distributed path computation and signaling between

different control plane instances, which were not in the scope of this work, also require at-

tention and further study. These include the coordination of routing and signaling, which

is necessary when routing is preceded or followed by several topology extension actions,

particularly in the presence of incomplete advertised information. In the context of fed-

erated architecture, the issues of collaborative resource sharing among different domains,

based on the visibility concept, need to be further addressed.

With the proposed federated architecture and infrastructure service model, this thesis laid

foundations for virtualizations in the optical layer. As some concepts proposed here have

already found their way into real-world implementations (GXP), we believe that further

on the horizon, also the visibility attribute - a key to coordination and sharing of resources

- can be successfully incorporated and extended within the emerging technologies, such as

autonomic network control.
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Appendix A List of Abbreviations

ADM Add/Drop Multiplexers

AMS-IX Amsterdam Exchange Point

APN Articulated Private Networks

AS Autonomous System

ASON Automatic Switched Optical Network

ASTN Automatic Switched Transport Network

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode

B Border Node

BGP Border Gateway Protocol

BOD Bandwidth-On-Demand

CAC Connection Admission Scheme

CE Customer Edge

CLA Control Level Agreement

CMB Combined RToE Method

CO Connection Oriented

CP Control Plane

CPI Control Plane Instance

CREL Conditional Release when Idle ToE

CR-LDP Constrained Routing Label Distribution Protocol

DES Discrete-Event Simulation

DXC Digital Cross-Connect

E-NNI External NNI

EPL Ethernet Private Line
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ERO Explicit Route Object

FA Forwarding Adjacency

FCAPS Fault, Configuration, Accounting,

Performance and Security Management

FDDI Fiber Distributed Data Interface

FSC Fibre Switching Capable

GENI Global Environment for Networking Innovations

GLTDA Greedy Logical Topology Design Algorithm

GMPLS Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching

GPRS General Packet Radio Service

GRWA Grooming RWA

GRX GPRS Roaming Exchange Points

GVPXC Generalized Virtual Private Cross-Connect

GXP GMPLS Exchange Point

HLDA Heuristic Logical Topology Design Algorithm

IACD Interface Adaptation Capability Adapter

IBX Internet Business Exchange

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

I-NNI Internal NNI

IP Internet Protocol

ISCD Interface Switching Capability Descriptor

ISIS Inter-System to Inter-System

ITU-T International Telecommunication Union

Telecommunication Standardization Sector

IX Internet Exchange

IXP Internet Exchange Point

L1 VPN Layer 1 VPN

L2SC Layer 2 Switching Capable
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LAN Local Area Networks

LBL Layer-By-Layer RToE Method

LCAS Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme

LD Lightpath Demand

LMP Link Management Protocol

LRM Link Resource Manager

LSC Lambda Switching Capable

LSP Label Switched Path

LSR Lambda Switching Router

MAN Metropolitan Area Network

MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming

MLDA Minimum Delay Logical Topology Design Algorithm

MPE Multi-Provider Edge

MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching

NGI Next Generation Internet

NNI Network to Network Interface

NP Non-Polynomially

NREL Never Release ToE Method

NREN National Research Experimental Networks

NSF National Scientific Foundation

OADM Optical Add

OBS Optical Burst Switching

OCh Optical Channel

ODU Optical Data Unit

OIF Optical Internet Forum

OPEX Operational Expenditures

OPS Optical Packet Switching

OPU Optical Payload Unit
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OSI Open Systems Interconnection

OSPF-TE Open Shortest Path First extended for Traffic Engineering

OTDM Optical Time Division Multiplexing

OTN Optical Transport Network

OTU Optical Transport Unit

OXC Optical Cross-Connect

P Provider Domain

PCE Path Computation Element

PE Provider Edge

PSC Packet Switching Capable

PVC Permanent Virtual Circuits

PXC Photonic Cross-Connect

QoS Quality-of-Service

RB Regional Broadcaster

RDB Resource Database

RELI Release When Idle ToE Method

RSVP-TE Reservation Protocol with Traffic Engineering

RToE Routing and Topology Engineering

RWA Routing and Wavelength Assignment

SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy

SH-TG Single-hop traffic grooming

SLA Service Level Agreement

SLS Service Level Specification

SN Subnetwork

SNP Subnetwork Point

SNPP Subnetwok Point Pool

SONET Synchronous Optical Network

SRLG Shared Risk Link Group
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SVG Service Visibility Graph

TDM Time Division Multiplexing

TE Traffic Engineering

TILDA Topology Independent Logical Topology Design Algorithm

ToE Topology Engineering

UCLP User-Controlled Lightpath Architecture

UNI User-to-Network Interface

VCAT Virtual Concatenation

VPN Virtual Private Network

WADM Wavelength Add

WAN Wide Area Network

WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing

WRN Wavelength Routed Network

XP Exchange Point
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